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Abstract 

In wireless networks, link budget can be relaxed by delivering the data using inter

mediate relay nodes. Although the immediate purpose of relaying is to obtain gain 

against path loss, it can also create spatial diversity due to the broadcast nature of 

the wireless medium. The objective of this work is to design and analyze relaying 

protocols that induce e2e cooperative diversity for ad hoc and infrastructure based 

networks. 

One of the main limitations of digital multi-hop relaying is the occurrence of 

detection errors at the relays. If the relaying is not done selectively, these errors 

cause significant performance degradation at the destination, a problem usually called 

error propagation. The first part of this thesis studies threshold digital relaying 

techniques to reduce error propagation. A set of optimal thresholds are derived and 

their performance for a single relay network is evaluated. It is shown that threshold 

digital relaying achieves full - in this case dual - diversity. A good approximation to 

the optimal threshold is also derived. For multiple relay scenarios, a relay selection 

protocol based on threshold is proposed and threshold functions that achieve full 

diversity are provided. 

Most studies on cooperative diversity assume relays at favorable locations, which 

cannot be justified in random topologies. These studies are not necessarily good in

dicators of network-wide benefits of cooperative relaying. The second part of this 



thesis analyzes the network-wide benefits of cooperative relaying in random topolo

gies. Assuming that the relays are distributed according to Poisson point process, the 

performance of cooperative relaying is derived as a function of relay density. 

The relays can be user terminals serving for each other, as well as dedicated fixed 

relays that are part of the infrastructure. Due to their less stringent space and cost 

constraints, infrastructure-based relays can accommodate multiple-antennas. The 

last part of this thesis is a preliminary study on an uplink scenario, where multiple 

single-antenna users communicate with a common multi-antenna destination with 

the help of a multi-antenna relay. It is shown that using multi-stream relaying and 

practical Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) receivers, e2e diversity benefits 

can be achieved. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

As wireless communication becomes more prevalent, the demand for higher data rates 

and uninterrupted connectivity is increasing. Future wireless systems are provisioned 

to be highly heterogeneous and interconnected. On one side, wireless ad hoc networks 

are emerging for a wide range of new applications, on the other side, infrastructure 

based broadband wireless systems are expanding to provide increasing number of 

services with ubiquitous coverage. 

Ad hoc networks have a wide range of applications including peer-to-peer wireless 

data exchange, home networks, and sensor networks. These networks operate in a new 

paradigm wherein the network does not rely on any infrastructure. Self-organization 

feature reduces the cost and effort for their configuration and maintenance. In most 

applications the network consists of battery-powered nodes. Due to low transmit 

power, these nodes have limited communication range. Thus, cooperative communi

cation, in which nodes share their resources to facilitate each others' communication, 

is essential for these networks. 

In wireless broadband networks cooperative communication emerged asi an up

grade to single hop cellular architecture. As evident from the current and upcoming 

1 



2 

standards, there is a growing consensus in wireless community on adding multihop 

capability to these networks [1,2]. In infrastructure based wireless networks, enabling 

multihop relaying brings many opportunities at different network layers. Replacing 

long and weaker links with short and stronger links can mitigate the burden on the 

link budget. Alternative routes between the users and the basestation provide ro

bustness against shadowing and multi-path fading, and introduce new design options 

for scheduling and routing. 

In physical layer an important opportunity arises with cooperation; due to the 

broadcast nature of wireless medium, as the data is transmitted to its destination in 

multiple hops, many nodes in the vicinity can hear these transmissions. Transmissions 

from different nodes are generally affected by different and statistically independent 

fading. Hence, the final destination of the data can combine all the received signals 

using traditional combining methods such as Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC) or 

Selection Combining (SC) and obtain diversity against the harming effects of fading. 

Diversity obtained through multihop transmissions is usually referred to as cooperative 

diversity [3]. 

Diversity is a very powerful technique to increase robustness against channel fad

ing. Cooperative diversity is a kind of spatial diversity that can be obtained without 

multiple transmit or receive antennas. It is especially useful when time, frequency, 

and spatial diversity through multiple antennas are not feasible. The first exam

ples of practical cooperative diversity protocols were studied by Laneman et al. [4]. 

It was shown that diversity relaying has the potential to improve end-to-end (e2e) 

performance in slow fading environments despite the penalty of relaying in terms of 

bandwidth expansion. The main objective of this thesis is to design and analyze 

protocols to induce e2e diversity through the cooperation of relay nodes with source 

and destination. 

Depending on the level of signal processing performed at the relay, cooperative 
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relaying schemes can be classified as analog relaying or digital relaying. In analog 

relaying, the relay terminal amplifies the received signal and retransmits it. In digital 

relaying, the relay detects the received signal and retransmits regenerated version of 

the detected signal. In this thesis, the applications of cooperative digital relaying in 

several wireless scenarios are investigated. Most of the treatment is centered: around 

two-hop networks, as a two-hop network is the simplest but non-trivial case for the 

physical layer cooperative diversity relaying problems studied in this thesis. The main 

contributions are summarized below. 

1.2 Contributions 

1.2.1 Error Propagation and Threshold Digital Relaying in 

Cooperative Wireless Networks 

In digital relaying, if the relay detection is correct, the destination receives the signal 

through multiple branches and thus obtains diversity by combining them. However, 

if the relay makes any errors, post-combining SNR, at the destination reduces signif

icantly. This phenomenon is called error propagation. Error propagation limits the 

e2e performance of the protocols in which the relay always retransmits. Selective 

relaying can be used to reduce the probability of error propagation. The first part 

of this thesis focuses on relaying schemes that do not rely on the error detection and 

correction capabilities of the relays. These schemes are particularly useful for relaying 

among sensor devices that performs detection, but may not afford decoding at every 

hop due to stringent energy constraints. 

A simple way of reducing error propagation is to make forwarding decisions based 

on the link SNRs in the network. The relay can use a threshold to decide when 

to retransmit, and retransmits only if the source-relay SNR is above this threshold. 
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The choice of the threshold has considerable impact on the e2e performance of the 

cooperative diversity schemes. In the first part of this thesis, we study threshold-based 

relaying schemes to minimize the e2e Bit Error Rate (BER) in uncoded cooperative 

digital relaying systems. In the literature, the threshold value has been determined 

empirically from numerical results. In some asymmetric networks, where the SNRs 

of the links are not statistically identical, this empirical threshold results in poor 

performance. 

Optimal threshold values that minimize the e2e BER, are derived and the im

portance of choosing the threshold optimally is illustrated. Studying the perfor

mance under different models, it is shown that knowledge of the instantaneous source-

destination SNR at the relay can be exploited. When the average source-destination 

SNR is large, there is a gain from the instantaneous source-destination SNR knowl

edge at the relay. However, knowledge of the instantaneous relay-destination iSNR at 

the relay does not change the performance significantly. 

The asymptotic e2e BER of threshold digital relaying is also studied. It is shown 

that as the average link SNRs are increased simultaneously, directly proportional to 

a reference value (SNR), the optimal threshold that minimizes the e2e BER increases 

as log(SNR). The resulting e2e BER decreases as log(SNR)/SNR2. Moreover, any 

threshold of the form log(cSNR), achieves the same order of e2e BER as the one 

achieved by the optimal threshold and provides dual diversity. A value of c that 

performs very close to the optimal threshold is also proposed. 

Although multiple relays can offer higher diversity gains, large number of retrans

missions is usually prohibitive due to limited radio resources. To this end, a threshold 

based relay selection algorithm is introduced to limit the retransmissions to one. A 

threshold function in the form of log(cSNRMr/'Q''n), where Mr is the number of the 

relays, am is a modulation dependent parameter, and c is a positive constant, is pro

posed. It is proven that this protocol achieves full diversity (Mr + 1 order) with the 



proposed threshold. 
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1.2.2 Cooperative Digital Relaying in Wireless Ad-hoe Net

works 

Most studies on cooperative relaying consider simple and optimistic scenarios, in 

which, for example, all the relays are in the midpoint between the source and the 

destination. In ad hoc networks, the topology will be random due to random node 

deployment or node mobility. While for some source-destination pairs there might be 

many relays at favorable locations, there might also exist pairs which can find no relays 

at all. Although the studies conducted for deterministic topologies provide useful 

initial understanding of cooperative diversity relaying, the performance obtained in 

these scenarios is not a good indicator of the network-wide gain from cooperative 

diversity in random relay deployments. The randomness in node positions is an 

integral part that must be incorporated into the problem formulation. 

In the second part of this thesis, two-hop cooperative diversity relaying in wire

less ad hoc networks is studied. The problem is formulated recognizing that node 

positions, as well as the fading states of the channels among the nodes, are random. 

A simple protocol which requires minimal a priori knowledge of node positions and 

channel fading states is proposed. This protocol assumes that each node in the vicin

ity of the source knows its average link gain to the destination. The source transmits a 

packet, and then chooses relays among the nodes that can decode the received packet 

reliably. Assuming that the relay nodes are distributed according to a 2-dimensional 

Poisson point process, the e2e outage probability of the protocol is studied analyt

ically as a function of node density, fading parameters and node transmit: powers. 

Performances of other relay selection criteria such as instantaneous link gain and dis

tance to the destination are also studied through simulations. Both maximal ratio 
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combining and selection combining are considered at the destination. 

1.2.3 Relay-Assisted Spatial Multiplexing in Wireless Fixed 

Relay Networks 

In infrastructure based networks a practical alternative to user cooperation is deploy

ing fixed relays that are dedicated nodes for forwarding other nodes' data. Fixed relays 

can take the burden of cooperation from users. They are provisioned to have direct 

access to the power line, hence their operation is not limited by battery lifetime [5]. 

While mounting multiple antennas at mobile user terminals might be impractical due 

to space and cost constraints, these constraints are less stringent for fixed relays. 

Therefore, they can easily accommodate multiple antennas. 

The last part of this thesis in an initial study on the potential benefits of multi-

antenna relays. A system in which multiple users want to communicate with a com

mon multi-antenna receiver, such as a basestation, is considered. Independent data of 

the users are spatially multiplexed. In particular, end-to-end outage probability with 

Zero Forcing Decision Feedback (ZF-DF) type receivers is studied. A novel method 

to combine the signals from the source and the relay is proposed and its performance 

is analyzed. 

1.3 Organization 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides a background on 

cooperative communication and cooperative diversity relaying. Chapters 3-5 focus 

on threshold based digital relaying. In Chapter 3 the optimal threshold values that 

minimize e2e BER are derived and their performances are evaluated. Chapter 4 inves

tigates the diversity gain achievable through threshold digital relaying. In Chapter 5 
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multiple relay case is considered and a threshold based relay selection protocol is stud

ied. Chapter 6 studies the performance of cooperative relaying in random topologies. 

In Chapter 7, cooperative diversity benefits obtained through a multiple antenna relay 

in a distributed spatial multiplexing system is studied. 

The main results in the literature in the general area of cooperative relaying are 

summarized in Chapter 2. In the beginning of each chapter, the literature that is 

particularly relevant to that chapter is reviewed. Wherever necessary, the references 

that are relevant to multiple chapters are reviewed more than once, from each chap

ter's viewpoint. A list of the papers published, submitted, and in preparation are 

also given as an appendix. 



Chapter 2 

Background on Cooperative 

Communication and Cooperative 

Diversity Relaying 

Cooperative communication refers to the sharing of resources and the realization of 

distributed protocols among multiple nodes in a network. It is a very active research 

area with promising developments. Cooperation among peer nodes have been con

sidered in the 1980!s under the title of packet radio networks [6-8]. Since the 1990's, 

proliferation of highly capable mobile devices brought the attention back into peer 

cooperation and wireless ad hoc networks appeared as an active research area. The 

main characteristics of ad hoc networks are self-configuration and autonomous opera

tion without relying on any infrastructure. The promise of ad hoc networks has been 

that - as the term "ad hoc" suggests - their self-organization feature will allow them 

to adapt to a wide spectrum of applications and network conditions and will reduce 

the cost for configuration and maintenance. One of the main focuses of research on 

ad hoc networks has been mobility and dynamic topologies. Besides the uncertainty 

of link qualities due to wireless fading, nodes can join and leave a network and the 

topology of the network changes over time. Although the success of ad hoc networks 
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in the commercial domain has been somewhat limited, some new classes of networks 

emerged, such as community mesh networks and sensor networks, that share some 

of the characteristics of ad hoc networks. Research on wireless sensor networks is 

mainly driven by the advances in low-power RF and microelectronics, which enabled 

large scale deployment of small-size and low-cost sensors. In addition to sensing units, 

sensors are equipped with transceivers and they can form networks to transmit their 

measurements. Wireless sensor networks are expected to find a wide range of ap

plications such as security, habitat monitoring, and remote diagnostics and patient 

care. Typically, a low-cost sensor is constrained to work and last with limited energy 

resources. This limits the computation and communication capabilities of wireless 

sensor nodes. 

The idea of cooperation has found support also in infrastructure based broad

band wireless networks. Conventionally, infrastructure based networks follow a single 

hop cellular architecture, in which users and the basestations communicate directly. 

The main challenge in today's wireless broadband networks is to support high rate 

data communication with continuous coverage at a reduced cost. Despite decades 

of research in wireless communication, and significant advances in signal processing 

and multi-antenna architectures, these demands are not fully met. The scarcity of 

wireless spectrum encouraged the allocation of high frequency bands, where power 

attenuation with distance is more severe. This factor significantly decreases the cov

erage of a basestation. Fast decay of power with distance suggests that both the 

capacity and the coverage of networks can be improved by increasing the density of 

basestations. However, this trivial solution sometimes called deploying microcells 

- adds to the already high infrastructure and deployment costs. As a result, we face 

a situation in which the wireless systems can achieve any two, but not all three, of 

high capacity, high coverage and low cost [9]. Integrating cooperative communication 

to cellular networks and forming hybrid networks emerged as a pragmatic solution to 
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mitigate this problem. Although wireless relays use additional radio resources, they 

have lower cost compared to basest ations since they do not require a high capacity 

wired connection to the backbone. In the final cost analysis, wireless relays can be a 

more viable solution than microcells to increase the coverage and to distribute the ca

pacity uniformly with the coverage of a basestation. Multihop relaying is already part 

of the standards currently being developed for wireless broadband systems such as 

802.16j and 802.16m, which is an indication of growing consensus on the effectiveness 

of cooperative communication. 

The conventional and simplest form of cooperation is multihop relaying, in which 

data is delivered to its destination through relay nodes forming a multihop path. 

Next, we provide the preliminaries of multihop relaying. 

2.1 Preliminaries of Multihop Relaying 

Relaying protocols can be classified into two according to the processing at the relay: 

Analog Relaying (AR) or Digital Relaying (DR). AR can be implemented in a very 

primitive way in which the relay functions as an active reflector. In DR, the relay 

performs detection and regenerates a noise-free version of original signal based on its 

detection. If the resource and performance constraints - such as relay energy and 

latency - permit, digital relays can also decode and re-encode the received data. This 

way, some of the errors occurring at the source-relay link can be corrected at the relay. 

These protocols are also referred as decode-and-forward (DF) relaying protocols in 

the literature. 

AR and DR incur different limitations in practice. In DR, the relay is required to 

first demodulate and detect the received signal, and then modulate and retransmit the 

regenerated signal. These operations potentially require more processing and causes 

more latency than simple AR. In its basic form, AR does not require any of these. 
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Figure 2.1: Multihop relaying and the corresponding time-division protocol. 

However, if implemented blindly, AR can generate constant interference to the rest 

of the network. Using analog relays as regular network nodes controlled by certain 

Medium Access Control (MAC) and Radio Resource Management (RRM) protocols 

requires analog relaying to be implemented digitally. In this case, the relay is required 

to store analog samples, possibly after quantization. 

The relay nodes can operate in full-duplex or half-duplex modes. In full-duplex 

mode the relay can transmit and receive at the same time on the same frequency 

band. To implement full-duplex operation, in principle, the relay can cancel its self-

interference from the received signal. However, in practice using low cost radios this 

approach may not be robust. Thus, in the near future relays are expected to operate 

in half-duplex mode only. 

The half-duplexity constraint requires the use of orthogonal channels for transmis

sion and reception. For instance, the relay can use different time slots to receive and 

transmit as shown in Fig. 2.1. In the first time slot the source node transmits and the 

next relay node Ri receives. In the second time slot, Ri transmits the processed sig

nal to the next relay. With this protocol, relaying can be easily integrated to wireless 

networks using time-division multiple access. As the number of hops increases, the 

S^R. R -*R 
1 2 
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number of time slots allocated for delivering data from the source to the destination 

increases. To increase the spectral efficiency, spatial reuse can be allowed amlong the 

relay nodes, 

BER performance of AR deteriorates at low SNR since analog relays amplify both 

the noise and the information bearing parts of the received signal. In the presence of 

distance dependent attenuation only, DR performs significantly better than AR [10, 

pp. 313-315]. However, under Nakagami fading with different parameters, the BER 

and outage performance of two-hop AR and DR are very close at high SNR values. 

DR. has a negligible gain over AR at low SNRs [11]. On the other hand, the end-to-end 

performance gain of DR can become significant as the number of hops increases [12]. 

In the context of infrastructure based networks, multihop relaying through both 

fixed relays and user cooperation are being considered [5]. The orthogonal jchannel 

requirement mentioned above reduces the end-to-end capacity of multihop networks 

significantly, which can be prohibitive for broadband networks. Optimal number 

of hops in broadband networks is analyzed in [13] and it is argued that in cellular 

networks, as a rule of thumb, the number of hops should be limited to that required 

for coverage. Capacity of multihop networks with different number of relays and reuse 

factors has been studied in [14]. 

In ad hoc networks literature, in addition to a significant research effort put on 

MAC and network layer aspects of wireless multihop networks [15,16], some prob

lems closely coupled with physical layer of multihop relaying, such as power control, 

scheduling [17], directional transmissions using beamforming [18] were also consid

ered. The initial tendency to abstract wireless links as wired-line links with more 

frequent failures, evolved to better understanding of the effects of physical layer on 

the rest of the protocols [19]. Furthermore, cross-layer design appeared as a new 

design philosophy. 
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2.2 Multiple Antennas and Cooperative Cornmu-

nication 

Multihop relaying imposes a chain structure in which each node listens one other 

node in the chain. It can be seen as the simplest form of cooperative communication. 

However, introducing relays into the picture brings many more possibilities. For 

instance, consider the network in Fig. 2.1 with Mr = 2 relays and assume that the 

link from 5 to i?i is error-free. Then, R± can act as a second transmit antenna for -S. 

Similarly, if i?2 and D has an error free link, R2 can serve as a receive antenna for D. 

Multi-antenna techniques can improve the performance of wireless links in terms 

of both capacity and reliability without additional bandwidth use. Multiple receive 

antennas provide the classical spatial receive diversity, whereas multiple transmit 

antennas can be leveraged through space-time coding to obtain diversity [20]. Avail

ability of multiple antennas both at the transmitter and receiver sides creates a MIMO 

link. In scattering rich environments, at high SNR, the information theoretic capacity 

of a MIMO link grows linearly with the number of transmit and receive antennas. 

In particular, the capacity C s=s min{Ktx, Krx} log(SNR), where Ktx and Krx are the 

number of transmit and receive antennas, as opposed to the capacity of a Single-Input 

Single-Output (SISO) link C « log(SNR). At asymptotically high SNRs these two 

kinds of gains, namely multiplexing gain and diversity gain, can be quantified by 

diversity order d and multiplexing gain r. A scheme attains diversity order d and 

multiplexing gain r if its transmission rate scales as R = rlog(SNR) and its error 

rate scales as BER PS SNR~d [21, pp. 386]. Although these two kinds of gains can be 

obtained simultaneously in MIMO links, they are coupled. An important result by 

Zheng and Tse shows that there is a fundamental trade-off between the two gains [22]: 

for MIMO links, simultaneously achievable diversity gain d and multiplexing gain r 
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satisfy 

d(r) = {Ktx - r)(Krx - r) , 0 < r < mm{Kt3:, K„}. 

Similar to MIMO systems, through distributed protocols, cooperation can increase 

the transmission rate (or enlarge the achievable rate region) or improve the reliability 

for a given rate. Capacity in the presence of relay nodes is a classical problem in 

information theory [23,24], which recently received much attention. Some important 

results on the achievable rates in wireless networks include [25,26]. As opposed 

to the work on relay channel capacity, cooperative diversity aims to improve the 

performance, typically in terms of the outage probability and the error rate, for a 

given fixed transmission rate. The main focus of this thesis is on cooperative diversity 

aspects of cooperative communication. 

2.3 Cooperative Diversity 

Cooperative diversity relies on two principles: 

• Due to the broadcast nature of wireless medium, most transmissions can be 

heard by multiple nodes in the network with no additional transmission power 

and bandwidth. 

• Different nodes have independent channel fading statistics to a given destina

tion node and the destination can listen, store, and then combine signals from 

different nodes. 

One of the first studies that introduced the concept of cooperative diversity is [3] 

by Sendonaris et al. In this paper, an uplink scenario is considered, in which two users 

cooperate by relaying data for each other. After showing the potential of cooperation 

in enlarging the achievable rate region of the two users, the authors demonstrated that 

cooperation can improve other measures such as outage capacity, error probability 
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Figure 2.2: Cooperative diversity relaying with parallel relays and the corresponding 
time-division protocol. 

and coverage. The first practical cooperative relaying protocols have been proposed 

by Laneman et al. in [4]. In this seminal paper, the authors identified different 

classes of cooperative diversity protocols such as fixed protocols, in which the relay 

always retransmits, selective protocols, in which the relay retransmits only when it 

decodes reliably, and incremental protocols, in which the relay retransmits only when 

the direct transmission fails. Detection aspects and BER performance analysis for 

cooperative diversity protocols have been conducted in [27-31]. It is observed that 

while simple analog relaying achieves diversity gain, in order to achieve diversity 

gain digital relaying requires either error detection mechanisms or more sophisticated 

combiners. The next three chapters focus on this problem and investigate threshold 

based relaying as an alternative to error detection at the relay. 

In a network exploiting cooperative diversity, every node can potentially be con

sidered to be "connected" to all the other nodes.. However, hardware and resource 

constraints do not allow all the links be used for delivering a given packet and certain 
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"connectivity graphs" can be more viable than the others. Reference [32] derives the 

maximum e2e diversity orders achievable for any given connectivity graph. 

In the earlier decode-and-forward protocols, source and relays use a common code-

book, which is equivalent to repetition coding for destination. However, it is possible 

to obtain coding gain if different nodes use non-identical codebooks [33,34]. For in

stance, in [34], source data is encoded in two partitions. In the first time slot, the 

source transmits the first partition. Then, the relay decodes the data based on the 

first partition. If its decoding is reliable, it obtains the second partition and transmits 

it to destination in the second time slot. The destination decodes the data based on 

both the first partition received from the source and the second partition received 

from the relay, thereby obtains additional coding gain in addition to the diversity 

gain. 

Cooperative diversity protocols, due to retransmissions, can decrease the effective 

rate while increasing the reliability. Hence, it is important to evaluate their perfor

mance in terms of diversity-multiplexing trade-off. In [4] the outage capacity and 

diversity-multiplexing trade-off achieved by various protocols are analyzed; When 

multiple relays are used according to the time division protocol described in Fig. 2.2, 

the multiplexing loss is especially high. One way of overcoming this loss is through 

distributed space-time coding [35]. In distributed space-time protocols all the relays 

that decode the source information transmit different columns of a space-time code 

matrix simultaneously, i.e., the protocol takes place in two time slots instead of Mr+1. 

These protocols can potentially achieve a better diversity-multiplexing trade-off than 

repetition based protocols. In [36], the authors propose a distributed space time cod

ing scheme that does not require decoding at relays. Relays implement distributed 

linear dispersion codes, which requires only linear operations at each relay. A similar 

scheme for the specific case of two relays implementing Alamouti coding is studied 

in [37]. 
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Another method to reduce the multiplexing loss is relay selection. Instead of 

retransmitting the data from all the relays, only a small number of relays can be 

selected based on their channel quality to the source and the destination. Such 

protocols are proposed in [38-40] and will be discussed in more detail in Chapters 5 

and 6. 

Recently, it has been shown that the multiplexing loss of relaying is mostly due 

to the fixed time slots allocated for the source and relay transmissions rather than 

the half-duplex constraint. More sophisticated protocols that reduce the multiplexing 

loss by allowing dynamic time slots were proposed to improve diversity-multiplexing 

trade-off [41-43]. 

Although cooperative diversity is a technique that can induce spatial diversity in 

the absence of multiple antennas, its benefits can be combined with those of multiple 

antennas. For instance, fixed relays used in infrastructure based networks can accom

modate multiple antennas. Advantageous and performance limits of multi-antenna 

relaying have been considered in [44, 45]. In Chapter 7 we propose and analyze 

schemes that combine spatial multiplexing and cooperative diversity. 



Chapter 3 

SNR-based Threshold Digital Relaying 

In this chapter we introduce the concept of SNR-based selective digital relaying. In 

digital cooperative relaying, if the relay detection is correct, the destination receives 

the signal through two branches (from the source and the relay) thereby achieving 

diversity by combining them. However, if the relay has a detection error, the effective 

SNR at the destination after combining is significantly reduced. This phenomenon 

is called error propagation. The e2e performance of simple digital relaying, in which 

the relay always retransmits, is limited by error propagation. 

To reduce the probability of error propagation, the relays can forward the data 

selectively. One measure that can be used for forwarding decisions is the link SNR. 

If the received SNR at the relay is low, the data is likely to have errors and hence 

the relay discards the data. In many wireless applications, relaying schemes might 

incorporate channel coding techniques. In this case, other measures of reliability that 

are extracted from the received signal at the relay can be used in conjunction with 

SNR [46]. 

If the reliability information is extracted from the received data, the relay is re

quired to perform channel estimation, demodulation, and then error detection for 

each data block before making a forwarding decision. These operations cau$e addi

tional delay and extra power consumption even if the relay eventually decides not 

18 
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to transmit. In cellular systems, the amount of power consumed by the terminals in 

receive mode is less significant compared to that in transmit mode. However, these 

two power levels are comparable in low power devices such as battery powered sensor 

nodes [47]. In SNR-based selective relaying, the relaying decisions are simpler and 

remain the same for a time duration in the scale of the channel coherence time in the 

network. Thus, when the source-relay SNR is low, the relay can be put into sleep 

mode. More importantly, sensor networks can adopt uncoded transmission or avoid 

decoding at intermediate relay nodes due to resource constraints [48,49], Hence, in 

networks that include nodes with a wide range of computation and communication 

capabilities, SNR-based relaying can be desirable in order not to isolate the nodes 

with scarce power and limited computational capability. SNR-based selective relaying 

is especially suited for applications where either uncoded transmission is used, or the 

relaying and channel coding are required to be transparent to each other, or the delay 

and the power consumption incurred for extracting the reliability information from 

the received data are significant. 

In this chapter we address the design of SNR-based relaying policies for coopera

tive two-hop networks employing uncoded signaling. These polices minimize: the e2e 

BER and lead to threshold rules for the source-relay link. If the source-relay SNR is 

larger than a threshold, the probability of an error at the relay is small arid hence 

the relay retransmits the signal. Otherwise, the relay remains silent. These kind of 

schemes are called Threshold Digital Relaying (TDR). 

The choice of the threshold has considerable impact on the e2e performance of 

TDR. For instance, consider a relay detection threshold value of zero. This protocol 

is akin to simple digital relaying and its diversity order is equal to one [27]. On the 

other hand, for a very high threshold setting, the system degenerates to one path 

channel, which is the source-destination channel and dual diversity is not realized. 

The trade-off between creating the required diversity branches to the destination 
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and minimizing the risk of error propagation has motivated research on SNR-based 

threshold relaying [4,50-52]. Some studies considered a system with ideal coding, 

where no error occurs at the relay as long as source-relay SNR is larger than a target 

SNR which depends on a specified target rate [4,35]. This assumption implies that the 

SNR threshold for relaying must be equal to the target SNR. Herhold et al. studied 

SNR-based threshold relaying for an uncoded system [50]. In this work, the authors 

formulate the power allocation and threshold selection jointly. They numerically 

obtain power allocation fraction and threshold pairs that minimize the e2e BER for a 

given modulation scheme used by the source and the relay Based on these numerical 

results, they also provide empirical rules to approximate the optimal parameters. 

In [51], the performance of TDR in a multi-antenna multi-relay architecture is 

studied. It is shown that threshold relaying is essential in uncoded systems when 

the relay has a small number of receive antennas. In [50], the threshold — if used 

jointly with the optimal power fraction - is a function of the average SNRs of the 

source-relay, relay-destination and source-destination links while in [51] the threshold 

depends on the average SNR of the source-relay link only. Our analytical formulation 

shows that for arbitrary network configurations and given fixed transmit powers used 

by the source and the relay, the optimal threshold is independent of the average 

source-relay SNR. 

In [52], the authors derive the BER of threshold-based relaying for an arbitrary 

threshold value and obtain the optimal threshold and power allocation by minimizing 

the BER numerically. However, their assumption that the channel coefficients are 

real Gaussian random variables does not apply to practical wireless scenarios. 

The idea of threshold relaying, or on-off relaying, can be generalized to the adap

tation of relay transmit power. In [31] and [53], the authors considered a! scheme 

to control the relay power adaptively based on the link SNRs in order to mitigate 

error propagation. They propose a scaling factor for relay power that is based on the 
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source-relay and relay-destination SNRs. 

An alternative approach to mitigate error propagation is to design the destination 

receiver by taking error propagation into account. In [29], cooperative demodulation 

techniques for a two-hop parallel relaying protocol are considered. In this protocol, 

the relays always retransmit, which would result in a diversity order of 1 under simple 

MRC at the destination. The authors propose maximum-likelihood (ML) combining 

and demodulation at the destination assuming that the destination knows the average 

bit error probability at each relay during the first hop. They derive ML receivers and 

piecewise linear approximations to ML receivers for different relaying schemes. 

Wang et al. [30] propose a novel combining scheme that can be employed at the 

destination for digital parallel relaying. This scheme, which is called Cooperative-

MRC (C-MRC), exploits the instantaneous BER of source-relay links at the desti

nation. The C-MRC can achieve full diversity in uncoded digital relaying systems. 

However, it requires the relays to send their instantaneous BER values to the desti

nation. 

The models used by [29] and [30] both place the computing burden on the des

tination while keeping the relays relatively simple. In our model, however, the relay 

implicitly participates in combining the two branches; by remaining silent, the relay 

effectively assigns weight zero to the relay-destination signal. Then, the destination 

performs MRC. Avoiding transmissions from branches that make little contribution 

to the post-processing SNR can reduce interference in the network. Furthermore, in 

threshold relaying the instantaneous source-relay SNR is exploited at the relay while 

C-MRC needs the instantaneous source-relay SNR at the destination, which requires 

additional signaling. 

We formulate the selection of the optimal threshold as a simple decision prob

lem from the relay's point of view. Four models that differ in the amount i of SNR 

information available at the relay are considered. In the first model, Model 1, the 
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relay makes decisions based on the instantaneous source-relay SNR, the average relay-

destination SNR, and the average source-destination SNR. Model 2 assumes that the 

instantaneous SNR of source-relay and relay-destination links are available: to the 

relay while Model 3 assumes that the instantaneous SNR of the source-relay and 

source-destination links are available to the relay. Finally, Model 4 assumes that the 

relay knows the instantaneous SNRs of all three links. Expressions for the optimal 

threshold values and the minimum e2e BER are derived for Rayleigh fading. 

This chapter is organized as follows: The system model is presented in Section 3.1 

and the optimal threshold and the e2e BER for selective relaying schemes are analyzed 

in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, performance benchmarks are described and numerical 

examples on the e2e BER performance are presented. The chapter concludes with a 

summary of our findings. 

3.1 System Model 

The network model is shown in Fig. 3.1. It includes a source node S, a destination 

node D, and a relay node R that assists the communication between S and D. For 

clarity of exposition, it is assumed that all the links use Binary Phase Shift Keying 

(BPSKJ modulation. Appendix A.4 provides a sketch for the extension of some of the 

analysis to M-ary Phase Shift Keying (MPSK). In accordance with the half-duplex 

constraint, S and R work in time division mode as described in Chapter 2. This 

constraint prohibits most practical relay terminals from transmitting and receiving 

simultaneously on the same channel. The protocol has two phases: In phase I, S 

transmits and R and D listen. In phase II, R detects the signal and either retransmits, 

in which case S is silent, or declares that it will remain silent and S starts phase I 

with the next data. If R retransmits in phase II, D combines the signals received 

in phase I and phase II using MRC and performs detection based on the combined 
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Figure 3.1: The system model. 

signal. 

Let the signal received at the destination from the source be denoted by ysd-

Vsd = asd^/E^xs + nsd, : (3.1) 

where xs £ {+1 , -1} , Eb,s is the energy per bit spent by the source, asd is the 

fading coefficient and nSd is a complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean 

and a variance of N0/2. Similarly, the signal received at the relay is equal to ysr — 

asry/Eb,sxs + nsr. If the relay transmits, the received signal at the destination as a 

result of this transmission is given by 

Vrd •= ard\/Eb;rxr + rird, (3.2) 

where xr <E {+1, — 1} is the symbol sent by the relay based on its detection of xs and 

Eb>r is the energy per bit spent by the relay. The noise components ns r, nrd, and nsd are 

assumed to be i.i.d. random variables. The instantaneous link SNRs are equal to 7s r = 

\asr\
2Eb,s/NQ, 7rd = \ard\2Eb>r/No, and j s d = \asd\'2Eb,s/No. All the links are assumed 

to exhibit flat fading with Rayleigh envelope distribution. However, some of the 
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analysis in this chapter is general and not limited to Rayleigh distribution. Wei assume 

that both Eb,s and Z?&,r are fixed, predetermined values. Hence, the instantaneous link 

SNRs can be expressed as 7^ =•%• Xfj, where Xfj is an exponential random variable 

and 7„ is the average SNR. All Xf^s are independent and identically distributed 

with unit mean. The PDF of 7 -̂ is then given by p7»i(7ii) = (1/%) exp(—7^/7^) for 

Jij > 0. The average SNR 7^, incorporates the energy per bit spent by node i and 

the path loss between node i and node j . Hence, the average SNR of S — Ry.R — D, 

and S — D links, denoted by 7^, 7^ , and 7^, respectively, are known parameters that 

are not necessarily identical but constant for at least the duration of the two phases. 

The channel states remain constant during phase I and phase II. The two phases 

constitute one block. We assume that the channel states are either independent from 

block to block or their correlation is not exploited. We assume that the CSI is available 

at the receiver side for all three links and the signal is demodulated coherently. We 

consider various models with different levels of adaptation in relaying decisions. In 

these models, the relay makes use of either the mean or the instantaneous SNR for 

each link. In Model j , the relay uses the set of parameters denoted by Ij, where 

j = 1,2,3,4, to make relaying decisions. The following sets are considered: 

h = {7sr,7rd,%i*}> h — {lsr,Jrd,%d}, h = {lsr,Jrd,lsd}, (3.3) 

and I4 = {7«-,7rd,7«f}-

How well a relaying configuration can adapt to varying channel conditions depends 

on the information used by the relay. In general, the average SNR values change 

much more slowly than the instantaneous values. Although a more adaptive scheme 

is expected to perform better, a system using average channel characteristics is easier 

to implement since it requires less frequent updates to resource allocations. Another 

challenge is to acquire the necessary SNR information at the relay. Since the relay is 

the receiver in the S — R link, it can estimate %r and additional overhead of Model 1 
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is minimal. Model 2 requires the relay to make decisions based on the instantaneous 

SNR of its forward channel jrd> Thus, a feedback channel from D to R might be 

necessary. Similarly, Model 3 requires 7^, which can be estimated in the first phase 

at D and can be sent to R through the same feedback channel. Model 4 has the 

highest complexity since it requires that both 7 ^ and 7 ^ are sent to R by D. The 

analysis in this chapter focuses on the best possible performance under the different 

models. Therefore, we assume that the SNR information required by each model is 

available at the relay. 

Notation 

In the rest of this chapter and in Chapters 4 and 5, we use the following definitions 

and notation. The error events in the S — R and S — D links are denoted by £sr 

and £sd, respectively. The event that an error occurs after the destination combines 

the source signal and the incorrectly regenerated relay signal is referred to as error 

propagation and is denoted by £pr0p- We use the term cooperative error for the event 

that an error occurs after the destination combines the source signal and the correctly 

regenerated relay signal. The cooperative error event is denoted by Scoop-

The BER in point-to-point links conditioned on the instantaneous link SNR and 

average link SNR are denoted by Pb{%j) and Pb(%), respectively. Consider a general 

modulation scheme for which the bit error probability can be expressed as F&(7) ~ 

(3m erfc(-v/o^7), where a?m, j3m > 0 and the error function (erf) and the complementary 

error function (erfc) are defined as 

2 fz 2 
erf(z) = —= I e~~l dt and erfc(,s) = 1 — erf(z). 

V 7T Jo 

We note that typically am depends on the minimum distance in the constellation 

and (3m depends on the number of neighbors with minimum distance; the bit error 

probability of most practical modulation schemes can be approximated by selecting 
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(@m,otm). For instance, assuming Gray coding, the nearest neighbor approximation 

for MPSK is equivalent to (Pm,am) = (1 / log2 M, log2 M sin2(TT/M)). Based on 

this general Fj, expression, the average bit error probability under Rayleigh fading is 

calculated as [54, pg. 185]: 

P6(7) = E7[/?merfc(x/am7)] = f3m 

For BPSK modulation, which is considered in this chapter, (t6m, am) = (0.5,1) and 

the expression is exact: 

A(7«)=P(£«l7«) = ierfc(/ftj).. (3-5) 

A(7«)=P(S«l7,) = i ( l - V ^ ) . (3.6) 

The optimal threshold for Model j is denoted by 7*^; the policy used by the 

relay to make forwarding decisions is denoted by ir\ and the e2e bit error probability 

calculated at the relay based on the link SNR observations Ij when the relay follows 

policy IT is denoted by ¥{£e2e\Ij, TT(IJ)}. The average e2e BER of the optimal relaying 

under Model j is denoted by B E R ^ . 

3.2 Analysis of Threshold Digital Relaying 

There are two actions that can be taken by the relay node: a®, which represents 

remaining silent and a\, which represents detecting and retransmitting the source 

signal. In this chapter, we focus on analyzing the potential of selective relaying to 

prevent error propagation and to decrease e2e BER. The relay makes decisions to 

minimize the expected e2e error probability with given SNR observations.1 

xIf the relay retransmits in phase II, the overall transmission uses more bandwidth and more 
power compared to direct transmission. To keep the analysis tractable these factors are hot taken 
into account in relaying decisions. However, any selective relaying scheme compares favorably to 
simple relaying in terms multiplexing loss and total average power. 

' Qm7 

1 + Qim7 
(3.4) 
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Then, the relaying policy that minimizes the e2e BER is given by 

7r*(/j) = arg min P{£ e 2e|/ j ,aj , 
a<€{tto,ai} 

wliich can be expressed as 

P{£e2e| / ; ,ao} a iP{WIi,ai}. : (3.7) 

If the relay does not forward the signal received in the first hop, the 

e2e bit error probability for the block depends only on the S — D channel: 

¥{Se2e\Ij, do} = ^{Eadllj}- If the relay does forward, we can express the e2e bit error 

probability as 

P{£e2e |^j! ttl} = F{Ssr\Ij} ^{£prop\Ij} + (1 — ^{^sr\Ij}) P{^cooplIj}-

By substituting (3.8) into (3.7), we obtain 

(3.8) 

F[5 a r l J J )1 P { ^ | / j } ~ P { g c o o p | J i } . (3-9) 

The derivation up to this point is not specific to Rayleigh channels and is valid under 

any SNR distribution. 

3.2.1 Probability of Cooperative Error 

Since the destination employs MRC, the SNR after combining the two signals is the 

sum of the SNRs of the S — D and the R — D channels. If the relay has I& — 

{7sr,7rd)7sd}) the probability of cooperative error calculated at the relay is equal to 

^{£coop\h} = P{£<a*p|7rd,7*i} = Pb(lrd + %d) = ^ i c (^Jrd + Jed) • (3 .10 ) 

The cooperative error probability given I3 = {jSrilrd,Jsd}> is equal to 

V{Scoop\h}=F{Scoop\'yrd,'ysd} = E^ 2«rfc (l/lsd + 7 rd) (3.11) 

1 f<» 1 _ 

/ __g-W^erfc ylrd + 7sd) djrd : (3.12) 
2 Jo Ird 

f°° 1 - f \ 
\ — e - ^ e r f c (y/t) dt = e^^h{lsd,jrd), (3.13) 

Jf.* ^rd ^ ' 

2„„ 

risdhrd 
-e 

'"Isd 
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where we use change of variables to obtain (3.13) from (3.12) and define /i(.,.) as 

h(x, y) = f™ ^erfc(y/t)e~t/'sdt. This function can be calculated in terms of erfc func

tion (See Appendix A.l for the derivation.) : 

hfay)=2e a/!/erfc(v/i) - - J j ^ — e r f c f Jx 11 + -

Similarly, the cooperative error for J2 = {7#r? 7rd, 1w} is equal to 

(3.14) 

F{£coop\I2} = m, "lad „erfc (i/7„j + jrd) 

Since this expression is the same as (3.11) with 7^ and 7^ exchanged, W{£coop\l2} is 

given by 

P{£caop\h}=&{€coap\7rd)'y8d} — E^-j 

Hlrdnsd)-

^erfc (V7«j + 7rd) 

-—pfrd/lsd (3.15) 

If the relay utilizes only i i = {7^., %d, 7sd} to make decisions, then the probability of 

cooperative error is equal to the BER of a 2^-branch MRC receiver in Rayleigh fading, 

which is given as [10, pp. 846-847] 

"1 
*\&coap\l-lj—Jr\OCOOp|7rdj Ifsdf ' ^-"Ysdilrd ;erfc (V7«i + Ird) 

1 ~ %d-jrd vsdy T+%2 ~ ̂ rdy i f e J ] ' ̂ rd ̂  ^ 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

3.2.2 Approximate Expressions for the Probability of Error 

Propagation 

Without loss of generality, we assume that the source sends the symbol xs —+1 and 

the relay sends the symbol xr = — 1. The error occurs if the destination decides that 

— 1 was sent by the source. The decision variable after the destination combines the 
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received signals (given in (3.1) and (3.2)) using MRC is given by: 

at 
V= 77 Vsd + T 7 Vrd 

i v 0 iVo 

\<x*d\2Ebt8 Wrd\2Eb.r\ , ®ldy/E^~s a*dy/E^r 
- - '- l + h nsd + —±- nrd NQ N0 J N0 *" N0 

Hlsd - Ird) + n, (3.18) 

where n is the effective noise. The mean and the variance of ft, are equal to E[n] = 0 

and E[|n|2] = 5(7^ + 7rd)- The decision rule at the destination is to declare 4-1 if 

y > 0. Then, the probability of error propagation under 74 — {7^, yrd, Tsd} is equal 

to 

P { ^ K v | i 4 } = P { ^ r o p l 7 r r f » 7 « l } = P { | / < QhrdHsd} = P {w > (jsd - Jrd)\jrd, Isd} 

=hvic ( y 1 ^ \ . (3.19) 

The probability of error propagation under I:i — {7sr, 7^ , 7^} can be found by aver

aging (3.19) with respect to jra 

P{£prop\l3}=P{£prop \%d, Jsd} = E 7 r d [P{£prop \jsdi 1'rd}] 

= / 0 D e r f c f - ^ ^ = ) - i - e - ^ ^ d 7 r d . (3.20) 
Jo W7.sd + 7r-d/ 27rrf 

Similarly, 

/•oo 

^L^'propM2j'= =^\^'prqp|7rd) T-sdJ ~ / ei'IC 

Jo 

Jsd Ird \ 1 „-lail% 
e 7sd/7sdd7Sd, 

.y/lsd + lrd) 2%d 

(3.21) 

and 

= f ° / ° ° e r f c ( J ^ y ) ^ e ^ - ^ e - ^ / ^ d ^ ^ . ( 3 . 2 2) 

file:///jsdi
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Isd (dB) 

Figure 3.2: Comparison of ¥{£prop\h} values obtained from the approximation in 
(3.23) and from the numerical integration of (3.20) as a function of 7sd for different 
7r<2 values. The exact values are plotted in solid lines and the approximate values are 
plotted in dashed lines. 

Due to the complexity of the exact expressions given in (3.20)-(3.22), we provide 

approximate expressions for calculating the probability of error propagation for these 

models. Equation (3.18) shows that, if relay forwards an incorrect signal, this has 

a strong impact on the decision variable y. For instance, for 7,^ « 7^, the post-

combining SNR is close to zero even if both 7 rd and 7.^ are large. Assuming that 

the incorrect relay signal - not the noise term - is the dominant factor that causes 

the decision variable y to be negative, we approximate the probability of error by the 

probability of {7sd - ^rd < 0}. 

For I3, using the fact that 7rd is an exponential random variable with mean 7r<2, 
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15 
Ird (dB) 

Figure 3.3: Comparison of F{£prop\l2} values obtained from the approximation in 
(3.24) and from the numerical integration of (3.21) as a function of 7 rd for different 
7Sd values. The exact values are plotted in solid lines and the approximate values are 
plotted in dashed lines. 

we obtain the approximate probability of error as 

f°° 1 
^{Sproplh} ~ P{7sd - Ird < 0|7rd, 7 « j } = / —t 

Jl.,d Ird 

-Ird/lrd d7rd = e — p Isd/Ird 

(3.23) 

Similarly for I2 

^{£prop\h} ~ P{7sd - Ird < Ohrd, Isd} = / ~ < 
JO Isd 

-Isd/lsd dlsd = 1 - e 'Ird lis 

(3.24) 
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10 15 20 
Ird (dB) 

—9— %d = 5 dB 

- e - 7 s d = 10dB 

—*̂— 7sd = 20 dB 

30 

Figure 3.4: Comparison of P{£prop | . /i} values obtained from the approximation in 
(3.25) and from the numerical integration of (3.22) as a function of ^rd for different 
7S(i values. The exact values are plotted in solid lines and the approximate values are 
plotted in dashed lines. 

For Ii, since 7 s d and 7 r d are independent, we obtain 

POO f-)rd 1 

P { £ P r o P | / l } « Hlsd ~ Ird < 0 |7rd , %d} = / / ^ ^ - e " ^ " ^ - ^ " ^ . . * &lrd 

JO JO Isdlrd 
Ird 

Isd + Ird 

(3.25) 

To check the accuracy of these approximations at practical SNR values, we com

pare them with the exact values obtained through the numerical integration of (3.20)-

(3.22). Fig.s 3.2-3.4 show that all three approximations are reasonably accurate for 

a large range of SNR values. 
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3.2.3 Optimal Threshold Functions and Average e2e BER 

for Threshold Digital Relaying 

In this section, the optimal decision rule given in (3.9) is evaluated for all the models 

using the probability of error propagation and cooperative error expressions \ derived 

in Section 3.2,1 and Section 3.2.2, All the rules simplify to a threshold on the instan

taneous SNR of the S — R link. 

Relaying based on Model 1 

From (3.9) we obtain the relaying policy for Model 1: 

H^srhsr} ^ t ( 7 r d > 7 S d ) , 

where 8i is defined as 

s ,. _ v V{£sd\h}-'P{£co0p\h}. 
i±\&prop\-llj ^\&coop\-*-lJ 

27rrf _ 
7rrf+7»d 

1 _ %d-ird \fsdy i+fe _ ^rdv i+fe j 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

and (3.6), (3.17) and (3.25) have been used to arrive at (3.27). If <5i(7rd,7«d) > 1/2, 

the relay should always transmit since f{Esr\^sr} is always less than 1/2. On the 

other hand, if 6i(%d,%d) < 1/2, the relaying policy can be further simplified to 

Isr^lnilrailsd), (3.28) 

where 

7ti(7rd,7*0 
(erfc 1 

(2<Jl(7rd,7w*))) > 

0, 

Si(jrd,lsd)<l/2y 

otherwise, 

(3.29) 

and erfc (z) denotes the inverse of the erfc function, which is defined for 0 < z < 2. 
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The average e2e BER of Model 1 for a given threshold jn can be expressed using 

the law of total probability: 

> ( D ^ , BER£e(%r,%d,%d)=F{%r > 7n} ^{Ssr\jsr > 7tl}P{^>rQp | %di Ird} 

+ (1 - ¥{£„\j„ > Jtl}W{£coop | Jsd, Ird} 

+P{7«r < ItlM^sd I %d}- (3.30) 

Since 7 s r is an exponential random variable with mean %r, the probability that {%r < 

7ti} is equal to 

P{7* < 7*i} = 1 - exp(-7 t l /7„) . (3.31) 

If j s r > 7ti, the probability of bit error at the S — R link decreases, but it remains 

nonzero regardless of the value of 7*1. The probability of bit error at the S — R link 

given that jsr > 7*1 is equal to 

erfc(VT^) - e W7 S . / _ ^ _ e r f c / / j 
V l+7»r \V V 7W , 

(3.32) 

F{Ssr\jsr > 7a} = -

The derivation of (3.32) is given in Appendix A.2. The average e2e BER for a given 

threshold value can be calculated analytically by substituting (3.6), (3.17), (3.25), 

(3.31), and (3.32) into equation (3.30). 

Relaying based on Model 2 

The optimal decision rule for the case of I2 is equal to 

P{£«r|7«-} ^2(7«*>7*d)> 

where 82 is found as 

$2 (7™* .7*0= 
¥{6sd\lad} - ^{£ooop\lrd, Isd] 

^•X^'propl'lfrdt 7sdj ™\&c0(yp\1rdt 'Jedf 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 
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by using (3.15) and (3.24). This rule can be expressed as 

1ST ^7tt(7rdi7*d)i 
a0 

(3.35) 

where 

7*2(7rd,7«0 
(erfc 1(252(7rd,7^)))2, 

0, 

The average e2e BER for Model 2 is given by (A.11): 

BER^(7„.,7„i,7«0i 

hilrdrisd) < 1/2; 

otherwise. 

(3.36) 

Isd 
o . - ., -, , K , (1 - exp(-7^2(7rd.,7-d)/7«-)) 
2 \ V 1 + 7*<i7 

+ ((1 - e-r««/7«i) _ e ^ / ^ f t ^ , ^ ) ) /ifra (7xd,7«0>7.r) 

+(1 - e~7,-d/^) exp(-7;2(7 rd,7,d)/7, r) 
2 

-e1 

7rd 

(3.37) 

See Appendix A.3 for the derivation of the average e2e BERs of Models 2, 3, and 4. 

Since the integrals to calculate the average e2e BERs of these models are intractable 

analytically, we use numerical integration to evaluate them in Section 3.3. 

Relaying based on Model 3 

For Model 3 the optimal decision rule is given by 

P{£r|7«-}^3(7«*,7**), (3-38) 

where 5s is given by 

Ssilrd./Jsd)--
^{Ssd\%d} - P{g«wp \jrd, Isd} 

^X&propl^frdi Tsdf ^X^-c.oopl'Jrdi Ifadj 

(3.39) 

This rule is equivalent to 

7sr ^7«(7rd>7«») (3.40) 
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where 

7«(7rd, lad) 

(erfc 1(2^(7rd,Tsd))) , 

0, 

Ssdrd.Jsd) < 1/2; 

otherwise. 

(3.41) 

The average e2e BEE is given by (A. 12): 

BERS(7«r>7rd,7«l> ;erfc(v/Tw)(l - exp(-7^(7rd,7a<J)/7«.)) 

+ e w ^ % s d , jrd) exp(-7^(7rd, %d)/%r) 
. lid 

Relaying based on Model 4 

The optimal decision rule in the case of Model 4 is 

^{SsAjsr} ^ & l ( 7 r d , 7 « 0 , (3.43) 

where 64 is equal to 

r , ^{£sd\lsd} ~ W{£coop\lrd, lad} 

& l&proplirdi lad} ^X^coopllrdt isd} 

erfcCy^d) ~ erfc (y/fad + ird) 
erfc (^SSfe) - erfc (v^+T^)' 

and this rule can be expressed as 7s r ztludrd, isd), where 

(3.44) 

luilrd, Jsd) = 
(erfc 1(2^4(7rd,7^))) , 

V 
hilrdilad) < 1/2; 

otherwise . 

(3.45) 
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The average e2e BER is derived in (A. 13) and is equal to: 

erfc(y/7^)(l - ^p{-lu(lrd,%d)/%r)) 
-| /»00 POO 1 

BER^ )
e(7 s r )7rd,7Sd)=r-^- / / o 

IscHrd JO ./0 2 

7s<2 [rd 
+ ( erfc J ' r : J - erfc(V7rd + Isd) J M7«(7«f»7«*X7*0' 

V(7«i + 7ni)j 

+erfe(v/7«£ + 7«i) exp(-7^4(7r.d, isd) list) 

(3.46) 

3.3 Results 

In this section, we first describe two benchmark schemes: simple digital relaying and 

genie-aided digital relaying. We then present numerical examples comparing the e2e 

BER of threshold digital relaying under the different models presented in this chapter 

to these benchmark schemes. All the results are obtained from the analytical formulae 

derived in this chapter. We resort to numerical integration where it is required. 

3.3.1 Benchmark Schemes 

The descriptions and e2e BERs of the benchmark schemes are given below. 

Genie-aided digital relaying 

Genie-aided digital relaying is a protocol designed under the hypothetical assumption 

that the relay has perfect error detection for each symbol. In phase II, the relay 

retransmits only those symbols received correctly in phase I. Since retransmitting 

a correctly detected symbol decreases e2e BER while transmitting an incorrectly 

detected symbol increases it, genie-aided protocol constitutes a performance upper 

bound for any selective digital relaying scheme. The e2e BER of genie-aided digital 
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relaying is equal to 

B E R S f C v , 7 r d , jsd) = ¥{€sr\%r}F{£8d\%d} + (1 - P{^r|lw})P{4ooPl7rd, %d}, 

which can be calculated by using (3.6) and (3.15). 

Simple digital relaying 

In simple digital relaying, the relay always transmits in phase II. The e2e BER of 

simple digital relaying is equal to: 

B E R ^ f le(%r,%d,%d) = H^AlsrM^propllrdr/sd} + (1 ~ H£Sr\jsr}M^^p\lrd,lsd}, 

which can be calculated by using (3.6), (3.15), and (3.24). 

3.3.2 Numerical Results 

In Fig. 3.5, we fix jrti = 15 dB and %d = 0 dB and plot the e2e BER as a function 

of 7s r. In this case, 7^ (the optimal threshold for Model 1) remains fixed as seen in 

(3.29). The threshold is very low (7^ = 0.545), which can be attributed to the poor 

quality of the direct link. We observe that when the S — R link is favorable, selective 

relaying schemes have a small SNR gain (only 1 to 2 dB) compared to simple relaying. 

Fig. 3.6(a) shows the BER performance at j s r — 15 dB and 7^ = 5 dB as a 

function of %d- For simple digital relaying as 7rd increases, on one hand the proba

bility of error propagation increases, on the other hand the probability of cooperative 

error decreases. In Fig. 3.6(a), the decrease in the probability of cooperative error 

is the dominant factor. In Fig. 3.7(a), we plot the e2e BER at 7s r = 15 dB and 

%d — 15 dB as a function of 7^ . We observe that in Fig. 3.7(a) the e2e BER of 

simple digital relaying increases as the R — D channel becomes stronger. This is 

because in this case the increase in error propagation dominates over the decrease in 
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Figure 3.5: The e2e BER for different relaying schemes as a function of ^sr for 
7 rd = 15 dB, %d = 0 dB. 

the cooperative error. In Fig.s 3.6(a) and 3.7(a) for large 7^, P{£Prop|7rd,7sd} ~ 1 

and F{8CoopI%d,%d} ^ 0. Thus, the performance of simple digital relaying is limited 

by the S — R link and can be approximated as BER| (simple) 
e2e Pbilsr) for large ^rd. 

Similarly, BER^ m e ) » Pb{lsr) x A(7^) for large 7^. 

Model 1 has a significant performance gain over simple digital relaying in both 

Fig. 3.6(a) and Fig. 3.7(a), since, as shown in Fig. 3.6(b) and Fig. 3.7(b), it adaptively 

increases threshold 7^ as 7 ^ increases. 

Finally, we study a scenario where all the average link SNRs are varied simulta

neously. In this scenario, the S — R and R — D links have the same average SNR, 

while the S — D link has a lower average SNR, which is a typical scenario when R 

is located around the midpoint of S and D. Specifically, we assume 7s r = TW = 7 
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Figure 3.6: The e2e BER for different relaying schemes and the threshold for Model 
1 (obtained from (3.29)) as a function of %d for *fsr = 15 dB, %d = 5 dB. 

dB, 7Sd = 7 — 12 dB. In Fig. 3.8(a), we plot e2e BER as a function of 7. It is ob

served that simple digital relaying and direct transmission (i.e., no relay) have the 

same slope that is equal to 1, while the rest of relaying schemes have a common slope 

larger than 1, indicating cooperative diversity gains. The asymptotic diversity gains 

achieved by SNR-based selective relaying is studied in Chapter 4. Fig. 3.8(b) depicts 

the behavior of the optimal threshold for Model 1. It is observed that the threshold 

must be increased as the link SNRs increases. 

In all the numerical results, we observe that the performance of SNR-based se

lective relaying under Model 2 is very close to Model 1 and the performance under 

Model 4 is very close to Model 3. These observations show that the benefit from 

exploiting 7^ at the relay is marginal. However, there is a gain both from Model 1 to 
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Ird (dB) lri (dB) 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.7: The e2e BER for different relaying schemes and the threshold value for 
Model 1 (obtained from (3.29)) as a function of %d for 7sr = 15 dB, 7Sd = 15 dB. 

Model 3 and from Model 2 to Model 4. Hence, it is useful to consider 7Sd in relaying 

decisions. The gain from adapting according to 7sd increases as the average SNR %d 

increases. 

Although SNR-based selection relaying improves the e2e BER compared to simple 

digital relaying, it still has a significant performance gap compared to genie-aided 

digital relaying. Therefore, there might be room for improvement through hybrid 

methods combining SNR-based selection relaying with other methods proposed in 

the literature such as power control at the relay and better detection methods at the 

destination [29,30]. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.8: The e2e BER for different relaying schemes and the threshold value 
for Model 1 (obtained from (3.29)) as a function of 7, where 7s r = 7^ = 7 dB and 
%d = 7 - 12 dB. 

3.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we proposed and analyzed SNR-based selective relaying schemes to 

minimize the end-to-end bit error rate in digital diversity relaying systems. These 

schemes resulted in threshold rules for the source-relay link SNR. We considered var

ious models for the knowledge of the relay on the link SNRs in the network. For 

all the models considered, although the e2e BERs depend on the average SNR of all 

three links, the optimal threshold values that minimize the e2e BER are functions 

of the relay-destination and source-destination link SNRs only. For all the models, 

it has been shown that using the derived threshold values results in significant im

provement of the e2e BER compared to simple digital relaying. By analyzing the 
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performance under four different models, we observed that having the instantaneous 

source-destination SNR information for relaying decisions reduces the e2e BER. The 

gain from this information is higher when the source-destination link is stronger. How

ever, the gain from instantaneous relay-destination SNR is negligible in most cases. 

We realized that threshold digital relaying using the optimal threshold value can also 

provide diversity gain under all models. In Chapter 4, we will formally analyze the 

diversity order achieved with threshold digital relaying under Model 1, which has the 

lowest complexity and overhead. 



Chapter 4 

Asymptotic BER Analysis of Threshold 

Digital Relaying 

In Chapter 3, we showed that threshold digital relaying is an effective technique to 

achieve cooperative diversity in uncoded cooperative wireless networks, which suffer 

from error propagation due to detection errors at the relays. We analytically de

rived the optimal threshold functions that minimize e2e BER, of TDR. In the present 

chapter, we study the asymptotic e2e BER of the TDR in relation to the optimal 

threshold. In particular, we consider TDR under Model 1 of Chapter 3, which re

quires the minimum SNR information at the relay. 

We analyze asymptotic BER of TDR when all average link SNRs are changed 

simultaneously, as the scaled versions of a reference SNR value, which is:denoted 

by SNR. We first show that as this reference value SNR is increased, the optimal 

threshold that minimizes the e2e BER increases as log (SNR). The resulting e2e BER 

decreases as log(SNR)/SNR2 and hence the optimal TDR achieves dual diversity. We 

also prove that, any threshold of the form log(cSNR), where c is a positive constant, 

achieves the same order of e2e BER as the one achieved by the optimal threshold 

and provides dual diversity. Based on this result, we derive an approximate threshold 

that is asymptotically optimal and that results in a BER very close to the BER of 

44 
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the optimal threshold. 

Next, we review the relevant work in the literature on the asymptotic BER per

formance of digital diversity relaying schemes. Some of the references mentioned 

in Chapter 3 considered the diversity order of their schemes as well. For instance, 

in [31] Wang et al. analyze the diversity order of their Link Adaptive Relaying (LAR) 

scheme. They show that the continuous version of LAR achieves full diversity while 

the on-off version of LAR has no diversity gain. In this chapter we prove that this 

result is not due to the limitation of on-off power adaptation, but due to the spe

cific threshold used in [31]. An optimal choice of threshold still achieves diversity 

order 2. In [29] Chen and Laneman also analyze the asymptotic performance of the 

ML receiver they propose. They show that the diversity of order achieved by this 

ML receiver is bounded by Mr/2 + 1 < d < Mr/2 + 3/2 for Mr odd and is equal 

to d = (Mr + 2)/2 for Mr even, where M,r is the number of relays. They prove 

that for a single relay network (Mr = 1), the e2e BER of their system decreases 

as log(SNR)/SNR2 and hence achieves full diversity. The C-MRC of [30], however, 

is shown to achieve full diversity for any number of relays. In [55] Ponnaluri and 

Wilson consider only the asymptotic performance of threshold relaying. They study 

a system with two parallel relays and equal gain combining at the destination. They 

show that a threshold of the form cSNRe^2 achieves diversity order of d = 3 — e. With 

this threshold, despite the asymptotic diversity gain, the e2e BER performance does 

not improve significantly in the practical ranges of link SNRs, especially for low e 

values. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: We describe the system model in 

Section 4.1. Section 4.2 is dedicated to the analysis of the asymptotic BER of the 

optimal TDR in the high SNR regime. In this section we prove that the e2e BER 

of the optimal TDR decreases as log(SNR)/SNR2. Hence, the diversity order of the 

optimal TDR is 2. Then, in Section 4.3, we show that any threshold that is in the 
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form of % — log(cSNR) can also achieve the same asymptotic performance as the 

optimal TDR. We also propose a value of c that results in a BER very close to the 

BER of the optimal threshold. In Section 4.4, we verify our results and compare the 

performance of the optimal TDR to several similar schemes proposed in the literature. 

Finally, Section 4.5 summarizes the findings of this chapter. 

4.1 System Model 

The system model described in Chapter 3 is assumed. We only consider Model 1 

of Chapter 3, where the relay has 1% = {jsr, Jrd, 7sd} available in order to make 

relaying decisions. Thus, we drop the model index. The threshold is denoted by njt 

and the optimal threshold that minimizes e2e BER is denoted by 7^. We refer to 

the TDR using 7* as the optimal TDR. We note that the analysis in this chapter 

can be extended to the other models (h,h, and 14), where the relay can have the 

instantaneous R — D and S — D SNRs, 7^ , 7^ . The additional instantaneous SNR 

information can improve e2e BER as shown in Chapter 3. However, the diversity 

order cannot be improved any further as TDR achieves full diversity Under Model 1. 

As in Chapter 3, for simplicity, we assume that all the links use BPSK modulation. 

All the links experience independent Rayleigh fading. The instantaneous received 

SNR per bit for a link from node i to node j is denoted by 7y and is given by 

where Xfj is an exponential random variable with unit mean and 7^ is the average 

SNR. Link SNRs vary in time following independent block fading: 7^ is assumed to 

be constant for two blocks, precluding retransmit diversity. The scalars Xi^ and thus 

7ij, are independent from link to link. 
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N o t a t i o n a n d D e f i n i t i o n s 

We represent the average SNR as 

7y = Kij SNR, 

where SNR is a reference signal-to-noise ratio, and f%ij IS 8t scaling factor with respect to 

the reference SNR representing non-identical distance dependent loss and shadowing 

for different links. We adopt the same notation as in Chapter 3 for different error 

events, e.g. £y, £prop, and Scoop, but we drop 7, from the notation. 

In order to study the high SNR behavior of BER, following an approach similar to 

the one in [22], we fix the parameters /csr, Krd, and KM, and analyze the e2e; BER as 

SNR —> oo. Diversity order is a useful measure in quantifying the diversity benefit of 

any scheme in high SNR regime [22]. Throughout this thesis we adopt the following 

definition of diversity order given in [22]1: 

d = - lim (log(BER)/log(SNR)). (4.1) 
SNR—coo 

Definition 4.1. Let / and g be two positive functions defined on the real numbers. 

We say / = 0{g), if l i m s u p ^ ^ && < oo. 

Definition 4.2. Two functions / and g are called asymptotically equivalent, written 

/ - ^ i f l i n w ^ ^ l . 

4.2 Asymptotic Performance of Optimal T D E 

In Chapter 3 the average e2e BER of TDR for a given threshold value has been 

derived as 

BER££*(7t)=P{7«- > 7*} Wtfsrhsr > ItMZprop} + (1 ~ H^Alsr > %})W{Ecoop} 

+ P { 7 « - < 7*}P{£«i}- ' I (4-2) 
1 All the logarithms are in the natural base unless indicated otherwise. 
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and the threshold value that minimizes this BER, has been found as 

(erfcr1(25))2, 8 < 0.5; 

0, otherwise, 

where 8 is equal to 

8 = ^ { ^ } ~ ^{£coop} / 4 4s 

In the rest of this section, we first show that the optimal threshold function 7* 

given in (4.3) increases logarithmically with SNR (Lemma 4.1). Then, using this 

result, we prove that if the relay sets its threshold to 7*, the probability that it remains 

silent decreases as log(SNR)/SNR and the probability that the relay has a detection 

error decreases at least as fast as 1/SNR2 (Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3). Finally, we use all 

these results to show that the asymptotic e2e BER of the optimal TDR decreases as 

log(SNR)/SNR2 and the optimal TDR achieves diversity order 2 (Proposition 4.1). 

We note that the BER of TDR is greater by a factor of log(SNR) than the BER of 

a traditional diversity system, where BER decreases as 1/SNR2 at large SNR. Since 

the diversity order represents the relation of the BER and SNR up to an exponential 

factor, the diversity order of TDR is still 2. Hence, we conclude that it is possible to 

achieve maximum diversity order in a single relay network using threshold relaying 

with the optimal threshold selection. 

4.2,1 Asymptotic Behavior of 7^, P{7sr < 7f*}, and P{£sr|7sr > 

7**} 

The results on the asymptotic behavior of 7t*, P{7«. < 74*}, and ¥{8sr\jsr > 7^} are 

given in Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, respectively. See Appendix B for the proofs. 
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Lemma 4.1 (Asymptotic behavior of 7t*). The optimal threshold 7t*, given in (4-3), 

is upper and lower-bounded by two log functions for sufficiently large SNR. That is, 

there exist c1; C2 > 0 such that 

d log(SA//?) < ii(SNR) < c2 log(SM?), as SNR ̂ oo. (4.5) 

Lemma 4.2 (Asymptotic behavior of P{7«r < It})' ^or sufficiently large SNR, 

P{7sr < 7*} can be upper and lower bounded as follows. There exists 4? 4 > 0 

such that 

, log( SNR) mf „ . , log(S/W?) 
<k SNR ' < Hlsr < 7*} < <4 gNR , as SNR ̂ oo. (4.6) 

Lemma 4.3 (Asymptotic behavior o{W{£sr\'ysr > !$})• If the relay uses the optimal 

threshold 7^ then ¥{£sr\jsr > 7^} can be upper bounded as follows. There exists a 

c > 0 such that 

P{£«-|7«- > 1*} < c - ^ , as SNR - 00. (4.7) 

4.2.2 Asymptotic e2e BER and Diversity Order of the Opti

mal TDR 

Proposition 4.1. The e2e BER of TDR, given in (4*%)> using the threshold 7^, 

given in (4.3), satisfies BER^R(^) = 0(log(SA//?)/S/V/?2) and hence achieves the 

maximum diversity order of 2. 

Proof. Let us denote the first term of (3.30) as Pr and the second term as Pnr. Note 

that Pr is equal to the probability of error when the relay transmits and Pnr is equal 

to the probability of error when the relay does not transmit. 

p r = p { 7 s r > 7t*> P { £ r | 7 - r > 7 ? } H^prop} + H^coop} ~ F{S„\y„ > 7 * } P { £ C O O p } 

Pnr=nisr<inn£sci}. 
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In Pr, the term P{7sr > 7t*} = exp(-7 t/(«srSNR)) goes to 1 as SNR -» oo. Since 

P < W ~ ^ 5 t l ^see APPendix B-l for t h e Proof) a*"1 p { W ~ i f c i ^ l i ^ ' t h e 

decay rate of Pr is equal to the minimum of the rates of P{£sr|7sr > 7t*} and P{£COop}. 

Prom Lemma 4.3, ¥{Ssr\jsr > 7*} = G>(1/SNR2). Hence, Pr = 0(1/SNR2). 

Since F{Ssd} ~ ^ g f e a n d p {7» ^ 7t > = 0(log(SNR)/SNR) (from Lemma 4.2), 

Pnr = 0(log(SNR)/SNR2). The e2e BER of the optimal TDR satisfies 

BER™(7*) = Pr + Pnr = 0(1/SNR2) + O (log (SNR) /SNR2) = 0(log(SNR)/SNR2). 

Thus, BER™fl(7t*) is limited by the second term Pnr, which corresponds to the event 

that the SNR of the S — R link is below threshold. 

The diversity order of the optimal TDR is equal to 

dTDR=_ H m log(log(SNR)/SNR2) 
SNR-,OO log(SNR) 

= _ log(log(SNR)) H m log(SNR2) 2 

SNR-^oo l o g ( S N R 2 ) SNR->oo l o g ( S N R ) ' 

since the term lof°f^}) -> 0 as SNR -> oo. P 

We note that the non-selective cooperative relaying protocol of [29] also achieves 

BER of log(SNR)/SNR using a piece-wise linear detector at the destination and 

assuming non-coherent demodulation at the relay and the destination. 

4.3 An Approximation to the Optimal Threshold 

The result given in Lemma 4.1 suggests that the threshold must increase loga

rithmically with SNR. In this section, we first prove that thresholds of the form 

7t = log (c SNR), achieves full diversity. Then, we propose a value for the constant c 

based on the derivations in Section 4.2. 
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Proposi t ion 4.2, The e2e BER of TDR, given in (3,30), using a threshold j t = 

log{cSNR) satisfies BERT
e£

R{lt) = 0(log(SNR)/SNf¥) and achieves the maximum 

diversity order of 2 for any real constant c > 0. 

Proof. Substituting j t — clog(SNR) and 7sr = KsrSNR in (3.31), we obtain 

i 

( 1 \ KsrSNR 

^SNR) 1 log(SNR) 
nsr SNR 

(4.8) 

where (4.8) is obtained from (B.22) given in Appendix B.3. Hence, the second term 

in (3.30), Pnr = ¥{jsr < 7t}P{£sd} = <3(log(SNR)/SNR2). As in the proof of Propo

sition 1, the order of the first term Pr is determined by the term P{£sr |7s r > •jt}, i-e. 

0(Pr) = 0(P{£ s r |7 s r > It})- From (B.26) in the Appendix B.4, for any threshold we 

have 

P < ^ " > ^ < 2 ^ e r f C ^ ) < j ^ - 1 ' . ( « ) 

where the last inequality follows from the following well-known upper bound for 

erfc [56]2: 

erfc(z) < e~z\ (4.10) 

By substituting ^t = log(cSNR), we obtain 

P { ^ | 7 . > 7 « } < ^ ^ . (4.11) 

Hence, ¥{£sr\lsr > 7 t } = 0(1/SNR2) and Pr = 0(1/SNR2), Then, 

BER^(log(cSNR)) = Pr + Pnr = 0(log(SNR)/SNR2) and the diversity order of 

TDR with 7t = log(c SNR) is equal to 2. • 

2There are tighter upper bounds for erfc, but this bound is sufficient for our purpose. 
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In order to obtain an approximation for 7^, which is denoted by j * ' a p p r o x
 ? w e use 

the upper bound given in (4.10) and the asymptotic expression given in (B.17) in 

Appendix B.2 as approximations for erfc and #, respectively: 

, , v _ , 2 1 1 KrdKsd 1 7rd%d 

erfc(z) « e and d « - - — 4 SN R « rd 4- Kad 4 7rrf + 7** 

Then, 7t*'opprOT is given by 

*,appro% 
It 

(-'^(Ki+i))' l(i + i ) < 1 ; 

0, otherwise. 

(4.12) 

We note that for sufficiently large SNR, the condition \ (~ + r M < 1 is satisfied 

and 'y*'approx is equal to 

^"=- i o<Ki+^))^ i o g( 2( i+ i )"S N R) : (413) 

We observe that >y*>approx = logic SN R), where c = 2 f ̂ - + •£-) is greater than zero. 

Hence, invoking Proposition 2, we conclude that with >y*>approx
s BER;f2^

ii(7t=*appro:i:) = 

0(log(SNR)/SNR2) and the diversity order is equal to 2. In (4.13), we note that 

^*,approx -g e q U a | t o t j l e i0garithm of the harmonic mean of %d and 7^. 

4.4 Results 

In this section, we compare the average BER of the optimal TDR to several schemes. 

These include the benchmark schemes introduced in Section 3.3.1 of Chapter 3 (sim

ple digital relaying, genie-aided relaying) and the Link Adaptive Relaying (LAR) 

introduced in [31]. 

As the two schemes that are simpler than TDR, we consider direct transmission 

and simple digital relaying. From the average e2e BER expression for this scheme, 

BERS7'6 = F{£sr} nSprcp} + (1 - P{£,r}) n&oop}, (4.14) 

0(1/SNR) O(l) O(l) 0(1/SNR2) 
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we observe that the e2e BER performance is limited by the first term and the e2e 

BER decays as 1/SNR. Hence, the diversity order of simple digital relaying is 1. 

Genie-aided digital relaying and receive diversity schemes are also considered as 

performance upper bounds. In the genie-aided relaying, which assumes perfect error 

detection for each symbol, the relay transmits only those symbols received correctly 

in the first phase. The e2e BER of the genie-aided digital relaying is equal to 

B E R g f = P{£r} P{£d} + (1 - P{&r}) P{ W , (4.15) 

0(1/SNR) 0(1/SNR) O(l) 0(1/SNR2) 

As seen from the orders of its terms, genie-aided digital relaying achieves diversity 

order of 2. The second upper bound, receive diversity, is obtained by assuming that 

the S — R link is error-free, i.e., BER^ 2 = P{£coop}> where P{£coop} is given in (3.17). 

The Link Adaptive Relaying (LAR) aims to reduce error propagation by adapting 

the relay transmit power to the link SNRs rather than transmitting with full power 

Pfuii all the time. If the relay is able to adapt its transmit power continuously, [31] 

proposes a scheme where the relay transmits with power a x PfUu, where the scaling 

factor is equal to a = EHii^Ml, \y e c a n this scheme as LAR-cont. If the relay can 

perform only on-off power adaptation, then it can be seen that LAR simplifies to 

TDR with threshold function ^t.LAR = %d- We call this scheme as LAR-on/off. For 

all threshold based relaying schemes, the e2e BER can be calculated analytically by 

plugging in the appropriate threshold value as j t in (3.30). We resort to Monte Carlo 

simulations to obtain the e2e BER of LAR-cont only. 

In Fig. 4.1 we plot the average BER as a function of SNR in a symmetric network 

where Ksr = K.Sd = Krd = 0 dB. The on-off version of LAR has poor performance; 

its BER is larger than even the BER of the simple relaying. Since "ft.LAR increases 

linearly with SNR, from (B.21) we observe that P{7ar < %LAR} will be a: constant 

independent of SNR. Then, in the e2e BER expression given in (3.30) the second 

term, ¥{ysr < ^LAR} X P{£sd}, decreases only as fast as the BER of the S — D link. 
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K$r — Krd — fi-sd — v G o 

15 
SNR (dB) 

Figure 4.1: The e2e BERs for different schemes as a function of SNR in a symmetric 
network, where Ksr = Krd = Ksa = 0 dB. 

Hence, the diversity order of on-off LAR is 1, which has also been reported in [31]. 

This argument applies to any TDR scheme that uses a threshold increasing linearly 

with the SNR. The continuous version of LAR, which is shown to achieve full diversity 

in [31], performs better than all TDR schemes including the optimal TDR. However, 

the gap with the optimal TDR is very small. Fig. 4.2 shows the BER of all the 

schemes for an asymmetric network, where the direct link is weaker than the S — R 

and R — D links, a typical scenario where R is located on the line segment between 

S and D. Relative link SNRs are selected as nsr = Krd = 0 dB and Ksd = |-12 dB. 

Unlike the symmetric case, here the optimal TDR outperforms continuous LAR by a 

very small margin. We note that the a value used in [31] for the continuous LAR is 

not optimized. Otherwise, it would always outperform the optimal TDR. 
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Ksr = Krd = 0 dB, Kad = -12 (IB 
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SNR (dB) 

Figure 4.2: The threshold values and the e2e BERs for different schemes as a func
tion of SNR in a nonsymmetric network, where Ksr = nrd = 0 dB and KS<I = —12 dB. 

Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 show the variation of the optimal threshold and its approxi

mation as a function of SNR, for the two sets of K values used in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2. 

Although there is an offset between the optimal threshold and the approximation, the 

two curves are almost parallel to each other. As seen in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2, the 

BER of the approximate threshold <y*'approx [s very close to the BER of the optimal 

threshold. 

4.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we studied the asymptotic BER of threshold based digital diversity 

relaying. We showed that in a network with a single relay and independent Rayleigh 
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Figure 4.3: The threshold values as a function of SNR with Krd = Ksd = 0 dB. 

fading links, in order to minimize e2e BER, the threshold used by the relay should 

increase logarithmically with the average link SNR. We proved that this optimal 

threshold achieves dual diversity. We also showed that any threshold of the form 

log(cSNR), where c > 0 is a constant, achieves the same diversity order. Moreover, 

we derived a value for c that results in a BER very close to the BER of the optimal 

TDR. 

In Chapter 5, we propose a threshold based multi-relay protocol to achieve di

versity orders higher than 2. In order to limit the bandwidth loss due to multiple 

relay transmissions, we consider a relay selection protocol, in which at most one relay 

transmits. 
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Chapter 5 

Threshold Based Relay Selection in 

Digital Diversity Relaying 

In Chapters 3 and 4, we focused on inducing spatial diversity using a single relay. 

We studied threshold relaying as a method to mitigate error propagation in digital 

diversity relaying and we showed that optimal threshold relaying can achieve diversity 

order of 2 in a single relay network. In this chapter, we consider multiple relays to 

achieve higher orders of diversity at the destination. 

Consider a multiple parallel relay configuration as shown in Fig. 5.1. With Mr 

parallel relays there is a potential to achieve Mr 4- 1 orders of diversity by combining 

signals from the source and the relays. For instance, following the source transmis

sion, the relays can retransmit one-by-one, spanning Mr + 1 time slots. Then, the 

destination can combine (Mr + 1) signals using the C-MRC scheme of [30].: Alterna

tively, the relays can use the LAR protocol of [31] and the destination can combine the 

signals using MRC. Either of these protocols can achieve diversity order of (Mr + 1). 

However, retransmission of the data by all Mr relays causes a large increase in radio 

resources, especially for large Mr. 

As a remedy to this problem, Laneman and Wornell proposed distributed space-

time coding for decode-and-forward relays [35]. In [57], it has been shown that 
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diversity-multiplexing trade-off of distributed space-time coding can be achieved by a 

relay selection protocol. In this protocol a single, "best" relay is selected to serve for 

each source-destination pair. Among the relays that receive the data from the source 

without any errors, the one with the highest instantaneous SNR to the destination 

is selected as the "best" relay. Both [35] and [57] assume ideal channel coding, in 

which error propagation does not occur as long as the received SNR at the relays is 

higher than a rate dependent target SNR value. In this chapter, our goal is to achieve 

similar diversity orders without relying on channel coding. 

We propose Threshold based Relay Selection (TRS) protocol, which generalizes 

threshold digital relaying to multiple relays. In this protocol only the relays whose 

received SNRs are larger than a threshold, which we call reliable relays, are allowed to 

retransmit. Our protocol employs selection combining at the destination based only 

on the relay-destination and source-destination link SNRs. In bandwidth limited 

scenarios, with channel estimation of these links and feedback from the destination, 

selection can be done prior to the relay transmissions as performed in [57]: and [38]. 

Then, only the selected relay, the one with the largest SNR to the destination, retrans

mits, thereby reducing the bandwidth expansion. In the absence of such feedback, 

all the reliable relays can retransmit sequentially and the same BER performance is 

achieved. 

We note that in C-MRC of [30] the destination needs the exact source-relay SNR 

for every relay, whereas in the LAR protocol of [31] the power scaling factor used by 

each relay, which depends on the instantaneous first hop SNR, has to be conveyed to 

the destination. In the ML detector of [29], the destination requires the knowledge 

of the average SNRs of every source-relay link. Conveying the average link SNRs is 

less costly than conveying the exact SNR. However, this protocol cannot achieve full 

diversity for more than one relay. The TRS protocol proposed in this chapter requires 

minimal information on the first hop and still achieves full diversity. 
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A related protocol has been proposed in [58]. In this protocol, the relay selection 

is performed based on the equivalent e2e BER of each relay channel. This protocol 

can be viewed as a selection version of C-MRC of [30]. As in C-MRC, it requires the 

destination to obtain the channel coefficients of the first and second hops, or their 

product in the case of a simpler scheme, to perform relay selection. However; in TRS, 

the information passed from the relay to the destination regarding the first hop is 

limited to whether the relays is a reliable relay or not, which can be represented by 

a single bit. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, we describe the 

system model and the TRS protocol. In Section 5.2, we derive the e2e BER for 

multiple relays and the optimal threshold for a single relay. In Section 5.3 we show 

that the protocol achieves full diversity for any number of relays using a threshold 

function we propose. We present some numerical results in Section 5.4 and conclude 

with a summary of our findings. 

5.1 System Model 

A network as shown in Fig. 5.1 is considered in which a source node S communicates 

with a destination node D with the assistance of Mr relays denoted by i?i, i227 • • • RM,~-

The SNRs of the S - D, S — Ri and Ri - D links are denoted by nfsdi rJsrs-> 
and 7rd,i, 

respectively. To simplify the analysis, we assume that all the relays have the same 

average SNRs to the source and to the destination, i.e., %r,i = 7«r and %d,% ~ Ird for 

i = 1,2,..., Mr. Hence, the link SNRs are characterized by 7,^, 7 s r , and K/rci. All links 

experience independent Rayleigh fading. We assume a general modulation scheme for 

which the bit error probability can be expressed as ^ ( 7 ) « /?merfc(v/am7), where 

&m, &m > 0. We recall that typically am depends on the minimum distance in the 

constellation and (3,m depends on the number of neighbors with minimum distance; 
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Figure 5.1: The parallel relay configuration with Mr relays. 

the bit error probability of most practical modulation schemes can be approximated 

by selecting (/?m, am). The average bit error probability under Rayleigh fading based 

on this general Pb expression is given in (3.4) as 

Pb(j) = E^[/3merfc(^/Qfm7)] = 0, 

Some of our derivations are even more general; they are given in terms of Pb and Pb, 

and can be evaluated for any modulation scheme. 

We consider a two-phase protocol. In the first phase the source transmits while 

all the relays and the destination listen. Then each relay Ri decides independently 

whether its detection is sufficiently reliable by comparing its received SNR "•/sr(i to 

a threshold value. The SNR information available at the relays is as in Ix case of 

Chapter 3: the relays have access to the average link SNRs of the relay-destination 

and source-destination links but they do not know the instantaneous SNRs of these 

links. 

Those relays whose received SNRs are larger than the threshold are called reliable 

relays. Each reliable relay informs the destination by sending a short message. Let 

1 - ^m7 

l + a-ml 
(5-1) 
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Nr denote the number of reliable relays. The destination, then, makes a decision 

based on the SNRs of the reliable relays and the source to the destination1, i.e., 

j s d and 7Vrf,i,,.. ,7rduvr- Among Nr + 1 branches D selects the one with the largest 

SNR. If the branch from the source is selected, the relays do not transmit and the 

source transmits the next data. Otherwise, the selected reliable relay transmits and 

D performs detection based on the selected branch only. We call this protocol the 

Threshold based Relay Selection (TRS) protocol. 

In this protocol the information passed from the relay to the destination regarding 

the first hop is limited to whether the relay is a reliable relay or not, which can be 

represented by a single bit. We assume that each reliable relay sends a short packet 

while the other relays remain silent. The destination can also estimate the values of 

7rd,j for all the reliable relays from these transmissions. 

5.2 End-to-end (e2e) BER of the TRS 

In this section, we derive the e2e BER of the TRS protocol. Since all the relays are 

assumed to be identical in their average SNR to the relay and to the destination, the 

optimal value of their thresholds must be the same. Hence, we derive the e2e BER 

of the system for a given common threshold j t for all relays. Then the e2e BER is 

given by 

BERe2e = ] T F{Nr = i}P{5B2e|iVr = *}, (5.2) 
j=0 

where 

p{jVr = i}=fMA (e-^'-y (1 - e-V7«-) 

For Nr = 0, the destination detects based on the direct link only and, thus, 

P{£e2e|Nr = 0} = Pb(%d)- For Nr > 1, let As denote the event that the destination 
xWe re-index the reliable relays to simplify the notation. 
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selects the signal received from the source and Ar,k denote the event that the desti

nation selects the signal from the fc-th reliable relay (k G { 1 , . . . , iVr}), respectively: 

Aa={ysd > 7rdj, Vj e {1, • • •, Nr}}, and 

Ar,k={lrd,k > led, lrd,k > IrdJ, Vj 6 {1, . . . , Nr}, j =£ fc}. 

Then, the e2e BER conditioned on the number of reliable relays is equal to 

P{£e2e|iVr = i}=P{£e2e|A, Nr = %}¥{As\Nr = i} 
i 

+J2 H£eZe\ Ar,k, Nr = lMA,kWr = «}• (5-3) 

fc=l 

Since all relays are assumed to be identical in their average SNRs to the source and 

to the destination, the terms included in Ar,k are the same for all k and the index 

k can be dropped. When the destination selects the source signal, its bit error rate 

only depends on the S — D link. However, if the destination selects reliable relay j , 

it will have a bit error if either the S — Rj link or the Rj — D link has a bit error: 

¥{Ee2e\A9, Nr = i} - ¥{Esd\As, Nr = i} (5.4) 

and 

F{£e2e\Ar, Nr = i}=F{Erd\Ar, Nr = «}(1 - P{£«.|7«- > 7*}) 

+(1 - F{Erd\Ar, K = i})F{Ssr\lsr > 7 t } . (5.5) 

Substituting (5.4) and (5.5) into (5.3), we obtain the e2e BER conditioned on Nr as 

H^e\Nr = i}=¥{Esd, A*\Nr = i} + i \F{Erd, Ar\Nr = i} 

+F{Erd, Ar\Nr = i}(l - 2¥{Esr\-fsr > 7 t}) 

+F{Ar\Nr = i}P{Esr\jsr > 74}J. (5.6) 

The probability of bit error at a reliable relay is derived in Appendix A. 2 and is equal 
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to 

P{£«-l7-r>7t}=A» e r f c ( V ^ ) - e W , y T | ^ -

xerfc \ht[ oim + 
7* 

(5.7) 

The probability tha t a particular reliable relay is selected by the destination is equal 

to 

P{A|JVr = *}4( l -£(J) ( - t f i l 
+ j(lfsd/frd) 

(5.8) 

The terms ¥{Esd, As\Nr — i} and ¥{£rd, Ar\Nr = i} are given by 

F{ssd1 AM=i} = J2i (') (-iy 7rd p / 7«OVd 
" • M l 

J7sd + 7rd \J7sd + 7rd 
(5.9) 

and 

i - i 

i=0 *• 
IP-.^t-iv 

Isd 
-PH 

7sd7rd 

7«i( J + 1) + Ird J b V %d(j + 1) + Ird J J / " 

See Appendix C.l for the derivations of (5.8)-(5.10). By substituting (5.7)-(5.10) into 

(5.6), and then substituting (5.3), (5.6) into (5.2), we obtain an exact expression for 

the e2e BER, of the threshold based relay selection protocol described in Section 5.1. 

Optimal Threshold of T R S for Mr = 1 

For networks with a single relay, we can derive the threshold that minimizes e2e BER 

by formulating a simple decision problem as we did in Section 3.2.3 of Chapter 3. 

Propos i t ion 5 .1 . The threshold that minimizes the e2e BER of the system described 

in Section 5.1 with a single relay, under Rayleigh fading and a modulation scheme 

file:///J7sd
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that has a bit error probability of Pbirt) and an average bit error probability of Pb{*/)> 

is given by 

i! = PrHHfaln)), (5.11) 

where 

Ird+lsd ( & ( ,lrd%d \ _ pfa \ \ 

OWsdilrd) - — = 1 _ / _ _ N • (5.12) 

Proof. Let ao and a% denote the two actions the relay can take: to remain silent or 

to forward the detected symbols, respectively. Then, the optimal threshold can be 

obtained by simplifying the following decision rule solved at the relay: 

P{£e2e|iVr= l,7 s r}!p{£ e 2 e | iV r = 0,7*.}. (5.13) 

Clearly, if the relay remains silent 

F{Se2e\Nr = 0r/sr} = Pb(%d). 

If the relay forwards the data the average e2e BER is equal to 

F{8e2e\Nr = l,lsr}=F{Se2e\Nr = l,As,jsr}F{As\Nr = 1} 

+F{Se2e\Nr = 1, Arr/sr}F{Ar\Nr = 1}. 

Following the same steps as in Section 5.2, we obtain 

¥{Se2e\Nr = l,%r}=F{£sd,As\Nr = l} + F{Srd,Ar\Nr = 1} 

+F{£rd,Ar\Nr = 1}(1 - 2P(,(7sr)) 

+F{Ar\Nr = l}Pb(rsr). (5.14) 

Note that, (5.14) is the same as (5.6) except that F{Ssr\"j'sr > jt} is replaced with 

!"{£»• ITsr} = Pbilar), since 7"sr is available at the relay. 
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For Nr = 1, (5.8), (5.9), and (5.10) simplify to 

F{€sd,As\Nr = l}=Ph(%d) 
Ird r> ( Isdlrd 

-——— n I -——— 
Jsd + Jrd Xlsd + lrd 

F{Srd, AAK = 1 } = A ( 7 « I ) - — ^ - A [ z ^ -
7«i+7rrf \7«d + 7rd 

and 

P{A|iV r = 1} 7rd 
7rd:+7»d 

We note that for Mr — 1 relay, F{SSd,As\Nr = 1} and P{£rd,v4r|iVr = 1} expressions 

are symmetric with respect to 7Sd and %&• After substituting all the terms into (5.13), 

we obtain the following rule 

Pbilsr) ^<$(7rd,7*|) 
o 0 

7sr ^ ( % r r f , 7 ^ ) ) , (5.15) 

where <!>(.,.) is given by (5.12). Hence, the threshold that minimizes the e2e BER is 

equal to 7t* = P^1 (<J(7rd, %d)). • 

5.3 Diversity Order of TRS 

In this section, as in Chapter 4, we express all the average link SNRs as %• == ^ S N R 

and study the behavior of the e2e BER as SNR —>• oo. Let us first take a close look 

at the e2e BER minimizing threshold derived in Proposition 5.1, for a network with 

Mr = 1 relay. If Pb(j) = pm erfc(v/o;,m7), the average error probability given in (3.4) 

is asymptotically equal to 

"" An 1 P6(«,SNR) = A 1 
am«SNR 

1 + am KSNR 2<wcSNR" 
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Substituting this asymptotic expression in (5.12), we observe that, 

<*(««!, ««*, SNR) - _ ! I L ^ --FHE- (5-16) 
i « m KsdKrd b N K 

By approximating erfe(z) « e~z , and <5 fa ^•^d"»T'^sRR> w e obtain 

tf^tf) = -J- (erfc-1^/^))2 « ^-log f§i) 

^—hg(2am
 KsdKrd SNR 

This approximate expression is the same as the approximate threshold derived in 

Section 4.3 in Chapter 4 (eqn. 4.13) for a single relay network using BPSK modulation 

in all the links (am = 1) and MRC combining at the destination. 

Based on the insight from the e2e BER minimizing threshold for Mr — 1, for 

a network with Mr > 1 relays we propose a threshold function in the form of 

log(eiSN-R'r'a,m), where ci is a positive constant. Next, we show that TRS can 

achieve full diversity with the proposed threshold function. 

Lemma 5.1 (Asymptotic behavior of P{£e2e|iVr = i}). With the proposed threshold 

7t = log(ctSNRMr'am), as SNR —> oo the e2e bit error probability conditioned on the 

number reliable relays Nr = i decays as F{£e2e\Nr = i} •= 0(1/SNR1*1). 

See Appendix C.2 for the proof. 

Proposition 5.2. The diversity order of the TRS protocol having Mr relays and 

employing a modulation scheme that has a BER of Pbi'f) — Pmerfc(.s/am'y)) achieves 

diversity order of Mr + 1 using a threshold ofrf = log(ci SNRhIr^olm) , where c\ > 0 

is a constant independent of SNR. 

Proof. The e2e BER of TRS is given in (5.2). The first term of (5.2) is equal to 

F{Nr = i}=(Mf) ( e - ^ " ) ' (1 - e-^^-)Mr_i. 
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With the proposed threshold, as SNR —* oo we obtain 

e-W7.r= e- log(ciSNRM ' - /—)/(«„.SNR) ^ j ^ 

(1 _ e -7 t / 7 S r \ = 1 _ e~log(C1SNRW-/«-)/(K.sr.SNR) 

~ AC„SNR 

Thus, P{iVr = «} is of order 

P{j\rr = i} = 0(log(SNRM-/am)M '- i/SNRM '- i). (5.17) 

Next, we study how fast the term f{£e2e\Nr — i} (given in (5.6)) decays with increas

ing SNR. 

Combining the result of Lemma 5.1 with (5.17), we observe that in 

(5.2) the term with index i, i.e., F{Nr = i}¥{£e2e\Nr = i} decreases as 

0(log(SNRMr/aro)M^VSNRMr+1). The order of the sum of these Mr + l terms is 

determined by the term that has the slowest decay, which is the term with index 

i = 0. Hence, 

BERe2e = 0(log(SNRM" /Q-)M"/SNRJ^+1). (5.18) 

We observe that while the Mr -f 1 order diversity achieved by conventional diversity 

combining schemes will decrease as 1/SNR r + 1 , the cooperative diversity achieved by 

the TRS protocol has a decay of 0(log(SNRMr/am)M-'/SNRM'-+1). However, at large 

SNR the log term becomes insignificant and the diversity order is equal to 

d=- lim l J { B ^ = Mr +1. : (5.19) 
SNR-*oo log(SNR) V / 

• 
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5.4.1 Benchmark Protocols 

In this section we describe two Relay Selection (RS) protocols to which we compare 

TRS protocol in terms of e2e BER performance. 

Relay Selection with the Instantaneous SNR of the S — R Links (RS-inst) 

In RS-inst the relay is selected based on the instantaneous S — R and R — D links. 

The equivalent BER of the branch through relay k is given by 

+Pb{jrd,k)(l - Pb(jsr,k)), k = 1, . . . , Mr. 

The direct branch from the source to the destination has an equivalent BER of P0
mst = 

Pb(jsd)- The destination selects the branch with the minimum equivalent BER. Then, 

conditioned on the SNR values, the e2e BER is given by 

F{£(RS-in,t)|7^is _ _ ^ 7 s , r j M r ) 7 r ( i ; l 5 , . . , > d M r ) l s d } = min {Ptst} (5.20) 

and the average e2e BER of this protocol is given by 

(5.21) DCjn-e2e ]CjjBr,l,:;1.sr,Mr,'yrd,l>-->'yrd,Mr^sd min {Pinst} 
k€{0,l,...,Mr} 

The RS-inst is very similar to the C-MRC with relay selection introduced in [58]. The 

only difference is that the scheme in [58] combines the direct signal from the source 

with one of the relay signals, whereas RS-inst selects either one of the relay signals 

or the direct signal. 

Relay Selection with Average SNR of the S — R Links (RS-avr) 

In RC-avr the destination has no knowledge of 7srij values and the relay selection is 

based on the average S — R and the instantaneous R — D SNRs. In this case the 
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equivalent BER of the branch through relay k is given by 

+A(0Vd,fc)(l - Pb(lsr,k)), k=l,..., Mr 

and P^*r = Pb(jsd)- Conditioned on the SNR values the e2e BER of RS-avr is equal 

to 

P t f S ^ W • • • ,7rd,Aft.,7«i} = u. , ™n„ i ^ T } (5-22) 
fee{o,i,...,Mr} 

and the average e2e BER of RS-avr is given by 

min { P r r } 
fce{o,i,...,Mrp 

(5.23) 

In these two protocols the relay selection is done by the destination only, whereas 

in threshold based relay selection both relay and the destination contribute to the 

decision. While RS-inst is the selection version of the C-MRC of [30], RS-avr can be 

viewed as the selection version of the ML receiver of [29]. 

5.4.2 Numerical Results 

We consider two scenarios for numerical results: symmetric network scenario and 

linear network scenario. In the symmetric network, all average link SNRs are the 

same: Ksr = nrd — KSd — 0 dB. The linear network is based on a group of relays 

at the mid-point between the source and the destination. In particular, we assume 

Ksr — Krd = 0 dB and KSd = —12 dB. The e2e BER of TRS is computed from 

the analytical expression of Section 5.2 and the threshold values for Mr > 1 are 

determined from the numerical minimization of this expression. Fig. 5.2 shows the 

e2e BER of different protocols in the symmetric network scenario as a function of 

SNR for Mr = 1 relay. For reference, we also plot the BER in the absence of errors 

in the S — R links. In this figure, TRS and RS-avr perform similarly, while RS-inst 
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Mr = 1, Ksr = Krd = Ksd = 0 dB 

10 
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Figure 5.2: The e2e BER for all relaying protocols for Mr = 1 relay as a function 
of SNR in a symmetric network (/«sr = Krd = Ksa = 0 dB). The BER of direct 
transmission and the BER in the absence of errors in the S — Rt links are also shown 
as reference curves. 

performs slightly better than these two protocols. For Mr = 1, all protocols achieve 

full diversity gain as observed from the slopes of the BER curves. 

However, as we increase the number of relays to Mr = 2, RS-avr cannot deliver 

full diversity. In fact, by analyzing RS-avr for Mr values greater than 2, we observed 

that the diversity order of RS-avr is limited to 2. The TRS achieves full diversity for 

2 relays as well, in accordance with our claims in Section 5.3. We conclude that 

TRS constitutes a good tradeoff between performance and signaling overhead since 

it performs close to RS-inst with less complexity. 

In Fig. 5.4, we show the threshold values used by TRS to minimize the e2e BER in 

the symmetric network scenario. It is seen that the optimal threshold increases with 

J i i L 
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Figure 5.3: The e2e BER for all relaying protocols for Mr = 2 relays as a function 
of SNR in a symmetric network (Ksr = nrd = KSd = 0 dB). 

increasing number of relays. As a function of average SNR, the optimal threshold 

increases logarithmically. Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 depict the e2e BER for different protocols 

and the optimal threshold for TRS for the linear network scenario. We see that the 

conclusions for symmetric scenario are valid for linear scenario as well. 

5.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we have proposed a threshold based relay selection protocol for two 

hop, multi-relay communication. This protocol requires minimal information about 

the quality of the source-relay links. We have proposed a threshold function that 

increases logarithmically with the link SNRs and linearly with the number of relays 
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Hsd = «rd = 0 dB 
18i ! ! 1 r 
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Figure 5.4: The threshold values that minimize the e2e BER of TRS in symmetric 
networks with different number of relays Mr. 

and we have shown that, with a threshold of this form, our protocol achieves full 

diversity. We have also presented performance results in which the thresholds are de

termined through numerical optimization and have compared the BER of our protocol 

to similar protocols found in the literature. We conclude that threshold based relay 

selection offers an attractive trade-off between performance and signaling overhead 

as it achieves full diversity without instantaneous S — R SNR knowledge at the des

tination. Finding optimal thresholds analytically remains as a challenging problem 

for future work. 



Mr = 1,2, Ksr = Krd = 0 dB, Ksd = - 1 2 dB 

10 15 20 
SNR (dB) 

Figure 5.5: The e2e BER for all the protocols with Mr = 1 and Mr = 2 in a linear 
network, where Ksr = Krd = 0 dB, Ksd = —12 dB. Solid line: Mr = 1, dashed line: 
Mr = 2. 
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Figure 5.6: The threshold values that minimize the e2e BER in a linear network 
(Ksr = Krd = 0 dB, Ksd = —12 dB) as function of SNR with different number of relays 
Mr. 



Chapter 6 

Cooperative Digital Relaying in Wireless 

Ad-hoe Networks 

In the previous chapters, we considered simple and fixed network scenarios, in which 

average link SNRs are deterministic parameters. These studies conducted for de

terministic topologies provide useful understanding of different aspects of diversity 

relaying. However, in wireless ad hoc networks, the network topology is often ran

dom and time-varying. While for some source-destination pairs there might be many 

relays at favorable locations, there might also exist pairs which can find no relays at 

all. Thus, the performance obtained in deterministic topologies is not necessarily a 

good indicator of the network-wide gain from diversity relaying in wireless:networks. 

In this chapter, we incorporate the randomness in node positions into the problem 

formulation. 

Often the ultimate goal in an ad-hoc network is to guarantee connectivity, i.e., 

maintaining the ability to send a data packet from any source node to any destination 

node, even when certain links undergo deep fading. Ideally, routing in such a network 

requires complete knowledge of the state of the network. However, in practice, even 

medium size networks do not have sufficient resources to discover all possible paths in 

a time-varying environment in presence of mobility induced fading. Hence, we focus 

76 
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on a more modest two-hop relaying protocol. 

We note that diversity relaying in random topologies is closely related with the 

relay selection problem considered in Chapter 5. In a random topology, in most cases, 

there will be multiple relays in the vicinity of a source-destination pair. Although 

the reliability can be increased by using all of these relays, bandwidth and delay 

constraints limit the number of time slots allocated for retransmissions. 

In this chapter, we propose a practical two-hop diversity relaying protocol that 

can be implemented as an "add-on diversity relaying feature" along with an existing 

routing protocol in order to improve the performance of each hop. For instance, the 

source and destination defined in the protocol could constitute one hop of a longer 

route, which has been determined by a higher layer protocol. Our protocol aims to 

take advantage of other nodes in the vicinity in an opportunistic fashion. 

We assume that the maximum number of relays that can be used for each packet 

is limited by Mr, which represents bandwidth and delay constraints. Unlike in Chap

ters 3-5, in this chapter, to simplify the problem, we consider ideal coding. Hence, 

the nodes that receive the packet with an SNR higher than a minimum value can 

decode it correctly. Such nodes are called reliable relays. Due to ideal channel coding 

assumption, error propagation does not occur. First the source transmits ia packet, 

and then selects Mr reliable relays. In general, the relay selection can be done based 

on the instantaneous or average SNRs of the relays to the destination. In order to 

limit the feedback from the destination, in this problem we assume relay i selection 

based on average SNR to the destination. Hence, our protocol only requires that 

each node in the vicinity of the source knows its average SNR to the destination. 

Assuming that the relay nodes are distributed according to 2-dimensional Poisson 

point process, we analytically study the performance of the protocol as a function of 

node density, fading parameters and node transmit powers. We consider both max

imal ratio combining and selection combining at the destination. Our performance 
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metric is e2e outage probability for a given target SNR. In the relaying protocols 

studied in the rest of this thesis, the second phase takes place even if the destination 

receives the transmission in the first phase correctly. A widely known technique to 

improve the packet delivery ratio of data networks with little bandwidth expansion is 

"automatic repeat request" (ARQ). Several variations of the basic concept have been 

proposed and their performance has been studied [59-61]. However, ARQ is not very 

helpful when the fading is slow. When this is the case, applying both ARQ and coop

erative diversity could be very effective. In this chapter, we also propose and analyze 

an ARQ-augmented version of the basic protocol, which we call Relay-Assisted ARQ 

(RARQ) protocol. 

In the literature, few studies consider multihop relaying in random networks 

[62-64]. In [62] Zorzi and Rao analyze a greedy geographic forwarding algorithm 

for a multihop network, where a relay for the next hop is chosen "post transmission" 

among the nodes that receive the data packet correctly. Their criterion for: selecting 

the next relay is having the shortest distance to the destination. The proposed scheme 

assumes that each node knows its own location and the location of the destination 

is included in the "header" of the packet. In [65] the same authors describe several 

possible avoidance/contention resolution schemes by which nodes acknowledge recep

tion, and a single node, the one closest to the destination, is chosen to serve as the 

next relay. The authors derive upper and lower bounds on the average number of 

hops the protocol requires when the destination is at a distance D from the source. 

However, Zorzi and Rao do not consider fading and diversity. 

In [63] Khandani et al. derive the routing metric that minimizes end-to-end outage 

in a multihop network in the presence of Rayleigh fading. This approach requires that 

the source knows the location of all the nodes in the network. The path is chosen 

as the best on average based on the node locations. The same work also considers 

diversity enabled routing under the same assumptions. 
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In [64]; Biswas and Morris propose a protocol called opportunistic multihop routing 

protocol. This protocol takes advantage of the broadcast nature of wireless transmis

sions by selecting the "best" relay among the nodes that receive the data packet 

correctly. The selection criteria is the cost of delivering the packet from each node to 

the destination rather than the geographical distance. As the cost metric they use the 

number of hops from the node to the destination along the best route in traditional 

routing, where the packets are sent along pre-computed routes that are selected to 

minimize the estimated number of transmissions. 

Most published work on diversity relaying, including the rest of the chapters of 

this thesis, consider optimistic scenarios, where, for example, all the relays are in the 

midpoint between the source and the destination. Some of the exceptions are [66], [67] 

and [68]. In [66] Zhao and Valenti propose a multihop protocol they call Hybrid 

ARq-Based Intra-cluster GEographically-informed Relaying (HARBINGER), which 

combines Hybrid ARQ and cooperative diversity. As a packet propagates in the 

network, each transmitting node uses an independent code to encode the packet. 

Since multiple independently coded replicas of the source data are received, mutual 

information rather than signal power is accumulated. A node becomes a reliable relay 

for the packet as soon as it accumulates sufficient mutual information to decode the 

packet reliably. 

In [67] Song and Hatzinakos propose a cooperative relaying protocol called Co

operative Transmission Protocol for Sensor Networks (CTP-SN). They analyze the 

performance of the protocol in a network where nodes are distributed in two dimen

sional space according to homogeneous Poisson point process, Unlike our protocol, 

CTP-SN does not use Channel State Information (CSI) at the transmitting nodes. In 

CTP-SN an arbitrary region is chosen, and all the nodes in the region that received 

the packet from the source retransmit to the destination using a space-time code. 

The authors show that the outage probability decreases exponentially with the node 
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density. Our protocol does not limit the relay locations; any node that receives the 

source packet successfully can possibly serve as a relay. The authors also describe a 

variant of the CTP-SN protocol, which includes feedback from the destination. How

ever, this variant requires that all relays can hear the destination, an assumption that 

is hard to guarantee in practice. The CTP-SN protocol further assumes that every 

reliable relay knows the relay region associated with each possible pair of source and 

destination in its neighborhood. This is a more demanding requirement than knowing 

the (local) mean channel gain to any neighboring node, which is what we assume in 

this chapter. 

Bletsas et al. studied path selection in two hop relaying [68]. They assume that the 

instantaneous CSI of all source-relay and relay-destination links are available at the 

source and show that the path selection can achieve the same asymptotic performance 

(diversity multiplexing trade-off) as the distributed space time coding of [35] with 

reduced complexity at the destination. They also design a protocol to implement 

path selection with reduced overhead. Another related work on relay selection is in 

the context of coded cooperation [69]. In this paper, Lin et al. assume that there exists 

a "partner" for each source node, which is a pre-selected node that serves as relay for 

a particular destination. The paper derives the criteria for choosing a particular node 

as a partner over other existing nodes. End-to-end performance between the source 

and destination depends consequently on the reliability of the channel between the 

source and its partner. Our approach differs from this work since we select a relay 

from those nodes that have actually received correctly. Therefore, different packets 

may be relayed by different nodes and diversity transmission may take place as long 

as at least one other node has received the source transmission correctly. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The system model aiid the re

laying protocols are described in Section 6.1 and Section 6.2, respectively; Outage 

probabilities of the direct transmission and the basic relaying protocol are derived 
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in Section 6.3. In Section 6.4 we discuss some enhancements to the basic relaying 

protocol including ARQ. Numerical results are presented in Section 6.5. Findings of 

the chapter are summarized in Section 6.6. 

6.1 System Model 

A system as shown in Fig. 6.1 is considered. A source node S communicates with a 

destination node D, and the nodes in the vicinity of S and D can serve as relays. 

6.1.1 Node Location Model 

We assume a very general node location model. Nodes are distributed in two di

mensional space according to homogeneous Poisson point process. A homogeneous 

Poisson point process is fully described by its density, A (nodes/area). Some impor

tant properties of this process are as follows: 

• The number of nodes in a region A is Poisson distributed random variable with 

mean A x area(.4), i.e., N(A) ~ Poiss(X x area(X)). That is, 

F{N(A) = k} = C-Axareau) (A x area(A)) 

• The number of nodes in two disjoint regions are independent. 

• Given the number of nodes in a region A the location of each node follows a 

uniform probability distribution in A-

6.1.2 Propagation Model 

Our propagation model includes three components: distance related loss, lognormal 

shadowing and Rayleigh fading. The SNR at node j due to a transmission from node 
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i, which is located dy units away, is given by 

where Kc represents all the constant gains such as antenna gains, VT is the transmit 

power, Pjv is the noise power and v is the path loss exponent. We assume that the 

antennas are omnidirectional and Kc and VN are common for all nodes. 

Fading components of all the channel gains, i.e., Xij and Z{j terms are independent 

and identically distributed from link to link. The shadowing component Zy is a 

Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance equal to <x2, and the Rayleigh 

fading component Xfj is an exponential random variable with unit mean. We assume 

that the channel coherence time is sufficiently long, such that the channel does not 

change during the delivery time of a packet, which is at most two time slots. 

We assume that all the transmissions are at a fixed rate R (in bits per transmission 

per Hertz) and all the nodes use an ideal channel coding which is designed for rate R 

and achieves the Shannon capacity. The codeword length L is assumed to be large 

enough so that a decoding error occurs if and only if log2(l. + 7y) < R. That is, the 

transmission by node i is successfully decoded by node j , if and only if the received 

SNR 7y is larger than a given target value %r, which is equal to ̂ tr = 2R — 1. We 

define TN^T) as the transmission range of a node transmitting with power VT in the 

absence of fading: 

rN(VT) =[KC 

Then, the event of successful transmission, i.e., {7^ > 7 t r}, is equivalent to the event 

that 

R < rN(VT)Xf/vehZ^}, (6.2) 

where h = ln(10)/10. 

The transmit power of the source and the relays are denoted by Vs and Vr, respec

tively. Corresponding transmission ranges in the absence of fading are denoted by 
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r^s and rjvr, he., rNs — r^^Ps) and rjvr = 7^(7^). The expectation of jij is denoted 

by 7ij. jij normalized by the target SNR, "ftr is denoted by gij, which is equal to 

*, /r- (T> \\ v ( ̂ P I i if node i is a source node; 

»« = ̂ = ( ^ ) nXi)=\[d,') ' (6.3) 
7tr \ aij / \ / \v 

( if21) ' *f n ° d e i is a relay node. 

6.2 Description of the Basic Relaying Protocol 

The protocol has two phases. Fig. 6.1 illustrates the phases of the relaying protocol. 

In phase I, S transmits a packet with transmit power Vs, specifying the intended 

destination. We identify useful relays based on the following criterion: to be able to 

act as relay, a node must decode the transmission of S correctly based on the criterion 

given in (6.2). Hence, our protocol falls in the class of selective relaying protocols [4]. 

The nodes that satisfy this constraint are called reliable relays. Each reliable relay 

sends a short acknowledgement message (ACK) to 5, which also includes additional 

information related to the propagation channel between the relay and D. Based on 

all the information collected from the reliable relays, S decides which relays should 

relay the packet. 

In scenarios where each relay is able to maintain the instantaneous gain of the 

channel between itself and D, S can pick the relay with the largest gain as in [57]. 

However, in the present work we assume that nodes can provide only local average 

SNRs, which do reflect the distance dependent loss and shadowing, but cannot track 

Rayleigh fading which changes at a faster rate. We do not require that every node 

in the neighborhood of S to readily provide the instantaneous channel gain to any 

possible destination that other nodes in its neighborhood might wish to send packets 

to. This feature allows the protocol to perform also in mobile scenarios. 

The source node S can select the relays to participate based on the information 
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Figure 6.1: The two phases of the relaying protocol for Mr = 2. In phase I, the 
successful transmissions are shown by solid lines. The transmissions that are combined 
by D are shown by dotted lines. 

provided to S, the direct channel between S and D, and, possibly on resource con

servation considerations that we do not discuss here. In this chapter, we assume 

that among all reliable relays with respect to S those with the best average channel 

gains to D are selected as relays. The maximum number of relays to be selected is 

limited by Mr. In phase II the selected relays are informed of the decision of S and 

they transmit to D one by one, in different time slots each using transmit power Vr. 

Then, D combines all the received signals using either SC or MRC. 

6.3 Outage Probability Analysis 

6.3.1 Outage Probability of the Direct Transmission 

We denote the outage probability of the direct transmission as P0>i. The probability 

that the single hop transmission is not successful conditioned on the average SNR is 

equal to 

sd < ItAlsd} = 1 - exp (-"ftrhsd) = 1 - exp(-l/p«j). (6.4) 
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Let the distance between S and D be denoted by dsd. Then, the normalized received 

SNR at D is given by 

9sd=(^jehZad- (6'5) 
Averaging over gS(i we obtain 

Po,i = Hlsd < 7*r} = Es jd [1 - exp ( - 1 / ((rNs/dsd)
vehZ^))} 

— 4 = 6 - ^ / ^ ) eXp(-e-^(r i , s /d s r f)-u)d2 . 
-co yl-KG1 

6.3.2 Outage Probability of the Basic Relaying Protocol 

(6.6) 

In this section we analyze the outage performance of the relaying protocol described 

in Section 6.2 for given rjvs, TNT, Mr, A and propagation parameters a and v. The 

protocol allows up to Mr relays participate when possible. If the number of available 

relays Nr is smaller than Mr, then only Nr relays retransmit. In the rest of this 

section, we first the distribution of various random variables that will be required to 

derive the outage probability of the basic relaying protocol. 

Number of Reliable Relays 

To find the probability mass function (PMF) of the number of reliable relays, we 

make use of a well-known result on Poisson processes [70], which is also used in [71]. 

Theorem 6.1. Let the number of objects N in a given region he a Poisson random 

variable with mean /.i. Let £j be the event that object i has a certain property. If allSi 's 

are independent events and have the same probability of occurrence p — P{6j|iV = n} 

when conditioned on {N — n} for all n, then the number of objects out of N objects 

having the defined property is also Poisson random variable with mean pfi. 
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Let B(a,b;r) denote a disc with radius r centered at point (a,b). Suppose that 

the objects are the nodes in B(0,0; ro) and the desired property is having a reliable 

link to S at (0,0). Then the number of reliable relays within TQ of S are 

iVr(£(05 0; r0)) ~ P o m ( ^ ( r 0 ) ) , (6.7) 

where 

fir(ro) = ATIToPr, (6 .8) 

and pr is the probability that an arbitrary node in B(0,0; r0) is a reliable relay. 

All the nodes in B(0,0; ro) are randomly and uniformly distributed in the region. 

Hence, dsr, the distance from an arbitrary node to S at (0,0) has PDF j?dgr (r) = 2r/r-o, 

0 < r < r0. Then, we calculate r%pr and take its limit as ro —• oo, covering the whole 

plane. 

lim r%pr= lim r2F{dsr < rNsX
2/vehZ/v} 

»*Q—»oo r§—>oo 

Pz(z) / px(x) / - j d r d s d z 
•oo J o J o r 0 

/

OO pOO 

pz(z) / px(x)min(rQ\r2
Nsx^ve2hZ/v)dxdz 

•oo JO 
=r2

NsEx[X4/v]Ez[e2hZ/v}. (6.9) 
As derived in [71], Ex[XA/V] = T(l+2/v) for Rayleigh distributed X and Ez[eihZ,v] = 

exp(2(02) for Z ~ AT(0, a2), where 
/ l a 

Q = — T 

and the gamma function F(.) is defined as 

I » 
Jo 

Then, the average number of reliable relays in the entire plane is found by substi

tuting (6.9) into (6.8): 

lir = lim jj,r(r0) = ATrr^T ( 1 + - ) exp (2g2). (6.10) 
r0-»oo \ t'J 
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The pmf of the number of reliable relays of S is 

Nr ~ Poiss (ATirj^r (1 + 2/v) exp (2^2)). 

(6.11) 

Distance of a Reliable Relay to the Source 

Let dsr denote the distance of an arbitrary node in B(0,0; To) to S and A{TQ) denote 

the event that this node has a direct connection with S. In Section 9A of [71], PDF 

of dsr given v4(ro) as ro —* oo is calculated (eqn (47)): 

2r { l - Ez [Fx {y/e-™{rlrNay)}} 
P d " l ^ r ) = [rjvsexp(^2)]2E[X4/-] 

2rEz[exp (-(r/rNs)
ve-hZ)} 

[rNsexp(e?)¥T(l + 2/v) 

Distance of a Reliable Relay to the Destination 

(6.12) 

Consider an arbitrary reliable relay, node i, which has connection to S.':\ Let drd,i 

denote the distance of this node to D at (dsd,0). Since the locations of such nodes 

are i.i.d., so are their distances to D. Hence, we drop the relay index and denote the 

common PDF of the distances of reliable relays to D as Pdrd{l)- The CDF of drd can 

be calculated from 

/>oo 

^ - ( 0 = / Hdrd < 11 dsr = r}pdarlA{r)dr. (6.13) 
Jo 

We first calculate the probability that the distance of a reliable relay to D is below 

I given that its distance from S is equal to r. Since the angular distribution of all 

reliable relays around S is uniform in [0, 2TT], such nodes are located uniformly on the 

circle C(0,0; r) . If the circle C(0,0; r) and the disk B(dsd, 0; I) intersect partially, i.e., 

\l — dsd\ < r < I + dsd, then the probability that drd < I is equal to the fraction of the 

length of C(0,0; r) arc that is within B(dsd, 0; I). In the illustration of Fig. 6.2, this 
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Figure 6.2: Illustration for the calculation of Fdrd\d.r(l\r) for \l — dsd\ < r < \l + dsd\ 

fraction is equal to 6/IT. Using the law of cosines, we can express 0 as 

9 = arccos sd
 n . . 

\ 2d3dr ) 

\il > r + dad, then the circle is within the disk and all the points on the circle are 

within I of the point (dad, 0). However, if r > I — dad, the disk is inside the circle and 

none of the nodes on the circle are closer to dsd than I. 

Hence, we obtain the conditional CDF FdTd\dsM\r) as 

- arccos ^ ^ ^ j , 

\l - dsd\ <r <l + dad; 

1, 0<r<l-dsd; 

Fdrd\d„r(l\r)=< 

0, otherwise, 
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where I, dsd, r > 0. Then, averaging over d3ri the CDF of dra is obtained from 

Fdrd(0= Fdrd\d,Mr)Pdsr\A(r)dr 
Jo 

rma,x{0,l—dsd} 

= I Pdsr\A(r)dr 
Jo 

+ - / arccos M S r ; ) Pd,r\A(r)dr. (6.14) 

We substitute (6.12) in the first integral, use the change of variable u = r/r'Ns and 

obtain 

J
l>max{0,l-dsd} ^ 

Pd-lA(r)dr=[exp(Q^r(l + 2/v) 
rmax{0,l-dsd} 

x / — Ez [exp ( - ( r / r j v ^ ^ e - ^ J d r 
2 />ma,x{0,l/rNs~-dad/rfis} 

= [ e x p W p r ( 1 + 2 / , ) | « E , [ « P ( - • . - " ) ] < ! » . (6.15) 

For the second integral of (6.14), again using u — r/r^s, we can express the 

integrand in terms of dsd/r^s, 1/TN$ a n d u: 

rl+dad / # p + r2s 2 

/ arccos ^ Pd„\A{r)dr = -. , . . . . , , . 
^-<M V M «* r / [exp(^2)]2 T(l + 2/t>) 

WAw.-HW r̂ A ^ / ^ ) 2 - q / r ^ ) 2 + u2^ J 1 
x / < «E^ exp ( - « t e arccos - — - — ' . . ' ) du } . 

J\i/rNs-dad/rNs\ I V 2{dad/rNa)u J J 
(6.16) 

Since both (6.15) and (6.16) are functions of l/r^^ d/r^s, v and a only, we denote 

Fdrd{l) a s 

Fd.rd (0 = h (l/rNs, dsd/rNs ,v,a). (6.17) 

Distribution of Average SNR Received at the Destination from an Arbi

trary Reliable Relay 

Relay selection among the reliable relays is based on the average SNR determined by 

the distance related loss and the lognormal shadowing. Let nf.rd,a denote the instan

taneous SNR at D as a result of the transmission of an arbitrary reliable relay node. 
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Normalized by the target SNR, jrd,a is given by 

lrd,a _ ffNr\ hZ'fyf\2 

Jtr \drdj 

where Z' and X' represent the lognormal and Rayleigh fading between the reliable 

relay node and D. Since (X')2 is exponential distributed with mean equal to 1, locally 

averaged (over the small scale fading X') and normalized SNR grata is given by 

Itr 4 rd 

rNr \ hZ' 
G 9rd,a = E x ' 

Then the CDF of grd,a is given by 

Wff) = l ~E*' K * {rNrehZ'/vg~1/v)[ 
2 

= 1 -

/ 

exp(e2)}2r(l + 2/u) 

max{0»(C exp(hz')/g)Vv--dsd} 

PZ'(z')' 

vMz [exp (-uve~hZ)] du 

r{iexp{hz<)/g)Vv+dsd / 

+ / uEz [exp (-uve-hZ)] 
J\«exp(hz')/g)^-dMi] \ 

1 (4d - (Cexp(hz')/g)2/v + u2 . , , . , , 
x - arccos ———— ~ " | du I >dz 

7T I 2dsdU 

= 1 -
[exp(?)]*r(l + 2/v) 

max{0,(Cexp(/i2;/)/5)1/l',~4rf} 

/

OO f>OQ 

/ Pz'(z')pz(z)< 
-oo J—oo 

u exp (- v„—hz 

,(Cexp(te')/9)1/ , ;+dsd 

+ / ( «exp(-
(C«q>(/u/)/ff)V«_d.a| 

~ 2 

-« e 

f„—hz\ 

)du 

-u e 

1 (dmf-(taq>(h*>)/g)V»+u*\ J , , , 
x —arccos = AM >dzd2r, 

where we defined £ and ds<* as 

(6.18) 

(6.19) 

C = (rNr/rNs)
v and dsd = dsd/rNs. 

In Fig. 6.3, we plot Fgrda(g) for different dsd values. 

file:///drdj
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Figure 6.3: The CDF of gr^a (Fgrd (g)), the average normalized SNR of an arbitrary 
reliable relay to D. v = 4, a = 8, r^s — fjvr (C = !)• Dotted curves with mark
ers are obtained from (6.19) and dashed curves are obtained through Monte Carlo 
simulations. 
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Distribution of the Averaged Normalized SNR of the Best M.r Out of k 

Reliable Relays 

Let us consider the case where we have exactly k reliable relays (k > Mr) and we 

choose Mr relays with the largest average SNR. We denote the average SNR of the 

relays as {grd(i),grd(2),- • • ,grd(Mr)} where grd{j) is the j - th largest. The joint PDF of 

Mr largest of k i.i.d. random variables is given in [72] (equation (9)) 

(jA / >. 

^a rd ( l ) . f l r d (2 ) . - . 3 rdCM r ) « ? 1 ' ^2, • • • gMr) 

M 
= l k _ M \\P9rd,a (9l)P9rd,a ( ^ ) , • • • , Pgrd>a (g Mr) (Fgrd>a ( J i l f J ) * " ^ , [ (6.20) 

where g% > g2 > . •. > gMr- Note that the above distribution is a function of k. 

Average SNR of the Best Mr Reliable Relays Given That Nr > Mr 

The pmf of the number of the reliable relays given there are at least Mr reliable relays 

is given by: 

¥{Nr = k\Nr > Mr}= l I r ' ~ J = r—— —-P{iVr = A;}, 

where k > Mr. 

When we average (6.20) over Nr the number of reliable relays, we obtain: 

i ^ r 
Pa (§1,92, • • • 9Mr)=-p^N >My 1^ Y'iNr = k} 

•d(l) )flrd(2) '•••>ffrd(Afr) 

Mr 

J[P9rd,a(9i F{Nr > Mr] \l\ 

= F(Nr > M \ eXP {-V>r{l - F9rdj9Mr))) i [[P9rd,a(gi) > , 
i = l 

(6.21) 
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where Fgrda(g) is given by (6.19). 

The derivation of CDF for general Mr seems to be cumbersome, we derive it only 

for Mr = 1 and Mr — 2. Substituting Mr = 1 in (6.21), we obtain 

*W)(y) = i _ e^(-/xr)exp ^~/ir(1 ~ Fg^9^ *w&)- (6-22) 

By integrating the PDF, we obtain the CDF of <gw(i) 

I f 9 

^ ( i ) ( ^ ) = i — „ n, , N / P r e x p ( - ^ ( l - . F f l r f (a;)))p^(:r)da:: 

/ — jur exp(—/.iru)du 
~ expi-fir) Ji 

(6.23) 
1 — exp(//r 

where we use the change of variables u — 1 — F9rda (x) for the integration. Fig. 6.4 

shows F9rd( for different (ir values. On the same graph we also plot Fgrda. We observe 

that as the average number of reliable relays increases, average SNR of the best relay 

at D improves substantially compared to the average SNR of an arbitrary relay. 

For Mr = 2 in (6.21), we obtain 

F9rdW ^ (2 , (91» ^ ) = l _ e x p ( _ M r ) ( l + / Z r ) 

X / 
Jo 

VrPgrdta ( t l ) / J Mr e x p ( - / i r (1 - FgrdJt2)))pg^a (t2)dt2 dt{ 

1 + exp(prFgra>a(52))^^(ffi) - expOvF^(51)) 

exp(/ir) + /i,r - 1 
(6.24) 

Let 7rd(i) denote the instantaneous SNR of the reliable relay that has the i-th 

highest average value, i.e., ~Ex['J(i)/'ytr] ~ 9rd{%)- Note, that 7 ^ does not necessarily 

have the i-th highest value among 7^-), j e {1 ,2 , . . . , k} . Let us use P^2 to denote 

the probability of outage of the basic protocol when the maximum number of relays 
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is limited to 2. We can express 

M r - 1 

P%r)= J2 P ^ = fc}p{°utaSe after s i S' n a l s from 

fe=0 

S and k reliable relays are combined} 

+P{iVr > Mr}P{outage after the signals from 

S and best Mr reliable relays are combined}. (6.25) 

Outage Probability with Maximal Ratio Combining 

If D uses MRC, the output SNR after combining is the sum of the SNR values received 

from S and individual relays [10]. Hence, we can write 

Mr-1 ( ( k 

p(Mr,Mnc)= ^ P { i V r = fc}p p + ^ M | < i 

+F{Nr > Mr}¥ { ( — + f ] ^ J < 11. (6.26) 

We define two new random variables Q\ and Gi to shorten the notation. 

(6.27) 

(6.28) 

Conditioned on gsa and grd,i for % = 1,2,..., k, Q\ is a sum of independent exponen

tial random variables. If the means of exponential components are distinct1, such 

random variables are called hypoexponential random variable [73]. The PDF of an 

hypoexponential random variable Q is given by 

t 

fJ-i 

& = 

02--

_lsd 

_7sd 

Itr 

k 

i=l 

nfrd,i 

7rd(i) 

* 1 
Pg (5; A*i, M2, - • •, IM) = V cM—e~9/ tH, g>0, 

j = i 

1In our problem the means of exponential random -variables are continuous valued random vari
ables. Hence, the probability that they do not take distinct values is zero. 
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where p,\, /i2, • . . , IM are the means of individual exponential sumniands and 

Ci,t= n M* 

i = w H-H 

It is straightforward to find the CDF of Q from its PDF: 

t 

totems ,m) = !>•* (x - e"9hli)> ^ °-
« ' = 1 

Hence, the conditional PDF of Q\ and Q% can be written as 

(6.29) 

IP{£i < g\g.sd, 9rd,i, •••, grd,k}=Fg{g\gsd, grd,u ... ,grd,k), (6.30) 

P{02 < g\9sd,9rd(l), • • • ,grd{Mr)}=F§{g]9sd,9rd{l)-, • • -,9rd{Mr))- (6-31) 

Then, we can express the first part of (6.26) as: 

Mr-l ( f k 

Mr — 1 fc /.00 f-OO 

= J2 e~ w / ••• / Fg{l-gsd,gi,...:gk) 
k=0 V. Jo Jo 

xPgsAQsd)Pgrdil(<?i) • • • Pgrd,k(9k)dgsddgi...dgk. 

The second part of (6,26) can be written as; 

p{w P >M r }p j (^+£;^) <i 

(Si>• • • > 9Mr)Pgsd {9sd) dgi.. . d<?M,-d^d. 
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For Mr = 1, (6.26) simplifies to 

p{lMRC) = ^.rp^ + ( 1 _ e - / * r ) 

POO /•oo 

x / / iJb(i;^«f,ffrd,i)Pfl«i(fl«j)Pflr<,(i)(ffi)dff«idffi 
JO JO 

r r ( g«L c-i/9ad + 9i e~i/gi\ 
Jo Jo \9sd ~ 9% 9i ~ 9Sd' ) 

xPssA9sd)pgrdW(gi)dgsddgiy (6.32) 

Outage Probability with Selection Combining 

If D use selection combining to combine all the received signals, then we can express 

the outage probability as 
Mr-l k f 

Itr 

+F{Nr > Mr} f[P | ^ < lY). (6.33) 

Due to the complexity of the general expressions, we focus on the simplest case and 

consider SC with Mr = 1: ' 

frd(i 
PofC)=P°i (w{Nr = 0} + (1 - F{Nr = 0})P j -

Itr 
< 1 

=Po,i (e~^ + (1 - €-"") j f°( l - exp ( - lM)P^ l } (ffi)dfli) • (6-34) 

Using integration by parts, we can express the integral in (6.34) as 
poo 

/ (1 - e^^)pgrdW(gM9i=F9rdW{g^ - e~1^) 
Jo 

->0 
poo 

+ / (9ir2e-1/91FgrdW(gi)dgi. 
Jo 

Then, 

P&SC)=Po,x (tr* + (1 - e""-) j T C f f O - ^ - ^ F ^ , (sOd^). (6.35) 
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Substituting (6.6) and (6.23) into (6.35), we can evaluate P^ numerically. 

6.4 Enhancements to the Basic Relaying Protocol 

In this section we propose two enhancements to the basic protocol and discuss imple

mentation issues related to them. In the basic relaying protocol, as well as the rest 

of the relaying schemes studied in the rest of this thesis, in the first phase the source 

transmits a data packet and in the second phase one or more of the relays retransmits 

the message. This protocol can be improved in terms of bandwidth expansion and 

error/outage performance in two ways. 

• In the basic protocol a second phase takes place even if the transmission in the 

first phase is successful. Assuming that the destination sends an acknowledge

ment message (ACK) when the source transmission is successful, the second 

phase can be avoided, 

• The basic protocol always selects one of the reliable relays to retransmit. In cer

tain topologies and channel conditions, however, even the best relay's channel 

to the destination might not be good enough and a retransmission by the source 

might be more advantageous than the relay transmission. The second enhance

ment to the basic protocol allows these two options: source retransmission and 

relay transmission. 

Next we describe a protocol, in which we implement these two enhancements. We call 

this protocol as Relay-Assisted ARQ (RARQ). We note that the second enhancement 

can also be applied to the basic protocol without ARQ. 
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6.4.1 Relay-Assisted ARQ Protocol 

The protocol has two phases. In the first phase, S transmits a data packet, specifying 

the intended destination. If D receives the packet successfully, it sends a short ACK 

message to S. To account for propagation and processing delays, S uses a time-out 

counter defining a time window for ACK to arrive from D. In case ACK arrives 

in time, the protocol cycle is terminated. If S does not receive an ACK from D 

before its timer expires, it assumes that its transmission is not successful and the 

second phase starts. In the second phase, 5 broadcasts a message requesting that all 

reliable relays identify themselves. Each reliable relay sends a short ACK to S, which 

also includes its mean channel gain to the destination. For simplicity, we limit the 

number of relays to transmit in the second phase to one relay. S then either instructs 

the reliable relay with the highest channel gain to D to retransmit the packet, or 

retransmits the packet itself, which is also what it does when there are no reliable 

relays. To complete the second phase, the destination combines the two received 

signals using Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC). 

The above description leaves the following important issues unresolved, and we 

discuss them now. Consider Nr reliable relays with respect to the given source node 

with average normalized SNRs received at the destination denoted by grd,i,..., 3Vd,jvr-

As in Section 6.3.2 let us denote their maximum as 

grd(i) = m a x grd,i-

Depending on the values of grd(i) and gad-, S decides to retransmits itself, or instructs 

the reliable relay with mean channel gain grd(i) to do that. In Section 6.4.3 we 

derive a target value, gmin{gSd) for grd(i), below which source retransmission should 

be preferred over relay transmission. 

We note that concurrent transmissions of the ACKs from multiple reliable relays 

can cause collisions if not managed by a separate protocol. A simple protocol for 
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this purpose is given below. The source includes the value of gmin in the transmitted 

packet, then reliable relay i does not respond if grd,% < gmin- Each reliable relay whose 

9rd,i > gmin is required to wait a certain time interval before responding. This time 

interval is related to the grd,i of the relay through a properly chosen monotonically 

decreasing function G(gsd,grd,i)- Let the longest waiting time interval, the one corre

sponding to gmini be Atjnaa; (See Fig 6.5). Then the reliable relay with the highest 

channel gain to the destination will transmit the ACK first, and the rest, sensing the 

transmission of the "best" relay, will withdraw. Note that even if some other reliable 

relays fail to sense the signal of the "best" relay, with high probability no collision 

will occur, because the ACK messages are short compared to Atmax. S then waits to 

the end of the Atmax interval (no reliable relay will he on the air beyond this point) 

and then sends a message to the "best" relay instructing it to transmit to D. The 

"best" relay then transmits the data packet terminating the cycle. Having to wait 

for a specific instruction from S prevents the possibility that the "best" relay, not 

receiving an ACK from D, will transmit even though D may have issued an ACK 

that was received by S. 

6.4.2 Min imum Average S N R for Relay Transmission: gmin 

If the first transmission by the source fails, there are two possible actions: a& represents 

the retransmission by the source and ar represents the transmission by the best relay. 

Let Ps2 and Psr denote the outage probability at the destination if, following a failed 

transmission, the source chooses as and ar, respectively. Since we only consider the 

best relay in this analysis, to simplify the notation, we use K{rd and grd instead of %d(i) 

and grd(l). 

Recall that the destination node uses MRC, and therefore the SNR at the MRC 
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At 

gmin(gsd) 9rd,i 

Figure 6.5: G(gsd,grd,i)'- The waiting time before responding for reliable relay i with 
Qrd,i _ Qmin-

combiner output is the sum of the SNRs obtained in the two attempts. Hence, 

n%d<it/2\%d} Ps2=F{2^sd < 7 t | 7,d, %d < 7t} 
P{7*i < Itr | Isd} 

l - e x p ( - £ ) l - e x p ( - i ) ' 
(6.36) 
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and 

r> mf , ^ I - - ^ 1 P{7sri + Ird < lU Isd < It I Jsd, Ird} 
P«-=P{7-d + Ird < It | Isd, Ird, Isd < Jt} = P { 7 s ( i < 7 t 1 7 s d } ! 

1 
-7 r- / / -^e~~'1rdhrd—e~~lsdh*dd'~irdd'ysd 
(-Ji-) JO Jo Ird Isd 
\ lad) 

- 1 

1 - e x p 

>d exp(-*)-exp(-£) 
Ird 'Isd 1 _ exp (-^) 

=1_ ft, <*»(-£)-«p(-A). (6.37) 
Qrd-Qsd l_expf__l_J 

Then, the optimal decision can be found as: 

Psr%Ps2 (6.38) 

t_ ^ «* (-a)-^(-£)^-«*(-£) 
*,-»«. I -<*p(-£) - l - e x p ( - i ) 

Note that Psr monotonically decreases with grd. After some arithmetic, (6.39) sim

plifies to the following form: 

9rd <.9rnin\9sd)i 

where gm%n denotes the minimum grd required for the relay transmission to be advan

tageous over the source retransmission. The function gmin is given by 

gm.in(gSd) = gSd ( 1 - e x p ' 
^9 ad 

where we define / ( ) as 

gsd ( 1 - exp ( - ^ - ) ) W(f(gsd)) + 1 
- l 

l+expf-jL) \ 

f{x) =
 exp{H-^M-^))) 

x . ( _ l + e x p ( - i ) ) 

and W is the Omega function or Lambert's W-function [74]. W(x) = w if x and w 

satisfy x = wew. Fig. 6.6 shows gmin for a wide range of gsd values. We note that 
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gmin has a limit as gsd -* oo : 

lim gmin(gsd) = w , „ 2 , , 0 « 0.6275. 
gsd^<x W(—Ze z)-\-l 
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e 
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I 

Figure 6.6: Minimum average SNR for relay transmission (gmin) as a function of 
9sd-

6.4.3 Outage Probability of Relay-Assisted ARQ 

The outage probability of the relay assisted ARQ protocol can be represented as 

PRARQ = P0,iP2, (6.40) 

where P0,i is probability of outage of the direct transmission and Pi is the probability 

that the packet is not received after the second transmission, following a failed first 
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attempt. Let pSrd and F9rd denote the PDF and CDF of <jw, respectively. According 

to the protocol, the source retransmits if either there is no reliable relay or the grd 

is less than gm,in(gSd)- For analytical convenience, instead of treating the case of no 

reliable relays separately, we modify grd as follows: If there is no reliable relay, we say 

grd is equal to zero. We can express P-2 as 

P 2 = / / mm{Ps2(gsd),Psr(x,gsd)}pgrd{grd)pgsd(gsd)dgrddgs 
Jo Jo 

r<x> rgmin{9ad) 

= / / PS2(gsd)PgrAgrd)Pged(9sd)dgrddgsd 

Jo Jo 

+ Psr(x,gsd)pgrd(grd)Pgsd{gsd)dgrddgsd. 
Jo Jgm.in(3sd) 

Due to the complexity of computing this expression numerically, we resort to Monte 

Carlo simulations to evaluate the performance of RARQ protocol. 

6.5 Results 

In this section we validate some of the analytical results of this chapter with sim

ulations. In our simulation study, for each data point shown in the graphs a large 

number of topologies are generated where S is placed at position (—dsd/2,0) and the 

destination is placed at position (+dsd/2,0) on a K x K square, where K is chosen 

depending on the node density A. N — 600 other nodes are placed randomly and 

uniformly on the region. The source and relays are assumed to have identical trans

mission ranges (r?v> = r^g, ( = 1). The distance dependent loss exponent v is 4. The 

log-normal and Rayleigh fading are generated i.i.d. across all the links with a = 8 

for the log-normal fading. 

In Fig. 6.7 we plot the outage probability for single hop transmission and the 

basic relaying protocol. The curves of P0
(
2" from the simulations and the analysis 

agree completely, which validates both our analysis and simulation setup. We observe 
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Figure 6.7: Performance comparison of the basic relaying protocol with MRC and 
SC using Mr = 1 and Mr = 2 relays at maximum, a = 8, v = 4, Xr%s = 2 (/v = 8.51). 
Analytical results are obtained from (6.6) and (6.35). 

that the basic relaying protocol can decrease the outage probability significantly even 

if only one relay is allowed and selection combining is performed at D. 

We perform simulations to observe the effect of the relay selection criterion on the 

outage probability. The relaying protocol analyzed in this chapter selects the reliable 

relay(s) with largest average SNR to D, i.e., the selection criterion is maximum grd. 

We compare this protocol to the protocols in which the relay selection is done based 

on minimum distance to D (drd) and the instantaneous SNR to D ('frdj- The latter 

criterion has also been used in Chapter 5 for fixed number of relays and relay locations. 

We also consider random relay selection, in which one of the reliable relays is selected 

at random. In Fig. 6.8, we plot the outage probability for different relay selection 
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dsd dsd 

Figure 6.8: Outage probability of the basic relaying protocol with MRC and Mr = 1 
relay at maximum using different relay selection criteria (distance, average SNR, and 
instantaneous SNR) as a function of dsd. a = 8, v = 4. Two relay densities are 
considered: Ar^s = 1.0 (/xr = 4.255) and Xr%s — 2.0 (//r = 8.51). 

criteria. All the relay selection methods perform significantly better than random 

relay selection as expected. Surprisingly, the performance of the average SNR based 

selection is close to the performance of the instantaneous SNR based selection even 

when the expected number of reliable relays is quite large (/j,r = 8.55). Since the 

average SNR is also easier to measure compared to the internode distance and easier 

to keep track compared to the instantaneous SNR, it is a good relay selection criterion. 

To examine the effect of relay density on the outage probability, we vary the 

number of nodes in the area and in Fig. 6.9, we plot the outage probability of the 
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Figure 6.9: Outage probability of the basic relaying protocol with MRC and Mr = 1 
relay at maximum as a function of /.tr. a = 8, v = 4. fir is varied by varying A. Two 
dsd values are considered: dsd = 0.5 and dsd = 1.0 

basic relay protocol for two different dsd values as a function of // r. It is seen that as 

jir increases, the outage probability decreases rapidly from the outage probability of 

the direct transmission. We also observe that the logarithm of the outage probability 

decreases linearly with fir, which supports the findings of Song and Hatzinakos in [67] 

that the outage probability decreases exponentially with the relay density in a similar 

protocol. 

In order to study the effect of lognormal shadowing to the outage performance, in 

Fig. 6.10 we plot the probability of outage as a function of the shadowing parameter 

a for two S — D distance values (dsd = (0.25,1.0)) and a fixed value of node density 

( A r ^ = 1.0). We note that the outage probability of direct transmission can increase 
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or decrease with a depending on the internode distance. For instance in Fig. 6,10 at 

dSd = 0.25, P0ix increases with a. However, at dsci = 1.0, P0,i decreases with a. A 

similar effect is expected for the single input multiple output (SIMO) channel formed 

by the relaying protocol using the selected relay. On the other hand, as seen from 

(6.10) the average number of reliable relays \ir increases with a. The dependence of 

fiT to a is shown in Fig. 6.11. An increase in \xT is expected to improve outage, as 

it makes the selected relay to be located closer to the destination. For dS(t — 1.0, we 

observe that the overall performance of the relaying protocol improves with increasing 

a. For dsd = 0.25 for smaller values of a, the negative effect of lognormal shadowing 

on the direct and the SIMO channel dominates and the outage probability of the 

relaying protocol increases with a. As a becomes larger, the positive effect of a on 

the number of reliable relays dominates and the outage probability of the relaying 

protocol decreases with increasing a. 

In Fig. 6.12, we compare the outage probability of RARQ protocol to the the 

outage probability of the basic relaying protocol with a single relay and MRC. For 

reference we also plot the outage probability of ARQ protocol, in which S retransmits 

whenever the the direct transmission fails. We observe that RARQ combines the 

advantages of ARQ and the basic relaying protocol by selecting the best option for 

any given topology and channel conditions. The gain of RARQ over the basic relaying 

protocol in terms of outage probability is negligible at larger relay densities. However, 

the main advantage of RARQ is its reduced bandwidth expansion when the direct link 

is favorable. Fig 6.13 depicts the average number of transmissions used per packet 

for different protocols. We note that the basic relaying protocol (with Mr — 1) uses 

two transmissions per packet whenever there is at least one reliable relay. The ARQ 

and RARQ use the same number of transmissions per packet. Hence, the figure only 

shows the curve for RARQ. 
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d,d = 0.25 dsd = 1.0 

Figure 6.10: Outage probability of the basic relaying protocol with MRC and Mr — 
1 relay at maximum as a function of a. v — 4 and \rfjs = 1.0. Two dsd values are 
considered: dsd = 0.25 and dSd = 1.0 
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Figure 6.11: Average number of reliable relays as a function of a. v — 4 and 
Xr%s = 1.0. 
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Figure 6.12: Outage probability of the RARQ, ARQ, and the basic relaying protocol 
(with MRC, Mr = 1) as a function of dSd- cr = 8, v = 4. Two relay densities are 
considered: Xr2

Ns = 0.25 (/ir = 1.064) and Xr2
Ns = 1.0 (/ir = 4.255). 
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Figure 6.13: Average number of transmissions per packet for the RARQ and the 
basic relaying protocol (with MRC, Mr = 1) as a function of dsd- <r = 8, v = 4. The 
average number of transmissions per packet of ARQ is the same as that of RARQ 
and is not shown in the figure. Two relay densities are considered: Xr%s = 0.25 
(Hr = 1.064) and Xr2

Ns = 1.0 (//r = 4.255). 
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6.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter we studied the network-wide benefits of two-hop diversity relaying 

in wireless ad hoc networks, where the node locations follow a homogeneous Pois-

son point process on a plane. We have defined a communications protocol where 

the source chooses nodes to serve as relays out of those that have actually received 

correctly the data packet transmitted by the source. The source makes this choice 

based on feedback from each such node, which includes the node's estimate of its 

average channel gain to the destination node. We derived the CDF of this quan

tity analytically through numerical integration. We have studied analytically and 

presented simulation results for the outage probability of the protocol, when the des

tination node employs selection combining and maximal ratio combining. We showed 

that two-hop cooperative diversity can be extremely beneficial in random multihop 

networks. 

We have compared the performance of different relay selection criterion and ob

serve that as a relay selection criterion average SNR to the destination constitutes a 

good trade-off in terms of end-to-end outage performance and the signaling required 

for the relay selection. We have shown graphically how increasing the intensity of 

the nodes reduces the outage probability, or to put it differently, allows a further 

destination to be reached with acceptable packet delivery ratio. We also proposed 

enhancements to the relaying protocol including an adaptive ARQ scheme assisted 

by the relays. We have shown the benefits of this protocol in terms of bandwidth 

expansion and outage performance. 



Chapter 7 

Cooperative Diversity and Distributed 

Spatial Multiplexing in Wireless Fixed 

Relay Networks 

In this chapter, we consider diversity relaying opportunities in infrastructure based 

wireless networks in the presence of fixed relays that are deployed as a part of the 

infrastructure. Conventional cellular architecture limits the user to base station and 

base station to user communication to a single hop. However, allowing multi-hop 

communication can reduce coverage holes within the cell due to unfavorable propaga

tion conditions and also extend cell coverage. Multihop communication is especially 

critical for the performance observed by the cell edge users, which is one of the main 

issues for data communication in future wireless networks. 

In the previous chapters we considered cooperative diversity relaying among the 

nodes with similar features. There are two options for relaying in infrastructure based 

architectures. The relays can be either users assisting each other by forwarding each 

others' packets or they can be fixed nodes dedicated for relaying. If the users are 

utilized as relays, cooperation puts a burden on them in terms of power. Fixed relays 

can take the burden of cooperation from users. They are provisioned to have direct 

114 
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access to the power line. Hence their operation is not limited by battery lifetime [5]. 

Due to their physical stability and less strict power constraints, deploying fixed relays 

can also mitigate the security problems of multihop wireless networks by using more 

powerful key management and encryption schemes. 

Fixed relays are also expected to have less severe constraints for cost and size 

compared to user terminals. While mounting multiple antennas at user terminals 

might be impractical due to such constraints, fixed relays can easily accommodate 

multiple antennas. Nodes with multiple-antennas introduce new possibilities in the 

network. 

In point-to-point links, multiple antennas, either on the transmitter or the receiver 

side, can improve link reliability through receive diversity, transmit beamforming or 

space-time coding. This feature can be easily transferred to the simple networks that 

we studied in Chapters 3-5. 

Consider a network in which one or more multi-antenna relays assist to a source-

destination pair. In this context deploying relays with multi-antennas has many 

advantages. For instance, in [44] the authors utilize multiple relay antennas to increase 

the reliability of the source-relay channel. They show that having multiple receive 

antennas at the relays mitigates error propagation in digital relaying without relying 

on decoding and error detection at the relay. Relay antennas can also be leveraged 

to increase the reliability of the relay-destination links through space-time coding 

or distributed beamforming. In [45], Fan et al. consider the same scenario. They 

propose to employ MRC at the source-relay links and transmit beamfonrimg at the 

relay-destination links. In particular, they study the effect of antenna distribution 

among the relay nodes on the capacity. Given a fixed total number of relay antennas, 

they show that the capacity is maximum when all the antennas are located at a single 

relay. In [75] diversity order achievable in general network configurations is studied. 

The study includes networks with multiantenna nodes and analytically derives the 
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maximum diversity order achievable in such networks. 

It is well-known that by deploying multiple antennas at both transmitter and 

receiver sides, a significant increase in the capacity of wireless channels is possible 

in rich scattering environments [76], [77]. There is also a rich literature on the ca

pacity of multiuser aspects of MIMO systems [78]. The main focus the research in 

this area is the so called MIMO broadcast problem, where multi-antenna base station 

transmits to multiple users simultaneously and applies interference cancelation before 

the transmission so that users with few antennas can decode their own information 

reliably. The capacity of two-hop networks including multi-antenna nodes ;have been 

studied in [79] and [80]. The asymptotic behavior of the end-to-end achievable capac

ity of a network with a multi-antenna source and destination, and a large number of 

relays is studied in [79]. In [80], in a similar setting, the authors analyze end-to-end 

capacity achievable using different signaling and relay selection techniques. In [81] 

the same authors consider the outage capacities for these signaling and relay selection 

techniques. 

In point-to-point links, even practical MIMO architectures with certain constraints 

brings much higher spectral efficiencies than the conventional techniques. For in

stance, in V-BLAST the data stream is multiplexed into K substreams, where K is 

the number of transmit antennas, and these substreams are transmitted simultane

ously through K antennas [82]. This technique is called spatial multiplexing. At the 

receiver side different techniques can be used to separate the substreams. The sim

plicity of spatial multiplexing allows it to be implemented in a distributed fashion on 

the transmitter side. Individual user antennas can be viewed as different substreams 

and can transmit simultaneously forming a distributed spatial multiplexing system. 

As the user antennas are not collocated, spatial diversity through space-tittie coding 

requires additional communication among the users and thus, is not practical in this 
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scenario. Introducing a multiantenna relay to a distributed spatial multiplexing sys

tem, as shown Fig. 7.1, and combining the signals arriving directly from the users 

and through the relays improves the end-to-end reliability of this system. 

This chapter is an initial study that explores the potential benefits of multi-

antenna relays for spatial multiplexing of different users sending data to a common 

multi-antenna destination such as a base station or an access point. Neither of the 

aforementioned papers included the direct link from source to destination in their 

analysis. Combining source and relay signals, where both signals are spatially multi

plexed and possibly have different average SNRs, is a new problem that appears only 

in multi-stream diversity relaying. 

In our study, we consider zero forcing decision feedback detector (ZF-DF) type 

MIMO receivers and study their outage performance under various (non-selective 

and selective) digital relaying protocols. For diversity relaying protocol, we propose 

two schemes, Joint ZF-DF and Parallel ZF-DF, for joint processing (combining and 

decoding) of the direct user signals and the signal from the relay. We show that with 

the proposed selective diversity relaying protocols and joint ZF-DF processing, the 

outage probability of the system can be decreased significantly. 

We note that when the destination has multiple antennas a straightforward way 

of increasing diversity is to reduce the number of simultaneously transmitting users 

in order to have extra degrees of freedom at the receiver. For instance, in a point-to-

point V-BLAST system, each extra receive antenna will increase the diversity order 

of all users by one. This will, of course, require more bandwidth, since reducing the 

number of simultaneously transmitting users decreases the effective rate.; We also 

compare the performance of relaying protocols to a time sharing protocol using the 

same bandwidth and energy. 

Three multi-stream digital relaying protocols for the spatial multiplexing of Ms 
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users are considered. Conventional Digital Relaying (CDR) is digital relaying with

out diversity combining at the destination. Non-selective Digital Relaying (NDR) 

and Selective Digital Relaying (SDR) are extensions of well-known digital relaying 

protocols [4] to spatially multiplexed signals. In NDR, the relay retransmits, regard

less of the quality of user-relay channels. In SDR, the relay is allowed to transmit 

only when it can decode all the user streams without error. We analyze the impact of 

these strategies on the outage performance of the system. The NDR and SDR can be 

viewed as the multi-stream versions of the simple digital relaying and the genie-aided 

digital relaying introduced in Chapter 3 as benchmarks. 

Based on the SDR protocol described in this chapter, Khuong and Le-Ngoc pro

pose a more flexible protocol called cooperative re-transmission of trustable (CRT) 

users [83]. In CRT the relay sends a short feedback message to the users indicating 

which user streams have been received reliably at the relay. Then, the relay trans

mits only the reliable user streams while the rest of the users retransmit their own 

data streams synchronously. They study the optimal relay location for CRT and 

SDR, and show that the flexibility of CRT can provide SNR gain over SDR, In [84] 

and [85] the same authors study another protocol similar to SDR and CRT. In this 

protocol, unlike ours, the relays transmit one by one, which provides higher reliability 

in the user-relay communication, but also increases the bandwidth expansion. They 

include code combining as opposed to diversity combining by jointly encoding the 

user streams at the relay and jointly decoding the relayed signal and direct signals 

at the destination. In [84] space time block coding in relay-destination link is also 

considered. 

We first investigate ways of combining the direct signal and the relay signal using 

a V-BLAST receiver. We define two methods based on Zero Forcing with Decision 

Feedback Detection (ZF-DF). In Joint ZF-DF, two output signals are stacked and 

ZF-DF is applied to this equivalent system. In the second method, which we call 
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Figure 7.1: An Ms x Kr x Kd system: Ms single antenna source nodes, a relay with 
Kr antennas and a destination with K& antennas. 

Parallel ZF-DF, the data of a user is estimated independently from the direct and 

relay output signals. These two estimates are combined to detect and decode the 

stream. 

In accordance with the results for single-stream relaying [4], selective diversity 

relaying, if used with joint ZF-DF detection at the destination, can improve the 

outage performance significantly, even if the direct signals have lower average SNRs 

than the relayed signal. 

7.1 System Model 

We consider a system with Ms source nodes, each with a single antenna |and a des

tination with Kd antennas (Kd > Ms). In the context of uplink communication in a 

cell, these source nodes are users selected by a higher layer protocol to be served in 
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the next time slots and the destination is the basestation. We note that there might 

be more than Mg users within the coverage of the basestation. In our .system the 

source nodes represent the users selected by the basestation to be served in the next 

time slots. The problem of scheduling of the users in the cell is beyond the scope of 

our work. 

A fixed relay with Kr antennas (Kr > Ms) assists the communication between 

the users and the destination. We call such a system as an Ms X Kr X Kd system. All 

channels, Source-Relay channel (H s r), Source-Destination channel (Hsd), and Relay-

Destination channel (Hrd), are assumed to experience independent Rayleigh fading. 

We also assume slow block fading, which implies that all channels stay unchanged for 

two block durations, where each block duration is equal to L symbol periods. The 

channel state information is available only at the receiver side for all three links. 

As the performance metric, the probability of system outage event is used, which 

is defined as the union of individual user outages. We assume that user i has a fixed 

target rate Rj and encodes its data independently using a single input single output 

(SISO) encoder whose rate depends on Rj but its codeword length is fixed: and equal 

to L. The block length L is assumed to be large enough so that a decoding error 

occurs if and only if log2(l + A,r) < R«, where $ , r is the post-processing SNR of user 

i at the relay. 

Source nodes transmit synchronously but without any cooperation. Both the relay 

and the destination use ZF-DF receivers. In the absence of errors in the source-relay 

link, the system is equivalent to a horizontally coded layered space-time architecture, 

which is usually referred to as H-BLAST [86]. To simplify the analysis, we assume 

that the order of decoding is the same at the relay and the destination and it is 

independent of the channel realizations. 

It is also possible to increase relay-destination channel reliability through space-

time coding. The focus of this chapter is "multi-stream" relaying, where more than 
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one user streams are relayed simultaneously by forming MIMO channels between the 

source (s), the relay and the destination. 

Notation 

Superscripts T and H are used for transpose and Hermitian conjugate of matrices, 

respectively. diag{x\,x-2, • • • ,xn} stands for an n x n diagonal matrix with given 

elements on its diagonal. I n and 0m>n denote the n x n identity matrix and m x n 

zero matrix, respectively. A(i\ : *2, Ji : J2), with i\ < %2 and j \ < j'2, represents the 

submatrix of A composed of rows i = h,ii+l, ...,12 and columns j = j i , j i + 1 , . . . ,J2-

A(i,j) denotes the element at the i-th row and the j - th column of A. 

A real Gaussian vector with zero mean and identity covariance matrix is called 

a standard real Gaussian random vector. A circularly symmetric complex Gaussian 

vector with zero mean and identity covariance matrix is called standard Gaussian 

random vector and is denoted by £A/"(0,I). A central chi-square random variable 

with n degrees of freedom is denoted by x2(n). 

The system outage probability of the MIMO channel between the users and the 

destination is denoted by P*~*d. Similarly, the system outage probabilities of the 

user-relay channel and relay-destination MIMO channels are denoted byiP0
s~*r and 

FJ"*d, respectively. P£>r-*d represents the system outage probability after combining 

at the destination, given that the relay decoded all the streams correctly. 

7.1.1 Multi-stream Relaying Protocols 

We consider three digital relaying protocols: The conventional Digital Relaying 

(CDR), Non-selective Digital Relaying (NDR), and Selective Digital Relaying (SDR). 

In all protocols, transmission takes place in two equal time slots, each having L sym

bol periods. During the first time slot, Ms active users transmit simultaneously in a 
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synchronous manner. Then, in the second slot, the relay transmits using at most Ms 

antennas. 

In all protocols, relay decodes the signals from the users, and then reencodes its 

estimates and retransmits the resulting block C in the second slot. It uses the same 

SISO encoder as user i for regenerating this user's signal. The streams of different 

users are spatially multiplexed and transmitted from randomly assigned antennas. 

• Conventional Digital Relaying (CDR): In CDR, the relay retransmits re

gardless of the outcome of the transmission in the first time slot and the desti

nation decodes based on the relay signal only. 

• Non-Selective Digital Relaying (NDR): In NDR, the relay retransmits 

regardless of the outcome of the transmission in the first time slot and the 

destination decodes based on the direct and the relayed signals. 

• Selective Digital Relaying (SDR): The relay transmits only if it can decode 

all Ms streams reliably. Otherwise, it remains silent. The destination decodes 

based on both the direct and the relayed signals when the relay retransmits. 

7.2 Outage Analysis of Direct Transmission and 

Multistream Relaying Protocols 

First, we review the outage probability of the direct transmission from sources to the 

destination, which uses ZF-DF. 
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7.2.1 Outage Probability of Direct Transmission 

The system is described by 

Y d = H s d W d C + N, (7.1) 

where C e <&M*xL is the transmit signal block of Ms sources, Y d € CK*xL is the 

received block. H s d is the channel matrix with independent, circularly symmetric 

complex gaussian elements representing i.i.d. Rayleigh fading, CM" (0,1). N e &KdXL 

is Gaussian noise with temporally and spatially independent elements having distri

bution N(i, j) ~ CA/"(0,1), W d =. diagl^Xd, • • •, y/lMstd} and %d is the average 

SNR of source i's direct signal at the destination. 

We assume that the source streams axe decoded according to their indices. Each 

time, the total received signal is projected onto a subspace orthogonal to the streams 

that are yet to be detected. From [87], the resulting output SNR for the i-th source 

detected can be obtained as 

&A = \%d z{2{Kd - Ms + i)), (7.2) 

where z(m) represents a chi-square random variable with m degrees of freedom. After 

all the data block is projected, source i is decoded. Then, the codeword of source 

i is regenerated and its effect is canceled from the total signal. It is well known 

that this procedure is equivalent to Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization of the channel 

matrix [88]. Assuming that H s d has linearly independent columns, which happens 

with very high probability, it can be uniquely decomposed as [89] 

H s d = Q s dR s d , 

where Q s d G CMsXMs is unitary, satisfying Q^Qsd = IM. and R s d 6 €MsXKd 

is an upper triangular matrix whose diagonal elements are positive. Then, 

T&sd(M3,Ms)W(Ms, Ms) corresponds to the output SNR of the first stream decoded.1 

1In this representation decoding order is decreasing source index, source Ms is decoded first. 
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Moreover, the output SNRs obtained by this procedure are independent, given that 

the decoding order is independent of matrix Hsa [90, pp. 100-101]. 

Source i is in outage whenever log2(l + A,d) < Iti, where R* is the target rate of 

source i. Hence, the outage probability for source i is equal to 

P^d(MSi Kd, 7M)=P{log2(l + 0iA) <Ri} = F{&4 < jtr,i} (7.3) 

=FX2,2(Kd-Ms+i)(^'tr<i/%d), (7.4) 

where 7 ^ = 2^ — 1 and FX2,k{-) denotes the CDF of the chi-square distribution with 

k degrees of freedom. Since the output SNRs for different sources are independent, 

the system outage probability can be expressed as 

Prd(Ms, Kd,Wd)=l - I I Wi,d > RJ 

Ms 

=1 - I I [1 - ^( ic^Af^(2W7v0] • ; (7.5) 
i= l 

7.2.2 Outage Probability of the Time-Division Direct Trans

mission (TDDT) 

Having noted that all the relay protocols use twice the bandwidth used by direct 

transmission, we define the following protocol to enable a fair comparison between 

relaying and direct transmission: In Time-Division Direct Transmission (TDDT), 

sources are divided into two sets of equal size. Assuming Ms is even, each set has 

Mg/2 sources. In the first time slot, the first set of streams are transmitted from their 

assigned antennas and the second set follows in the second slot. The system outage 

of th i s protocol is given by 

pTDDT=1 _ ( ^ _ p r < * ( M s / 2 ! Kdi W d l ) ) 

x(l-Prd(Ms/2,Kd,Wd2))\ (7.6) 

where Wdi and Wd2 are the Ms/2 x M8/2 weight matrices for the two groups. 
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7.2.3 Outage Probability of Relaying Protocols 

Let Ydi and Yd2 be the received signals at the destination in the first and second 

time slots, respectively. These received signals can be represented as 

Y d l = H s d W d C + N d l (7.7) 

Y d 2 = H r d W r C + N d 2 , (7.8) 

where W r is a diagonal matrix whose entries depend on the average SNR at the 

destination due to the relay transmission. We assume that the relay allocates the 

power uniformly for all active antennas. Hence, W r is given by W r =*= ^/%1MS-

Similarly, we represent the source-relay channel as: 

Y r = H s r W s r C + N r , (7.9) 

where W s r depends on the average received SNRs. 

If the source-relay channel is in outage, i.e., at least one of the sources is in outage 

in this channel (C ^ C), Ave assume that data of some sources will be decoded 

incorrectly at the destination, causing a system outage. 

The outage probability of the three protocols are equal to 

pCDR=pyr + ^_ pyrj pr-^d ̂  ^ ^ 

P^DR^P^r + (l-P^r)P^d, (7.11) 

pSDR=pyrp^d + Q _ p^ps^d^ (y^ 

where all the arguments are dropped to simplify notation. The outage probabilities 

P^r(Ms,Kr, W s r) and P^d((Ms,Kd, W r)) can be computed as in (7.5). The term 

ps,r-*d depend o n the combining method used at the destination. 
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7.3 Combining Methods for Diversity Relaying 

Protocols 

In this section we investigate the outage at the destination, given that the relay 

decodes all the sources correctly. We propose two methods for detecting C based on 

Y d l and Y d 2 : Joint ZF-DF (JZF-DF) and Parallel ZF-DF (PZF-DF). 

7.3.1 Joint ZF-DF (JZF-DF) 

Assuming correct decoding of all Ms streams at the relay, the equivalent system is 

given by 

Y e = H e C + N e , (7.13) 

where 

H e 

H s d W d 

H r d W r 

(7.14) 

and Y e = [Y d i r Y d 2
T ] T , N e = [N d l

T N d2T]T . Then, the destination decodes the 

equivalent Ms x 2Kd system based on (7.13). 

7.3.2 Parallel ZF-DF (PZF-DF) 

This detection method is based on parallel zero forcing and per stream combining. 

Let i be the index of the stream to be detected. First, the outputs Y d l and Y d 2 are 

filtered independently to nullify the interference of the streams yet to be detected. 

Next, the filtered signals are combined using maximal ratio combining. After the 

stream is detected and decoded based on the combined output, the contribution of 

stream i is subtracted both from Y d l and Y d 2 . 
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This procedure can be mathematically represented as follows. After the QR de

composition, we have 

H s d = Q s d R s d Slid H r d = Q r d R r d , 

where Q s d ,Q rd £ <DMs,Ms are unitary matrices satisfying Q^Q sd = Q^Qrd = IMS 

and RSd, Rrd £ CMs'Kd are upper triangular matrices whose diagonal elements are 

positive. Then, we can write 

Y ^ R ^ W d C + Nx (7.15) 

Y 2 = R r d W r C + N2 , (7.16) 

where Yi = Q^Ydi , Y 2 = Q^Yd2 and N i , N 2 are statistically equivalent to Ndi 

and N d 2 . In this notation, decoding order is in terms of decreasing source index. ZF-

DF decoding corresponds to decoding the last stream first and cancelling the effect 

of this codeword from all upper streams. To decode source j , destination combines 

j - th row of Yi and Y 2 using maximal ratio combining: 

Y c ( j , :)=R s d(j , j ) W d ( j , j )Y d l ( j , : ) + R r d ( j , j ) W r ( j , j )Y d 2( j , : ) . (7.17) 

Then, stream j is decoded based on Yc(j,:) and its effect on Y L ( 1 : j — 1,:) and 

Y 2 ( l : j — l,:) are cancelled. By continuing this process for all the streams, output 

SNR for source j , which is decoded as the i-th. stream (j = MB — i + 1) is given by 

A,d - \ {%dz^(2{Kd - Ma + i)) + irzW{2{Kd - Ms +«))) , : (7.18) 

where z^(m) and z^(m) are i.i.d. with x2(m) distribution. 

7.3.3 P^d with JZF-DF and PZF-DF 

Here, we analyze the performances of JZF-DF and PZF-DF under the assumption 

that the relay decoded all the sources correctly. We introduce two special topologies 
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Figure 7.2: Illustration of case 1 and case 2. In case 1, %d — %d for all i — 
1,2,— ,MS. In case 2, in addition to this condition, %-a = %d- However, in both 
cases, the sources can have arbitrary distances to the relay. 

for which the performance comparison of JZF-DF and PZF-DF is easier. In case 1, it 

is assumed that all the sources have the same average SNR to the destination. Hence, 

W r = y/% IMS and Wd = \/*jd~ 1MS- In case 2, which is a special case of case 1, the 

relay signal and the direct channel have the same average SNR, W r = W d = y/j IMs • 

Fig. 7.2 illustrates these special topologies. 

ps,r-*d w i t h JZF-DF 

We note that, unlike individual channel matrices HscJ and Hrd, for general diagonal 

Wa and W r , H e is not a normal data matrix2. Thus, many useful results on normal 

data matrices do not apply to this problem. 

Hence, for JZF-DF, only two special cases introduced above will be considered. 

Clearly, in case 2, JZF-DF is equivalent to direct transmission with 2Kd receive an

tennas instead of Kd. Hence, output SNR for the ith stream is chi-square distributed 

with 2(2 /^ — Ms + i) degrees of freedom and diversity order is increased by Kd for 

all streams compared to the direct transmission. 

2A random matrix is a normal data matrix if all of its row vectors are i.i.d. complex normal 
random vectors with arbitrary covariance matrix. Each column vector, however, must have identity 
covariance matrix [91]. 
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In case i , we can represent the equivalent channel as a Rayleigh channel with 

receive correlation [92] [93]: 

xle—xlr.ri.w, (7.19) 

where 

Hr = (7.20) 
VTdiKd o 

0 x/7r tKi 

and H w G ffiKd*Ms | s a Rayleigh channel, whose elements are i.i.d. and distributed 

as Hw( i , j) ~ CJV(0,1). Exact CDF of output SNR for ZF receiver in a correlated 

Rayleigh MIMO channel is given in [94]3. 

i,r—*d with PZF-DF 

In case 2, (7.18) simplifies to 

1 
^i,d=^z(4(Kd-Ms + i)), (7.21) 

where z(m) ~ X2(TO)- Hence, it is clear that, PZF-DF combining at the destination 

doubles the diversity order at each stage and the diversity order for the i-tli source 

is 2(Kd — Ms + i), which is smaller than or equal to the one achieved by JZF-DF 

(2Kd - Ms + i), for all * •= 1,2,..., M, for any Ms > 2. 

From (7.18), we observe that output SNR is a weighted sum of two chi-square 

random variables with even degrees of freedom. Theorem 2.4 of [95] provides a closed-

form expression for the exact CDF of the weighted sum of an arbitrary number 

of chi-square random variables in terms of a finite sum of chi-square CDFs4. For 

completeness this theorem is given below. 
3The derivation in [94] assumes that RRX = H,.Hr

H has distinct eigenvalues and its final results 
do not apply to our problem. Hence, for the numerical results we present in this chapter, we derived 
the CDF of output SNRs for a system with channel matrix given in (7.19) and (7.20). 

4A less general form of this result later published in [96]. 
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Theorem 7.1 (Theorem 2.4 of [95]). The exact distribution of X = Xnfii ^3X2(uj)> 

where the Vj — 2gj are even integers, is a weighted finite sum of x2 distributions, 

F{X > X0} = Y, E aiMx2(2s) > Xo/Xj}, 

and (XjS is a constant involving only the A's and is given by 

ajs = f^s)(0)/(gj-s)\ 

where /,• (0) is obtained by differentiating fj(y) h times with respect to y and then 

putting y = 0 and 

/i(y) = II 
Aj — At A„ 

Ai AiJ 

1 -Vi/2 

Applying this theorem to our case, we obtain: 

2 gt 

P{A,d > x}=l - ^f> i sp{x 2(2S) > f 1, (7.22) 

where 

A2 \ / A i — A2 
<xu=f(9i,s) ( ^ - , , ^ 

f(gi,s)=(-i)9 
,L_S (29i-8-1)1 

(7.23) 

(7.24) 

(7.25) 
(9i - s)\(gi - 1)V 

gi = Kd — Ms + i, Ai = jd/2 and A2 = 7r/2. Note that (7.22) gives the exact outage 

probability for the i-th source with PZF-DF for general W r and Wd-

7.4 Results 

We compare the system outage probability of all protocols and combining methods. 

All terminals transmit with the same power per antenna in each protocol. We consider 
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two scenarios for the average link SNRs: linear network and symmetric network. In 

the linear network, the relay is located at the midpoint between the source nodes and 

the destination. That is, %$ = %r. In particular, we assume that %d is 12 dB lower 

than j s r and %$. This network is an example of case 1. In the symmetric network, all 

the links between all the antennas have the same average SNR, i.e., %d = %r = Jrd-

Symmetric network is an example of case 2. The x-axis shows the SNR of the source-

destination channel for direct transmission. For other protocols we plot the outage 

for the same total energy as the direct transmission. Target SNR jtr,i is taken as 10 

dB for all sources. 

In Fig. 7.3, we plot the system outage probability of all protocols using both ana

lytical results and Monte Carlo simulations for the linear network. Analytical curves 

are obtained from (7.5), (7.6), (7.10)-(7.12), and the derivations in Section 7.3.3. In 

simulations, output SNRs and outage rates are calculated based on a large number 

of randomly generated channel matrices. Having validated our analytical expressions 

for case 1 in Fig. 7.3, in Fig. 7.4 we plot (analytical) system outage probability for a 

2 x 3 x 2 system for the linear network. As expected, conventional relaying provides 

only a constant SNR gain over direct transmission. In Fig. 7.3, we observe that the 

performance of NDR is limited by the source-relay channel, regardless of the com

bining method used at the destination. The NDR is also outperformed by TDDT at 

high average SNRs. For this configuration, we can conclude that the relaying protocol 

(NDR vs. SDR) is the dominant factor that determines the outage performance. In 

Fig. 7.4, however, we see that NDR and SDR have almost identical outage perfor

mances and the outage probability is mostly determined by the combining scheme. 

In Fig.s 7.5 and 7.6 we plot the performance of 2 x 2 x 2, and 2 x 3 x 2 systems 

in the symmetric network. The observations for the linear network are valid for the 

symmetric network with the same configuration. The main difference is that in the 

symmetric network relaying protocols do not have any gain against the path loss and 
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Figure 7.3: System outage probability of 2 x 2 x 2 system in linear network case as 
a function of the average link SNR. Markers show simulation results and dashed lines 
show analytical results. 
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hence they have less gain against direct transmission and TDDT. 

In Pigs. 7.7 and 7.8, we plot the system outage for 2 x 2 x 3 and 2 x 3 x 3 systems, 

respectively, again for the symmetric network case. In 2 x 2 x 3 system, the TDDT 

protocol performs better than all the relaying protocol. This is due to the small 

number of antennas at the relay (Kr) compared to the number of antennas at the 

destination. As soon as we increase Kr to 3, as shown in Fig. 7.8, the SDR with 

either PZF-DF or JZF-DF outperforms TDDT. 

7.5 Conclusions 

This chapter discusses the potential benefits of using a multi-antenna relay in the 

spatial multiplexing of independent single antenna users communicating with a com

mon multi-antenna destination. Digital relaying protocols of fixed vs. selective and 

conventional vs. diversity kind were considered. For diversity relaying, which has not 

been tackled so far in the context of multiple users/streams, we proposed two ZF-DF 

type combiners/decoders (JZF-DF and PZF-DF) to be used at the destination. We 

derived outage expressions, in closed-form for some special cases, and evaluated the 

performance for selective and non-selective relaying protocols. 

Our study indicates that, as in single user case, significant gains can be obtained 

if spatially multiplexed data streams are relayed using diversity relaying instead of 

conventional relaying. Selective diversity relaying is crucial when the user-relay chan

nel has lower diversity than the cooperative channel from the users and the relay to 

the destination, which is expected in most practical configurations. When user-relay 

channel is sufficiently reliable, which, for example, happens if the relay has a large 

number of antennas, diversity protocols are the most advantageous compared to con

ventional relaying. In this case, the performances of NDR and SDR for the same 

combining method are very close. Then, the outage probability is determined by the 
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combining method used by the destination rather than the protocol used by the relay 

and JZF-DF has a considerably better performance than PZF-DF. 



Chapter 8 

Conclusions and Future Work Directions 

Multihop communication presents many challenges as well as opportunities in wire

less networks. In this thesis, we focused on cooperative diversity, which is one of the 

opportunities presented by multihop communication. We considered two-hop digital 

relaying in different scenarios and studied relaying strategies and combining schemes 

to induce end-to-end diversity. It is well-known that fixed relaying and combining 

strategies, in which relays forward the received data blindly and the destination com

bines the received signals independent of channel qualities, result in poor end-to-end 

performance. In this thesis, we concentrated on selective relaying strategies to achieve 

the diversity potential of cooperative diversity relaying. 

The main conclusions and suggested future work for each part are summarized 

below. 

1. Threshold based cooperative digital relaying as a method to mitigate error prop

agation without relying on channel coding has been studied. 

• A set of optimal threshold values that minimize the e2e BER in a single 

relay network under different CSI assumptions at the relay have been de

rived analytically. The BER performance of these thresholds have been 

evaluated and it has been shown that the optimal threshold selection can 

140 
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improve BER. significantly. 

• The asymptotic BER performance of threshold relaying has been analyzed. 

It has been observed that the optimal threshold increases logarithmically 

with the average link SNRs. It has been proven that the threshold relaying 

with the optimal threshold achieves full diversity. In addition, any thresh

old that increases logarithmically with the average link SNRs achieves the 

same diversity order as the optimal threshold. 

• Threshold relaying for multiple parallel relays has been studied in the 

context of relay selection. A simple threshold based relay selection proto

col has been proposed and its e2e error performance has been analyzed. 

Threshold values for the relays have been proposed and it has been shown 

that with the proposed threshold values the threshold based relay selection 

protocol achieves full diversity. 

• Possible future work items for this topic are as follows: 

- Threshold based relaying policies in the presence of feedback from the 

destination to the source and the relays can be investigated. The 

objective is to obtain diversity with very infrequent retransmissions 

as in ARQ protocols. Our preliminary study shows that a single bit 

feedback from the destination based on received SNR. of the direct link 

can achieve full diversity order with negligible multiplexing loss. 

- The analysis of optimal thresholds and their performance can be ex

tended to networks which allow more than two hops. 

- The exact threshold expressions derived in this thesis are based on 

BPSK modulation. Extension of these expressions to more general 

modulation schemes, such as M-QAM can be another topic for future 

studies. 
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2. A selective cooperative relaying protocol for wireless ad hoc networks has been 

proposed and its network-wide benefit in random network topologies has been 

evaluated. 

• A simple two-hop relaying protocol has been designed for random and 

dynamic environments. This protocol selects different relays for different 

data packets opportunistically based on the outcome, i.e., success or failure, 

of the source-relay transmission and the local mean SNR of the relay-

destination channels, 

• The outage probability of the relaying protocol has been evaluated an

alytically assuming that the relay nodes are distributed according to a 

two-dimensional Poisson point process with a given density. It has been 

shown that cooperative relaying can increase the average performance of 

the network significantly in such random topologies. 

• The performances of several relay selection criteria, such as distance from 

the relay to the destination and instantaneous SNR from the relay to the 

destination, have been studied. The average SNR to the destination has 

been identified as a good trade-off in terms of end-to-end outage perfor

mance and the signaling required for the relay selection. 

• Future studies on this topic may target the investigation of the gain of 

multi-hop cooperative relaying in terms of end-to-end throughput in ran

dom topologies. 

3. The potential of multiple-antenna relays lias been analyzed in the context of 

uplink in the form of distributed spatial multiplexing of multiple users. 

• To be employed in decode-and-forward diversity relaying of multiple data 
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streams simultaneously, two different methods have been proposed to com

bine the direct user signals and the relayed signal. These methods, called 

Parallel ZF-DF and Joint ZF-DF, are both based on ZF-DF type MIMO 

receivers. The end-to-end outage performance has been derived analyti

cally with these two combining schemes assuming i.i.d. Rayleigh fading. 

• It is shown that using the proposed combining schemes in conjunction 

with selective decode-and-forward diversity relaying, the outage perfor

mance can be improved compared to the performance of direct transmis

sion schemes. 

• Possible future work on this topic includes: 

- designing transmit antenna selection and precoding strategies at the 

relay based on all the link quality information available for different 

channels. 

- analyzing the end-to-end diversity achieved by different relaying and 

combining schemes. 

- scheduling algorithms for selecting the set of users to be served based 

on the end-to-end performance. 
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Appendix A 

Derivations for Chapter 3 

A . l Derivation of h(x,y) Given in (3.14) 

We first introduce two integrals, which we derive using integration by parts 

Ji(a,b,c;Xo,xi) = / erfc (yax + b) e'^dx 
Jxn ^ xo 

= j- ierfc(Va^T&)e- c : E - ~J-^- ( l - erfc (V(« + c)/aVaxTb^ ebc/a\ \ 

(A.l) 

where XQ, #1, e > 0, (a + c)/a > 0, and 

J2(a) b, c; XQ, X\) = / erfc (a\/x + b) e~cxdx = < —evic(a\/x + 6)e_ca: 

Jxo K C 

(A.2) 

where XQ,X\,C > 0. 

The function h{x,y), which is defined as h(x,y) = f^° ^e~*^erfc(\/i)dt, can be 

expressed as 

M^3 y^^-^ iC 1 ) 0, l/y; a:, oo) 

- ^ ^ - " - ^ i e r i c f J x ^ + i ) ) , (A.3) 
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which is the same as the expression given in (3.14). In [50], the authors used a similar 

derivation to obtain Eqn. (15) of their paper. 

A.2 Derivation of 'F{S3r\
rysr > jt} 

Consider a general modulation scheme that has a probability of bit error rate of 

Phil) — 0m&ic{-s/am'i). The probability of bit error at the S — R link given that 

Isr > It is equal to 

^{Ssrhsr > It} = / Pmertc{y/<Xm
,yar)Py„ \1sr>1tl 

WiSsrhar > 7 * l } = 

y - ^ 

exp(7ti/7,gr) 

Is 

= exp(7U /7w)^-J^Om, 0, l/jsr; 7*, 00) 
Tsr 

/»oo 

/ /3mev£c(^am%r) exp(-jsr/%r) d%r (A.5) 
J in 

(A.6) 

= & erfc(%/a.m7a) - e 7«/7s 

l + cy-7 V 7 t l l Q m + ?~ (A.7) 

where we substituted the function J\ given by (B.8) to obtain (A.7) from (A.6). 

A.3 Average B E R Calculation for Models 2, 3, 

and 4 

For Model 2 the e2e BER conditioned on 7sr and jrd is equal to 

P{£edllsd}, 1ST < In ilrd, %d); 

Jr l ^ s r l T s r J" \*E\&prop\ {rdi fsdf ^X&coopYyrdi Isdf) 
»(2) 

BER;2;(7Sr,7rd,7Sd) = < 

+ J r \Ccoop I "frd 1 7*rf / j otherwise. 

file:///Ccoop
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The average e2e BER can be obtained by averaging BER{
e2e(ysrHrdilsd) over j s r 

and 7rd: 

,(2) BER e 2 e(7 s r , <yrd, 7sd)=E. 
lsr,1rd 

= E 'Ird E% 

,Jrd,Jsd) 

BERg}
e(7s,r (A.8) 

The first expectation is equal to 

E Isr 
B E RSe(7Sr,7rd,7^) 

i: 

7«j(Trd.7sd) 

7*2(7rd,7»d) 

P{£«*l7**}#Y.rcl7«r 

hrd,7sd})p^A%r 

+ I ^{Scoop\lrd,lSd}VisAlsr 

= P{£,d|7*j}(l - exp(-7*2(7 r r f , T W ) / 7 « - ) ) 

+ (P{^rop|7rd, Isd} - ^{Zcoophrd, %d}) h(j*2(jrd, %d),Jsr) 

+P{^cooP|7rd, %d} exp(-7*2(7rd, %d)/%r) 

(A.9) 

By taking the expectation of (A.9) over j r d we obtain 

B E R ^ ^ r , Jrd, 7„j)=E. Ird ^{SsdhsdKl - exp(-7t*2(7rd,7sd)/7s.r)) 

+ {F{Sprop\'yrd, %d} - FiScoopftrd, Isd}) Hjaijrd, 7*iJj 7«0 

+W'{£coop\jrd, Isd} exp(-7 i*2(7 rd, ladlftsr) (A. 10) 

After substituting (3.6), (3.15), and (3.24) into (A10) the average BER of Model 2 

is found as 

(2") 

BER,ye(7OT, ird, %d> £ " Isd 

1+7*1 
(1 - exp(-7 t*2(7 rd ,7S(J)/7 s r)) 

+ ((1 - e - ^ * ) - e V ^ A ( 7 r i i y ) ft(7tt(7«i,7*i)i7-r) 

I 7rd 
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In a similar manner, the e2e BER for Model 3 and Model 4 are calculated as 

BERg)
e(7sr,7rd,7sd)f« / 

Jo 
-erfc(v/7^)(l - exp(-7t*3(7rd,75d)/7sr)) 

+C 3 Isdllrd ; ^n&d/lrd. 
h(jsd, 7rd)) Hl'tsil'rd, 7*d),7ar) 

+eladhrdh{%d, 7rd) exp(-7*3(7rd, %d)hsr) 
J Tsrf 

(A. 12) 

and 

BER2 )
e (7 s n 7 r . d , 7 a d )= r -^ / / o 

7s<i7rd Jo JO 2 
erfc(x/7^)(l - exp(-~7^(7rd, jsd)/jsr)) 

4- erfc 7sd ~ Ird 

%/{lsd + Jrd) 
erfe(v

/7rd + -ysd) /i(7t4(7rd,7«*)> 7«-) 

+erfc( V7rd + 7«d) exp(-7t*4(7rd, 7«*)/7«0 e~lsdhhde Irdhu&y^ fry^ 

(A.13) 

A.4 The Threshold that Minimizes Symbol Error 

Rate for MPSK Modulation 

Consider the case where the source and the relay modulate their signals using MPSK. 

Let the symbols be denoted by XQ, . . . ,XM-U where Xi = ej2m^M. The symbol sent 

by the source and the relay are denoted by xs and xr, respectively. The received 

signals are given by ysr •= asryfK^xa + nsr, ysd = aSdy/E^xs + nsdf and yTd = 

ard^jEs,r xr + nrd, where ES)S is the energy per symbol spent by the source and Es>r 

is the energy per symbol spent by the relay. Let 7^ and %• denote the instantaneous 

and average SNR per symbol. 

Consider Model 1, where the relay makes decisions based on Ix = 

{7sr;7rd,7sd}- The decision rule to minimize e2e symbol error rate (SER) is 

F{Se2e\Ii,do} ^P{^e2e|^i,^i}3 where £e2e represents the e2e symbol error event. 
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P{£e2e|ii,ao} = P{£*d|7sd} and is given in [97, Eqn. (8.112)]. Without loss of gener

ality, let us assume that the source transmits XQ. Then the term P{£e2e|-fi5ai} can 

be decomposed as 

M-l 

P{£e2e|/l,ai}=5Z F ^ r = Xifa* = X o } P { £ p r o p | » S = X0,Xr = Xi,*frd,%d} 
t= l 

+F{xr = xQ\xs = a;0}P{£coop|7rd, %d}- (A-14) 

The term F{€c00p\lrd,lsd} is given in [97, Eqn. (9.14)]. The term F{xr = Xi\xs — x0} 

is obtained in integral form in [98, Eqn. (4.198.b)],. and [97, Eqn. (8.29)]. We observe 

that in M-ary modulation, unlike in BPSK, there are M — 1 ways of making an in

correct decision and their impacts on detection at the destination are not" necessarily 

the same. After MRC the decision variable is given by y — jsd + ird^2m M + h 

(derivation is given in Section 3.2.2). As in Section 3.2.2, we assume that an incor

rectly detected symbol sent by the relay constitutes the dominant cause of detection 

errors at the destination. That is, the term F{Eprop\xs = x0,xr = x^ird^sd} can be 

approximated by the probability that 7.^ + r)rdei2m^M falls in the decision region of 

symbol Xi, denoted as Hi. Exploiting the geometry of the MPSK constellation, one 

can easily derive that 7 ^ + irdej2m^M £ 7£» if and only if ^sd — citM Ird < 0, where 

U,,M = \ 

S i n a w T }
; <=1,2,...,LM/2J; ; 

(A. 15) 

-,h,(gy2f0,t=LM/2J+l,...,M-l. 

Then, as in (3.25), we can calculate an approximate expression for 

Jr X&proplXo, X%) Ird; Isdf' 

FiSproplxOfXuJrd, lsd}^F{'Jsd - C4,M Ird < 0\lrd, Isd} 

/>0O /• 

Jo Jo Isdlrd 

lrdCi,M 

lad + lrdCi,M 
(A.16) 
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By substituting (A. 16) and the other terms into (A. 14), the decision rule can be 

determined. Since P{£e2e|-Ti>ai} decreases with 7 s n the decision rule is a threshold 

rule on 7^, where the optimal threshold is a function of %d and %</. Obtaining a 

closed-form expression for the optimal threshold is quite difficult. However, bounds 

such as union bound, can be used to derive approximations for P{£e2e|ii,ai}, thereby 

leading to approximate closed-form expressions for the optimal threshold. 



Appendix B 

Derivations for Chapter 4 

B.l Asymptotic Behavior of the Probability of Er

ror Propagation 

In this section we derive upper and lower bounds for F{Sprap} and, invoking the Pinch

ing Theorem, we prove that linisNR-»oo F{£prop} = «W(fiW + «;«*). The probability of 

error propagation is given by [99] 

H£prop} = 2E7,d,78d [erfc(0(7,d,7rd))] = 2E7,d [Eisd\ird [erfc (5(7^,7^))]] 

1 Z"00 1 f°° 1 
= x / — e " ^ ^ / erfe ($(7-<*,7«i)) — e ^ ' ^ ' d T ^ r * (B.l) 

2 Jo 7rrf J o Isd 

where 
f \ Isd 'Jrd 

9K7sd, Ird) V%d + Ird 

Let us denote the upper and lower bounds for F{€prop}; as pi and p.u, and the upper 

and lower bounds for the inner integral in (B.l), i.e. E%d|7rd [evic (g(^S(i,7rd))], as fi 

and fu. Let fig and /x^ be the geometric and harmonic means of two positive numbers, 

where f.tg(x,y) — y/xy and Hh(x;y) — 2xy/(x + y). The square of gijsd^rd) can be 

expressed as 

92(lsdi Ird) = Isd + Ird ~ 2^fc(7sd, 7r<j). 

159 
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When g(7,9d,7rd) > 0, i.e., ^ysd > ird, making use of the fact that fih(x,y) < ng(x,y) 

we reach the following inequality 

92hsd, Ird) > Isd + Ird - ^Isdlrd = (y/lsl ~ y/lrlf 

=*• g(lsd, Ird) > y/lsl ~ y/lr~d~, Isd > Ird- ( B . 2 ) 

For the region where g(isd,lrd) < 0, i.e., 7^ < 7rd, due to the fact that mh(x,y) > 

mm(x,y), we have 

g2hsd,lrd) < Isd + 7rd - 2min(7sd,7rd) => g(lsd,lrd) > -\flrd ~ Isd, Isd < Ird-

(B.3) 

From (B.2) and (B.3), E7sdj7i,d [erfc (g(lsd, Ird))) can be bounded as follows: 

f°° 1 -
E7,d|7rd [erfc (g(%d, 7rd))]= / erfc(5(7sd, 7«0) — e~lad/%dd^sd < fu(lrd, Isd), 

JO fsd 

where 

/u(7rdi7«d)- / e r f c {-^/Ird-lad) —e~lsdhsd^sd 
J0 Isd 
f°° 1 -

+ / erfc ( ^ 7 ^ - v ^ ) —e" 7 W ^ d d7, s d (B.4) 

Following a similar approach, we also derive a lower bound for 

E7sd|7rrf [erfc (g("ySd, Ird))]- It can be easily verified that 

g(lsd,lrd)<\/lsl - V>rf> 

g{jsd, lrd)<Vlsd ~ Ird, 

Isd < 1'rd, 

Isd > Ird-

and (B.5) 

(B.6) 

Thus, ft(^d, Isd) < ^sd\lrd [erfc (g(lSd, Ird))], where 

fiilrd, lsd)= I erfc (v^d - y/jrl) —e~Jsd/%dd%d 
Jo Isd 

+ / erfc (V7** - Ird) —e-^°dd%d. (B.7) 

file://-/flrd
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Next, we introduce two integrals, which we derive using integration by parts, to 

be used to calculate /« and fi. 

Ji(a,b,c;xo,Xi) = / erfc (y/ax + b) e cxdx 

= l - ierfc(v /aiT5)e" c a ; - - J - ^ - . ( l - erfc (V(a + c ) / a \ ^ J + £ ) ) ebc/a 

where x0, x\, c > 0, (a 4- c)/a > 0, and 

J2(a, 6, c; xq, ari) = / erfc (cty/x + b) e'^dx = < —er£c(av /^ + &)e"~cx 

-7== ( l - erfc (\/a2 + c y/x + ab/\/a2 + c\\ exp(-62 + a2b2/(a2 + c)) 

351 

J £0 

(B.8) 

XI 

) 
J xo 

(B.9) 

where ;ro,#i,c > 0. Using erfc(—x) = 2 — erfc(x), (B.4) is expressed in terms of Ji 

and J2. Then, by substituting (B.8) and (B.9) for J\ and J2, we obtain1 

fu{lrdrlsd)=2 (1 - g " ^ / ^ ) - ( l / ^ V ^ - l . T r d , l/%dAlrd) 

+(l /7sd) J 2 ( l , - V ^ d , l/7«i> 7rd, 00) 

=erfc ( - V W - u , ,_ f 1 - erfc ( V T W C 1 ~ VTrf))) e ^ ^ 
l / l - l/jsd V V 7 / 

y/l + l/isd 
=erfc v^w 1/7. '.sd 

X/I + I/T^, 
exp(-lrd/(l + jsd)). (B.10) 

Similarly, 

/j(7rd,7«d) 

, , , - e - ^ ^ - - e-W(i+-?«.) (1 _ e r f c (^rdj Ud v/l + 1 /7^) ) ) 
y l + l/TsdL v v v y / y 

+(2 - e r f c ( v W ) \ / l + 1/7** - e-^ / (1-H?-> ( l - erfc (y^i/y/l + 1/7*1)) 

(B.ll) 

xIt is assumed that 7 s d > 1, which is satisfied when SNR is sufficiently large. 



Pl(.1r-a>1,d) Pu{lrd,1sd) 

i we express pi and pu in terms of J'}: 

~?rd, Jsd) = -
Isd 

2(%d + ltd) v/1 - l/lsd ?lrd 
+ ^~ JaC-1, 0,1/7^, 0,oo) 

*i 
"v-

*2 

: /- , / J 2 ( V 1 - 1/7«JJ °! (7rd + 7Sd)/(7rd%d)5 0,00) 
JrdJl-lhsd V y 

*3 

Z— > ' = = J r 2 ( l / ( 7 « d > / l + l / 7 « i ) ) 0 i ( 1 + 7 * i + lrd)/(lrd + Irdl'sd), 0 , OO ) 
Y«vi A / I -J- I /^Y„j V / 27rd y/l + l/%d 

ubstitute %d = K«ZSNR and jrd = «wSNR in (B.14), and take its limit as SNR 

Since h ->• (l/2)Ksd/(«srf + /trd), t2 -+ 1, h -» 0 and t4 -> (l/2)«;^/(«sd + ftr( 

include that 

lim p„ = 
SNR-*oo K rd + « s d 

bllowing the same approach for pu we obtain 

1 

(B.l 

y r d » 7 « » ) = l -
7 s d 2(1 + 7«j) 

2 y/l + l/lrd VIsd + Ird 1 + lad + % rd 

s i 

y/1 + l/lrdZyrd 
— h U/ilsdV1 + lllsd), 0, (1 + Isd + IrdjKlrd + 7rd7«d). ° ! ° ° ) 

«2 

27rd 
J 2 ( l r 0 , l / 7 r d , 0 , o o ) 

«3 

= = — — J2 ( l / v / H - l / 7 S d ) , 0 , (1 + 7 s d + Jrd)/(lrd + Irdlsd), 6, OOVB.1 
V/l + lMrd 27rd 

«4 
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Since si -* (3/2)«sd/(ftsd + «rd), s2 -» (l/2)«sd/(«sd + «rd), «3 —• 0, and s4 —• 0 as 

SNR —• oo, we conclude that limsNR—oo Pi — 

(B.14), the Pinching Theorem implies that 

SNR —• oo, we conclude that limsNR—oo Pi — „ *Tt • Using this result combined with 

lim pi < lim P{Swap\ < lim pu => lim P{Svrov} = r .(B.16) 

B.2 Proof of Lemma 4.1 - Asymptotic Behavior 

of 7? 

It can be easily verified that limSNR-*oo SUSUR
 = I ^ ^ T ^ - H e nc e , <5(SNR) is asymp

totically equivalent to 

4 KadKrd SNR 

For large SNR, <5>(SNR) < 1/2. Thus, we ignore the second case in (4.3) and assume 

that 7t*(SNR) = (erfc-1(25(SNR)))2. 

We make use of the following inequality given in [100, pp. 371]: 

y/l - e~*2 < |erf(z)| < \/l-e' -2z* 

By replacing er£c(^) = 1 — erf(^), the threshold value is equal to 7t*(SNR) = 

( e r r ^ l - 25(SNR)))2. Since erf(*) > 0 for all z > 0, and yfif > 0, we can write 

y/l - e-ri < erf(./tf) < \/l - e"2^. (B.18) 

Substituting erf(y/7f) = 1 — 25 from (4.3), we obtain 

It can be easily verified that 
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Thus, there exists constants &i, 62 > 0 such that 

Mog(SNR) < log [i5^_s)) < *»log(SNR), 

and (4.5) holds for c\ = &i/2 and C2 = 62. which concludes the proof. • 

B.3 Proof of Lemma 4.2 — Asymptotic Behavior 

Of P{%r < it} 

Since j s r has mean 7sr = KsrSNR, the probability that jSr < 7t, and hence relay 

remains silent, is equal to 

n-Tsr < 7*} = 1 ~ exp ( - ^ - : ^ i ^ ) = 1 - ( e x p ( - 7 i ( S N R ) ) ) ^ ^ . (B.21) 

By substituting the bounds derived in Lemma 4.1 into (B.21), we obtain 

1 - (exp(-c2 log(SNR)))^J 5^<P{7s r < 7*} < 1 - (exp( -d l o g ( S N R ) ) ) ^ ^ =• 

^ ( S N R ) < P { ^ ^ ' } < 1 - ( S N R ) ' 

We note that 

l im -—iSNRi = J L 
SIMR-̂oo log(SNR)/SNR Ksr' 

and hence, 

/ 1 X^NR c log(SNR) 
1 ~ VSNRJ ~ ^" INR-" ' (R22) 

Then, there exist positive constants b'^ and 62 s u c h that 

6; C l log(SNR) 62 c2 log(SNR) 

«sr SNR < n i s r S h i < Ksr SNR ' 

and (4.6) is satisfied for d = - ^ and ĉ  = -2-^. D 
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B.4 Proof of Lemma 4.3 — Asymptotic Behavior 

of F{Esr\jsr > 7t*} 

Using Craig's formula given in [101], erfc can be represented as 

2 r/2 

ev£c(z) = - ex.p(-z2/sm2(9))d9. 
n Jo 

Substituting this alternate representation in (A. 6) results in 

exp(7t/7sr) f00 

^{Zsrh'sr > nft}=~—2=—— / erfe(v/7~) exp(-7 s . r/7 s r)d7 s r (B.23) 

eXP(7t/7,r) r ( lsr\ rl% ( Isr \ „ , m 0A, 

1 r / 2 sin2* 
r r^^-^+i))^119 

7T Jo Jsr + snr 0 

7sr+Sill2(5) "^ 7sr 

r7r// sin2 0 
/ 2 exp(-7,/sin2g)dg. (B.25) 

Jo 7s r + sn r# 

Since ™ {tL < ^ - for any 7s r > 0, P{5srJ7«P > 7*} is upper bounded by 

n^sAlsr >%}<- T ^-exp(-7t/sin29)d6 = - L e r f c ^ ) - (B.26) 

By substituting j t = 7Jf, 7s r — «srSNR, and erfc^VT?) = 25 from (4.3), (B.26) is 

simplified to 

" ^ ^ ^ ( R 2 7 ) 

Since £(SNR) ~ I ^ ^ S N R '
 t h e r e e x i s t s a constant c" > 0 such that 5(SNR) < 

c"/SNR for sufficiently large SNR. Hence, using (B.27) we obtain 

P ^ h ' - > ^ < dNR* ( S N R ) < £l i^ ' ; (B'28) 

and we conclude that (4.7) holds for c = c"/KSr. • 



Appendix C 

Derivations for Chapter 5 

C.l Derivation of Eqn.s (5.8), (5.9), and (5.10) 

To shorten the notation in the rest of the derivations we drop the condition {Nr = i} 

in the terms ¥{8sd,As\Nr =«}, F{£rd,Ar\Nr = i}, ¥{As\Nr = i}, and P{*4r|iVr = i} 

from the notation. Note that these terms are conditioned on {Nr = i}. 

Derivation of Eqn. (5.8) 

The probability of As can be expressed as 

P{A}=P{7«* > 7rd,l, • • • 7«M} 

= / PlsAlsd) / PlrdA(%d,l) • • • 
Jo Jo 
n w 

X / P-Yrdi(jrd,i)&lrd,i---&lrd,ld'ySd 
Jo 

- / ^ e w ^ (1 - e - ^ ^ V d7srf (C.l) 
i o Isd 

Using the binomial expansion for (1 — e~lsd^rd)1 we obtain 

™-£{Q<-*iTi<biuj 
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Since the probability of being selected by the destinations is the same for all 

potential relays and independent of index fc, we denote it by P{*4r} and calculate as 

HM = 1(1 - P M J ) . Hence, 

W 4 ( I - E 1 C ) H ) J 

3=0 l+j(jsdhrd) 

Derivation of Eqn. (5.9) 

The term P{£,d, As} is equal to the following integral 

P { £ U A } = / A(7srf)P7r<u (lrd,l) • • • P7rd,£ hrd,i) 

-J 
Jo 

xpisd(lsd)d^rd,i • • • dyrudjsd 
00 -l 

A(7*f)(l - e-^^Y—e^^^d%d 
Isd 

Again, using the binomial expansion for (1 — e i**h<-*)1 we obtain 

Wsd,AS) = T \ :)(-iy._ ":- pbi - 3 - — — 

Derivation of Eqn. (5.10) 

Similarly, the error probability given that a particular relay Rk is selected is equal to 

F{Srd, A , f c} = / Pb{lrd,k)plrdA (7rd, l ) • • • Plrdli (jrd,i) 

* P 7 . * {ifad)d7rd,l • • • djrdAjsd 
/•oo 

= / n(7rd .*) ( l -e^- f c / ^) < - 1 

JO 

X ( l - 6 7rd,fc/7Sd)__g 7rd,fc/7rti(J^dfc 

7rd 
»-l 

E 
j=0 

i — 1 
( - IF 

1 r ̂  f Ird 

j + i Vi + 1 

Isdjrd 

%d(j + 1) + 7«T " \%d(j + 1) + 7 
7 s d 

7rd/JJ 
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C.2 Proof of Lemma 5.1 

We prove this lemma by analyzing the orders of terms in (5.6) as SNR —* :oo. 

Part 1: Let us first analyze the asymptotic behavior of ¥{Esd,As\Nr — i} and 

¥{£rd, Ar\Nr = i}. In the absence of errors at the reliable relays the bit error proba

bility at the destination would be equal to the performance of (i +1) branch selection 

combining (SC), where one of the branches has average SNR of 7^, and the rest have 

7>d. The probability of bit error of SC can be expressed as 

Pb
SC(i, %d, 7rd)=P{£«i, A$\Nr = i} + iP{£rd, Ar\Nr = i}. 

Hence, ¥{£sd, As\Nr = i} < Pb
sc(i,%d,*frd) and ¥{£rd,Ar\Nr = i} < Pb

sc(i,jsd,jrd)-

Since SC is known to achieve diversity order equal to the number of its branches, 

we conclude that both ¥{£sd,As\Nr = i} and ¥{£rd,Ar\Nr = i} decrease at least 

as fast as l /SNR m : ¥{£sd,A3\Nr = i} = 0(1/SNRJ+1) and F{£rd,Ar\Nr = i} = 

0(l/SNR i + 1). 

Part 2: Now, let us examine the order of the term ¥{£sr\%r > 7^} if 7* = 

log(c!SNRMr'6). The analysis closely follows that given in Chapter 4 for Mr = 1 

relay. In Chapter 4 for BPSK and any threshold 7* it is shown that ¥{£sr\^sr > 

-ft} < 2^Ter^c(v^)- ^n *'ne c a s e °^ -^(7) — An-etfc(am7), this bound can easily be 

generalized to 

HZsrhsr > It} < —beifc{^fn). (C.2) 
7-3'f' 

Using the well-known bound erfc(^) < e~z , we obtain 

n^rhsr>lt}<^e-a^K (C.3) 

By substituting j t = log(ciSNRMr/Q,m), we conclude that 

H^srhsr > It} < ^ ^ g ^ T = C^m
KsrSNRMr+X- (C4) 
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Thus F{€sr\jsr > jt} = 0(1/SNRM"+1). 

Part 3: As seen in (5.8), P{A-|iVr = i} depends on %d and 7^ only through their 

ratio. Hence, this quantity is independent of SNR and P{^4r|iVr = i} — 0(1). 

Combining Parts 1, 2 and 3, we obtain 

F{£e2e\Nr = j}=f{£sd,As\Nr = i\+i x ¥{Srd,Ar\Nr = i\ 

0(1/SNR*+1) a(l/SNR<+1) 

+¥{Srd,Ar\Nr =s ».} (1 - 2F{Ssr\%r > Jt}) 
v v , s v > 

0(l/SNR i + 1) O(l) 

+¥{Ar\Nr = ^P{g,r!7sr > Tt}). (C5) 

O(l) 0(l/SNRAf'-+1) 

Hence, P ^ l ^ = 1} = 0(1/SNR*+1). 
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